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Preface
In recent decades, D  gen’s Zen has been relentlessly challenged

by scholars of D  gen studies, especially the proponents of Critical
Buddhism within the S  t  Zen academia who shook S  t
orthodoxy to its core. Similarly, Zen Buddhism in general has been
minutely scrutinized by a number of modern/postmodern Zen
scholars, both within and without the Zen sectarian tradition. This
scrutiny has involved issues ranging from the subitist (sudden
enlightenment) orthodoxy to Zen folk religiosity, and from Imperial
Way Zen to the reverse Orientalism of Nishida School philosophers.

Along with these challenges, Zen is experiencing a rude
awakening from its spiritual hubris and cultural narcissism. It
currently confronts an extraordinarily chaotic and fragmented world
borne of the inexorable forces of science, technology, and global
capitalism that have become increasingly misguided and
dehumanizing, particularly following the demise of the communist
world. We in the Northern Hemisphere—in sharp contrast to those in
the Southern Hemisphere—are so materially affluent, so
technologically advanced, and yet so morally and spiritually
disoriented that we are at a profound loss as to how to manage such
pressing issues as world peace, economic, social, and ecological
justice, cultural and religious diversity, and the possibility of living
authentically in today’s world. Like other religious traditions, Zen
cannot escape the exigency of this worldwide crisis.

Zen now stands at a crossroads. I submit that in such a
contemporary context, D  gen as meditator and D  gen as thinker
challenge us as much as we challenge him and his Zen. In this
respect, we live in one of the most intellectually challenging and
exciting periods in the history of the Zen religion and of D  gen
studies. Herein lies my desire to present this book with a sense of
urgency.

In my previous book D  gen Kigen: Mystical Realist , recently
republished as Eihei D  gen: Mystical Realist , 1 I endeavored in
part to articulate salient aspects of D  gen’s methodology, including
how he practiced his Zen. I realized early on in my study of D  gen
that his sensibilities to, and his ways of dealing with, language,



thinking, and reason were key to understanding and assessing the
way he did his religion. It was, therefore, absolutely critical to
uncover D  gen’s fundamental presuppositions of duality and
nonduality, as they related to his religious methodology.

A few main points of my investigation were: (1) In contrast to the
prevailing Zen tradition that had been founded upon an
epistemological dualism between equality and differentiation,
intuition and intellect, meditation and wisdom, D  gen restored
language, thinking and reason—the familiar tools of duality—to their
fully deserved legitimacy in his Zen. At the same time, he never lost
sight of their ultimate limitations, as well as the supreme importance
of nonduality. (2) Nonduality in his view did not signify the
transcendence of duality so much as the realization of it. The
function of nonduality was not to efface duality, as often is the case
with that of good and evil, nor to make duality a provisional
expedient for attaining a sui generis experience, nor to plunge into
ineffable reality. (3) Nonduality was always embedded and active
within duality itself—as the guider, purifier, and empowerer of duality.
The two were appropriated soteriologically, not theoretically or as
explanatory concepts. And finally, (4) D  gen’s manner of
approaching duality and nonduality was neither hierarchical,
teleological, nor reified.

This present work offers some sundry results of my continued
efforts to explore and explicate D  gen’s religious method along the
aforementioned line of interpretation. I expand upon some issues
and points from my previous work, amend others, and offer new
observations, reflections, and analyses. In many ways, the present
book complements and surpasses its predecessor. My textual
analyses and critical reflections, though brief and schematic, center
around such topics as original ambiguity inherent in both delusion
and enlightenment, the meaning of negotiating the Way in D  gen’s
praxis-oriented religion, the dynamic functions of emptiness as
illustrated in the steelyard analogy, the realizational view of
language, the notion of nonthinking/right thinking as the essence of
seated meditation, and a multifaceted, radical conception of reason.

By discussing these subject matters in six short chapters, 2 I wish
to bring D  gen the meditator and D  gen the thinker into relief. The



focus of my investigation in this work is on meditation and thinking,
an issue that has fascinated me since my first encounter with D  gen
in the late 1950s. More than anything else, however, I have tried to
explore and understand the dynamics of duality as they relate to
nonduality in the temporality of existence-time.

It has always been a personal delight and challenge for me as a
scholar of D  gen studies to find that such a traditionalist as D  gen,
who often reminded himself and his disciples of “holding the ancients
in reverence” (b  ko ), read ancient writings and sayings in such a
strikingly original and transgressive manner. For this reason, just as
Confucius was famously characterized by Herbert Fingarette as a
traditionalist and visionary, 3 D  gen may well be regarded in a
similar vein. Indeed, D  gen seems to embody the qualification of
the ideal teacher that Confucius had in mind when he said: “He who
by reanimating the Old can gain knowledge of the New is fit to be a
teacher.” 4

D  gen “reanimated” the archaic tradition of meditation. It was a
hermeneutic imperative for him to live on the boundary where
ancients and moderns met and to engage them in dialogue. He now
challenges us to do the same in a task that has no end. Perhaps that
is the only way we can move beyond the ancients (including D  gen
himself), and ultimately move beyond ourselves the moderns (and
postmoderns).

In view of this, throughout the present work, I situate myself
methodologically and hermeneutically at the intersection of D  gen’s
Zen and our contemporary crisis, in an attempt to facilitate mutual
communication and understanding as empathetically and critically as
possible.

I would like to extend my gratitude to the following people: Nancy
Ellegate and the staff at State University of New York Press for
making this publication possible; Soo-Jin Kim of Hallym University in
Korea for his word processing expertise of glossary terms; Patricia
Hall and Pearl Kim-Kregel for their editorial assistance at different
stages of the project; and Patrick Charles for his word processing of
early drafts. And finally, I thank my wife Jung-Sun for her moral
support and immeasurable help throughout the entire project—the
present work is dedicated to her.



Hee-Jin Kim 
Eugene, Oregon
October 2005
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CHAPTER 1
A Shattered Mirror, a Fallen Flower

1
It is axiomatic in Zen Buddhism that delusion and enlightenment

constitute a nondual unity (meigo ichinyo ). For the sake of
argument, let me formulate this dictum: Enlightenment is construed
as seeing things as they really are rather than as they appear; it is a
direct insight into, and discernment of, the nature of reality that is
apprehended only by wisdom, which transcends and is prior to the
activity of discriminative thought. In this view, delusion is defined as
all that is opposed to enlightenment.

The problem with this reading is manifold: (1) There is an inherent
tendency to bifurcate between “things as they really are” and “things
as they appear to be”; (2) its corollary is that there is an unbridgeable
chasm between insight/discernment and discrimination; (3) “seeing”
is conceived predominantly in epistemological, intuitive, and mystical
terms; (4) the pre- or extradiscriminative state of mind is privileged in
such a way that creative tensions between delusion and
enlightenment are all but lost; (5) nonduality in the unity is virtually
the neutralization of all discriminations and thus has little or nothing
to encourage and nurture duality as such—that is, discriminative
thinking, intellect, language, and reason—in the scheme of Zen’s
soteriological realization; and (6) the implications for Zen discourse
and practice, especially ethics, are seriously damaging. What we see
here is a formulaic understanding—and misunderstanding at that—of
the nonduality of delusion and enlightenment.

On the other hand, the ultimate paradox of Zen liberation is said to
lie in the fact that one attains enlightenment only in and through
delusion itself, never apart from it. Strange as that may sound,
enlightenment has no exit from delusion any more than delusion has
an exit from enlightenment. The two notions need, are bound by, and
interact with one another. That said, the interface of delusion and
enlightenment in their dynamic, nondual unity is extremely complex,



elusive, and ambiguous. Since they are the two foci 1 of realization,
we might ask how they interplay with one another. Should and can
enlightenment overcome delusion? What does “overcoming” mean?
In this chapter, I would like to examine aspects of how D  gen treats
delusion and enlightenment in their nonduality, with the foregoing
pointers and issues in mind. In my view, D  gen deeply delved into
this profound mystery.

2
Consider the k  an D  gen cites in his exposition on great

enlightenment (daigo ):

A monastic once asked Great Teacher Pao-chih of the Hua-yen
monastery in Ching-chao (a successor to Tung-shan; also known
as Hsiu-ching): “What is it like when a greatly enlightened person
is nevertheless deluded?” The teacher replied: “A shattered mirror
never reflects again; a fallen flower never returns to the tree.” 2

D  gen’s praise and enthusiasm for this revelatory occasion is
immediate and unreserved: “[This teaching] would never have been
presented outside Huayen’s assembly, nor could [Hua-yen] have
provided such spiritual assistance had he not been Tung-shan’s
rightful [dharma] child. Indeed this [Huayen’s assembly] was the
dharma-seat of a fully realized buddha-ancestor!”

Traditionally, commentators by and large have taken Hua-yen’s
original k  an as representing the nonattached, self-emptying,
traceless state of realization on the part of an enlightened one, who
is thoroughly immersed in delusion and yet completely free of it. This
conventional interpretation does not sufficiently address issues
involved in the dynamic interplay of delusion and enlightenment, in
their duality and nonduality. Why are delusion and enlightenment
qualified as “great”? What is the meaning of being “nevertheless
deluded” (kyakumei )? Why is it that a shattered mirror “never
reflects again” and a fallen flower “never returns to the tree”? As I
shall attempt to highlight in a moment, D  gen’s analysis of the k



an deeply penetrates the soteric dynamics of not only the nonduality,
but also the duality of delusion and enlightenment.

D  gen continues to comment:

The greatly enlightened person in question is not someone who is
greatly enlightened from the beginning, nor is the person someone
who gets and appropriates it from somewhere else. Great
enlightenment is not something that, despite being accessible to
everyone in the public domain, you happen to encounter in your
declining years. Nor can it be forcibly extracted through one’s own
contrivances; even so, one realizes great enlightenment without
fail. You should not construe nondelusion as great enlightenment;
nor should you consider becoming a deluded person initially to
sow the seeds of great enlightenment. A greatly enlightened
person is further greatly enlightened, and a greatly deluded person
is still greatly enlightened as well. Just as there are greatly
enlightened persons, there are also greatly enlightened buddhas,
greatly enlightened earth, water, fire, wind and space, and greatly
enlightened pillars and lanterns. For now, the [monastic’s] question
is concerned about a greatly enlightened person….

Consider this further. Is a greatly enlightened person who is
nevertheless deluded the same as an unenlightened person?
When being nevertheless deluded, does a greatly enlightened
person create delusion by exerting that enlightenment? Or by way
of bringing delusion from somewhere else, does the person
assume it as though still deluded while concealing his/her own
enlightenment? While an enlightened person remains the same in
not transgressing his/her great enlightenment, does he/she, in any
case, partake in being nevertheless deluded? Regarding “a greatly
enlightened person is nevertheless deluded,” you should also
investigate whether the “nevertheless deluded” means fetching
another “piece” of great enlightenment. And is the “great
enlightenment” one hand and the “nevertheless deluded” the
other? In any event, you should know that to understand “a greatly
enlightened person is nevertheless deluded” is the quintessence of
practice. Note that great enlightenment is ever intimate with the
“nevertheless deluded.” 3



Earlier in his Sh  b  genz  , “Genj  k  an” (1233), D  gen set
out a broad outline of delusion and enlightenment: “For the self to
carry itself forward and practice/verify the myriad things is delusion;
for the myriad things to advance and practice/verify the self is
enlightenment. Those who greatly enlighten delusion are buddhas;
those who are greatly deluded about enlightenment are sentient
beings. There are those who are further enlightened beyond
enlightenment; there are those who are yet further deluded amid
delusion.”

Reflecting still further on these matters in the foregoing passages,
D  gen repudiates views of enlightenment as something one is
innately endowed with, or as something to be acquired like things or
objects, or as a fluke due to chance, luck, or fortune. The
relationship between delusion and enlightenment is such that one is
not the simple negation or absence of the other, nor does one
precede or succeed the other. Enlightenment must neither descend
to, nor incarnate as, delusion. It is, in D  gen’s favorite phrase, “ever
intimate” (shinz  ) with and transparent to delusion. 4 This intimacy
(mitsu; shimmitsu ) suggests the nonduality of delusion and
enlightenment that, inasmuch as it always intimates lively tensions
between the two, and precisely for that reason, makes enlightenment
“great enlightenment” and delusion “great delusion” (daimei ).

Delusion and enlightenment differ from one another perspectivally,
are never metaphysical opposites (such as good and evil, or the one
and the many, as ordinarily understood), and are both temporal,
coextensive, and coeternal as ongoing salvific processes. In this
respect, I would call them “foci” rather than “antitheses” or
“polarities.” They are orientational and perspectival foci within the
structure and dynamics of realization (genj  ). As such, their
boundaries, though provisional, always remain and are never
erased. Yet they are “permeable,” so to speak, instead of
“incommensurable.” In light of such an intimate, dynamic
relationship, enlightenment consists not so much in replacing as in
dealing with or “negotiating” delusion in the manner consistent with
its principles. By the same token, delusion is not ordinary by any
means; it is constantly illumined and clarified by enlightenment in the
ongoing salvific process, ad infinitum.



Parenthetically speaking, within the Zen soteric economy, any two
foci are simply methodological designations and, as such, are
nonsubstantial in having no independent self-nature. This also
connotes that they are dependent on each other, along with all other
terms and meanings involved in the whole context. In this empty,
interdependent, and open context, foci are neither bifurcatory like
metaphysical opposites in eternal struggle, nor do they collapse in
the mystical coincidence of opposites (coincidentia oppositorum ),
nor are they polar principles that posit a preordained universal order
or harmony above and beyond them. In short, foci are no more than
the soteriological tools to guide practitioners in the dynamic workings
of realization.

What is then the meaning of the “nevertheless deluded”? As I
have observed before, there is no separation whatsoever of delusion
and enlightenment. They are not strange bedfellows; on the contrary,
they are working companions and need one another, with the shared
purpose of actualizing salvific liberation. At this point, I suggest
readers view enlightenment as radiant light that illumines delusion
far and wide, just as moonlight illumines the earth at night. The
radiant light penetrates and unfolds the depths and dimensions of
delusion—in brief, human nature and the human condition—that
have hitherto been unnoticed, unknown, or unfathomed by
practitioners, who in turn become aware of their own emotional,
existential, and moral anguishes, doubts and ambiguities. The
illuminative and penetrating power of the radiant light can also be
explained from the perspective of D  gen’s favorite statement:
“Nothing in the whole world is ever concealed” (henkai fuz  z  ).
This is not to say that light eradicates darkness, and as a result, all
things hitherto hidden become plainly visible. The reason is that
originally nothing is hidden, and accordingly, light does not need to
remove darkness. What light does then is to perpetually illumine and
penetrate darkness’s abysmal depths in the open-ended process of
dialogue between light and darkness. This is the intimacy of light and
darkness.

With this in mind, perhaps we can better understand D  gen’s
following statement: “When the Dharma does not yet completely fill
your body-mind, you think that it is already sufficient. When the



Dharma fills your body-mind, you think that something is missing.” 5
Paradoxically, the more deeply one grows in enlightenment, the
more clearly one discerns one’s own frailties and limitations. Expand
your horizons from the personal to the social to the cosmic, and you
will find yourself inextricably intertwined with all beings—all propelled
by “the vast and giddy karmic consciousness” (gosshiki b  b  ; b 
b  gosshiki ). We do not become deluded any more than we
become enlightened, for we are originally deluded. This insistence is
unequivocally stated in the key passage: “Great enlightenment is
ever intimate with the ‘nevertheless deluded.’” In light of the logic of
the “ever intimate” we are now familiar with, “nevertheless deluded”
may now be conceived as “ever deluded.”

The intimacy in “ever intimate” never obliterates the dynamic,
dialectical relationship of delusion and enlightenment in which they
inform, challenge, negotiate, and transform one another. If D  gen is
mystical, his is the mysticism of intimacy, that is, in the sense of
interplay, not adhesion or union. Enlightenment after all is to
overcome delusion, by way of sensitizing practitioners to
complexities and problems of the human situation. It is never free of
values and meanings, and frustrations and disappointments any
more than delusion is. Thus this caveat rings true:

Therefore, the “nevertheless deluded” is not the same as
mistaking a thief for one’s son or one’s son for a thief. Great
enlightenment is recognizing a thief as a thief; to be “nevertheless
deluded” is to recognize a son as a son. To add a little to a large
amount is great enlightenment; to take a little from a small amount
is the “nevertheless deluded.” Accordingly, seek out and restrain
someone who is “nevertheless deluded,” and you will eventually
encounter a greatly enlightened person. You should examine and
act upon whether this present self is “nevertheless deluded” or not.
This is the way you meet with the buddha-ancestors. 6

Small “additions” and “subtractions”—those differences generated
through practitioners’ religious and moral efforts in changing
circumstances—are due to the dynamic interaction of delusion and
enlightenment. This is so because, according to the logic of intimacy,



the differences between them are never erased, yet the hiatus
between them is absent. Moral principles, values, and judgments are
absolutely imperative in one’s transformative life. This is why we
should recognize “a thief as a thief” and “a son as a son,” and never
mistake one for the other. The differences matter; intimacy without
them loses its identity as well as its efficacy. D  gen warns us here
against the slightest hint of antinomianism, relativism, and fatalism
that might enter practitioners’ thoughts upon hearing the ever
deludedness of the enlightened one. It is for this reason that D  gen
insists: “‘A greatly enlightened person is nevertheless deluded’ is the
quintessence of practice .” A proper understanding of the
insidiousness of delusion and the ambiguity of enlightenment thus
constitutes the pivot of practice.

3
As is clear from the foregoing observations, “a shattered mirror”

(haky  ) and “a fallen flower” (rakka ) are the metaphors neither for
a spiritually bankrupt person in despair and hopelessness, nor for an
utterly incorrigible person beyond all possibilities of redemption. To
the contrary, these metaphors purport to be the truth of realization
vis-à-vis the existential predicament of the self and the world that are
alike in a “shattered” and “fallen” state—not only figuratively but
literally. For D  gen, a figure of speech in the Buddha-dharma is
itself ultimate reality. 7

Nevertheless, why is it that “a shattered mirror never reflects again
; a fallen flower never returns to the tree ”? D  gen has this to say:

This teaching speaks of right this moment at which the mirror is
shattered. It is not correct to imagine the time when the mirror is
not yet shattered and thereby understand the words “a shattered
mirror.” The import of Hua-yen’s present saying, “A shattered
mirror never reflects again; a fallen flower never returns to the
tree,” might be interpreted in this way: Because a greatly
enlightened person “never reflects again” or “never returns to the
tree,” he/she is no longer subject to any delusion. This, however, is
not a proper understanding. If some think this, you might ask them:



“What is the everyday life of a greatly enlightened person like?” In
response, they will admit such a person is nevertheless deluded.
The present teaching differs from all this: The question is “What is
it like when a greatly enlightened person is nevertheless deluded?”
[The monastic] is inquiring about right this moment of being
nevertheless deluded .

Such a moment is uttered as the realization of “a shattered
mirror never reflects again” and “a fallen flower never returns to
the tree.” When a fallen flower is truly a fallen flower, even though
it climbs beyond the top of a hundred-foot pole, it is still the fallen
flower. Because a shattered mirror is truly a shattered mirror, even
if it attains a certain degree of enlightenment in its daily living, its
reflected light “never reflects again.” 8

The crux of D  gen’s interpretation consists in “right this moment”
(sh  t  immoji ). It refuses to yearn for a paradisiacal state of
enlightenment as a way of making sense of the “shattered” and
“fallen” state. It does not atemporalize enlightenment so as to make
it immune to delusion. D  gen flatly rejects any manner of privileging
enlightenment as opposed to, or as independent of, delusion, in
causal, teleological, or metaphysical terms. Delusion has nothing to
do with being prior to, posterior to, outside, or peripheral to,
enlightenment. It always co exists with enlightenment, here and now.
Note that the metaphoric vision of being “shattered” or “fallen”
signifies the deeply unsettling human predicament that calls for
practice right this moment—beyond any explanation, interpretation,
or rationalization of it. Thus the urgency to live such a shattered and
fallen state thoroughly and penetratingly in a given historical situation
is critical.

“Right this moment” underscores the fact that enlightenment is as
time bound and time free as delusion. In D  gen’s Zen, the
realization of such thoroughgoing temporality and existentiality in
which delusion and enlightenment are rooted is the foundation of its
salvific project. In this context, “never reflects again” means there
was no mirror in the first place that reflected and was then broken.
By the same token, “never returns to the tree” is so because there
was no tree of any kind from which a flower was fallen and to which



it can presumably return. In this soteric economy, there remains only
the reality/truth of a vision of the human condition at this very
moment as “shattered” and “fallen.” Hence, instead of offering the
why, D  gen simply takes the vision to be “the quintessence of
practice.”

Let me make a few further observations regarding the matter just
discussed in the last paragraph. (1) The “never reflects again” and
“never returns to the tree” should not be construed in the context of
the Buddhist theory of the three ages of the right dharma, imitative
dharma, and degenerate dharma (sh  -z  -matsu no sanji ), which
was all too often tainted with a deeply fatalistic historical
consciousness of romantic pessimism. Those expressions in
question imply no nadir or stage in a devolutionary, let alone an
evolutionary, scheme of things. Unlike other Kamakura Buddhist
leaders such as Shinran (1173–1262) and Nichiren (1222–1282) to
whom the doctrine was foundational to their religions, D  gen
dismissed it as irrelevant and ineffectual. 9 (2) Similarly, the “never
reflects again” and “never returns to the tree,” as I have briefly
mentioned a moment ago, do not represent the state of total
depravity in the sense of humanity entirely corrupted and
incapacitated beyond redemption. Nor do they show a fall from an
idealized or reified state of the “mirror” or “flower” (just as in the Fall
of Adam and Eve from the Garden of Eden). Not that one falls from
grace and is saved by grace in a theistic framework, but that, as D
gen writes, “the one who falls because of the ground rises always
because of the very ground” (chi ni yorite taoruru mono wa kanarazu
chi ni yorite oku ). 10 For better or for worse, both gravity and
countergravity are firmly embedded in the ground itself. “Grace” is
found within and around one’s self, not outside it. And (3) the “never
reflects again” and “never returns to the tree” do not refer to the
situation to which some humans are predestined or doomed, as
some Buddhists maintain in the doctrine of icchantika (issendai ).
Some humans may no doubt be enslaved and fettered by delusional
conditions. But in D  gen’s salvific project that rigorously adheres to
the doctrine of karma (g  ), there is no agent or law that predestines
a certain class of people to eternal damnation, nor are there sentient
beings who are doomed to such condemnation.



Perhaps most noteworthy in D  gen’s analysis is this: The human
condition is such that even if we overcome delusion, we cannot
eradicate it. Thus D  gen underlines the fundamental limitations and
ambiguities of our moral and religious overcoming , namely,
enlightenment. This is also the ultimate limitation of Zen as a
religion.

D  gen thus writes:

This is not to say that being “greatly enlightened” is like becoming
a buddha or that being “nevertheless deluded” is likened to the
state of an unenlightened person. Nor should you think, as some
people do, that [a greatly enlightened person] becomes like an
unenlightened person again [as told in the bodhisattva doctrine] or
that the original Buddha assumes manifested forms [in the world
so as to save sentient beings]. Those people speak as though one
overstepped [the bounds of] great awakening and then became a
sentient being. For our part, however, we do not say that great
awakening is overstepped or it is gone, or that delusion appears.
Our view is not like theirs.

Indeed, great enlightenment is elusive; being nevertheless
deluded is elusive as well. There is no delusion that obstructs
great enlightenment: You create “a half piece” of small delusion by
exerting “three pieces” of great enlightenment. Thus the Himalayas
are greatly enlightened by virtue of the Himalayas; trees and rocks
are greatly enlightened by virtue of the trees and rocks. The great
enlightenment of the buddhas is such that they are greatly
enlightened because of sentient beings; the great enlightenment of
sentient beings is greatly enlightened through the great
enlightenment of the buddhas. [Delusion and enlightenment, the
buddhas and sentient beings] have nothing to do with before and
after.

The great enlightenment now under consideration belongs to
neither oneself nor others. It does not come [from anywhere], and
yet it fills the watercourses and ravines. Although it does not go
[anywhere, while its being nevertheless deluded], we should
absolutely avoid seeking it elsewhere by acting with others. Why is
this? Remember [the saying] “It will go along with the other.” 11



Delusion and enlightenment are both said to be “elusive” (mutan ),
which also means “bottomless.” They are indeed bottomlessly
elusive and elusively bottomless. As such, enlightenment never
functions without delusion whereas delusion is never meant to be
without enlightenment. Such nondual unity applies to the relationship
between buddhas (and bodhisattvas) on the one hand and sentient
beings (ordinary, unenlightened beings) on the other. In their nondual
unity, the buddhas (and bodhisattvas) and sentient beings have
“nothing to do with before and after” and, by extension, above and
below, inside and outside, real and apparent. The buddhas (and
bodhisattvas) do not descend, nor do sentient beings ascend; the
former do not assume or put on the forms of the latter. In other
words, only when the causal, hierarchical, and teleological
pretensions collapse, do delusion and enlightenment as well as the
buddhas and sentient beings, at last, function wholesomely as foci
within the soteriological milieu.

All things considered, the distinction, differences, and tensions
between delusion and enlightenment—and between the buddhas
and sentient beings—exist without violating nonduality. What I have
endeavored to present in the foregoing few sections is D  gen’s
analysis of such differences and tensions—that is, duality, which
reveals his realistic vision of human nature as thoroughly delusion
ridden (as much as it is enlightenment laden). In this light, the notion
of realization, often exalted and even ecstatic, should be informed
and tempered by such an existential assessment of the human
predicament.

4
Before I move on to another closely related aspect of the subject

matter under investigation, let me state, as a reminder, that what I
have been concerned with in this chapter is the nature and dynamics
of realization (genj  ) in D  gen’s Zen, with special emphasis on
delusion in the nonduality of delusion and enlightenment. It is fair to
say that, in Zen religion and scholarship, enlightenment has more
often than not overshadowed delusion despite Zen’s insistence on
their nonduality. This lopsided view has unwittingly led to the



aggrandizement and indulgence of enlightenment in one way or
another. One of the most significant contributions made by recent
Zen scholarship, in my view, is its stripping enlightenment of all
traditional pretensions. In particular, the critique of the immediacy,
purity, and universality of the enlightenment experience is at once
devastating and salutary. After the Socratic aphorism, we might say
that an unexamined Zen is not worth living—but then, in the same
breath, add that an unlived Zen is not worth examining. 12 In this
context, D  gen’s analysis of delusion is extremely instructive for
understanding the nature and dynamics of practice that have been
grossly overlooked by practitioners of D  gen’s Zen, as well as by
scholars of D  gen studies.

Having said this, let me turn to D  gen’s following thirty-one-
syllable poem (waka ) on impermanence:

Yo no naka wa To what shall
Nani ni tatoen I liken the world?
Mizutori no Moonlight, reflected
Hashi furu tsuyu ni In dewdrops,
Yadoru tsukikage . Shaken from a crane’s bill. 13

This poem teaches a familiar Buddhist truth that the moon (Buddha-
nature) is completely reflected in each and every one of the
countless dewdrops (all things), without discrimination, namely one
in all, all in one. The poem, as I see it, however, goes further than
such a formulaic understanding exercised in the context of nature
and impermanence. The complete reflection of the moon is
“shaken”—each dewdrop has a full yet shaken reflection of the
moon. In using the words yo no naka for “the world,” D  gen does
not talk about just life in general but shows his own situatedness in
the particular historical and cultural world of tumultuous Kamakura
Japan (1192–1333) in which he lived and died. Especially significant
is the fact that while critically rejecting the ideology of the age of the
degenerate dharma (mapp  ), D  gen nevertheless lived through
the reality of mapp  ’s crisis situation, coupled with innumerable
natural and social calamities and ruinous chaos and despair. In that
milieu, he probed the vicissitudes of existence with a precise, minute



eye. That is, D  gen’s sense of impermanence was inseparably
interwoven with the mapp  ’s perilous actuality, as seen through a
tremendous range of thoughts and emotions. His sense of
impermanence was indeed thoroughly enmeshed in the realities of
medieval Japan.

Impermanence for the Japanese in the medieval period was
primarily steeped in religio-aesthetic feelings toward nature with its
ever changing, shifting phenomena and objects such as the four
seasons, mountains and rivers, flowers and birds. Human affairs and
the gods and buddhas of the spiritual world were subsumed under
such an affective view of nature. It is well known that the medieval
Japanese found solace and inspiration in emotively identifying with
the ephemerality of nature rather than in intellectually and morally
understanding and coping with it.

D  gen, on the other hand, although he could hardly resist the
predilection to poeticize the beauty of nature, was concerned with
impermanence as the conduit of soteric realization from his religio-
philosophical perspective. He presented a starkly realistic
assessment of existence and its ultimate reason (d  ri ), by
addressing the issues of birth-and-death (sh  ji ), existence-time (uji
), the Buddha-nature of impermanence/the impermanence of
Buddha-nature (muj  -bussh  ), and so forth. The world, natural
and human alike, envisioned as karma laden, was at once
temporalized and sacralized. As a result, D  gen’s view of
impermanence, as fused with a crisis consciousness and its
concomitant sense of urgency, was preeminently religious, moral,
and existential, as compared with the general aesthetic view tinged
with quiet, melancholic resignation. 14

In light of the foregoing observations, D  gen’s poem may be
paraphrased as such: “To what can I liken the human condition in
which I live in the here and now? I say: ‘The moon’s shaken
reflections in dewdrops.’” Consider this in the context of what we
have observed in the previous sections on the nonduality of delusion
and enlightenment. We now know that the moon’s reflection in a
dewdrop is not an ordinary reflection but is the moon itself, however
shaken it is, and that the moon and the dewdrop are embodied as
nondually one—temporalized and localized—in that shaken



reflection. There is nothing but the shaken reflection in which
shakenness and reflection are never statically/reductively fused, but
dialectically/dialogically interactive. This is so neither by the moon’s
“descending” to the level of a dewdrop in order to be able to reflect,
nor by the moon’s “simulating” the form of reflection to identify itself
with the dewdrop, but simply by the moon’s being intimate with the
dewdrop without violating either their duality or nonduality. This was
precisely the meaning of muj  -bussh  that meant not only “the
impermanent are Buddha-nature” but also “Buddha-nature is
impermanent.” In this light, only when the moon is thoroughly
temporalized and localized in a particular dewdrop, is the dewdrop
genuinely sacralized as that shaken reflection. In this manner, D
gen’s poetic vision of impermanence in the image of the moon’s
shaken reflection in/as a dewdrop seems to unmistakably intimate
elusive delusional undertones.

5
D  gen delivered his talk on the radiant light (k  my  ) to his

disciples at the Kannon-d  ri K  sh  -h  rinji temple in the middle of
a rainy night, one day in the sixth month, 1242. Utterly dark and quiet
outside, it provided him with an opportune occasion to reflect on this
important subject. This presentation now constitutes the Sh  b 
genz  , “K  my  ” (1242).

In this fascicle, commenting on Ch’ang-sha Chao-hsien’s (n.d.)
statement, “The entire world of the ten directions is one’s own
radiant light,” D  gen enunciates that one’s own radiant light (jiko k 
my  ) is not only the entire world of the ten directions (jin jipp  kai )
but also the buddhaancestors’ radiant light (busso k  my  ). In both
instances, light is construed less as an attribute than as a function.
That is, self/buddha-ancestor and light are coterminous and
coeternal. The radiant light thus illumines the self and the world
illimitably, leaving nothing hidden. As noted before, D  gen’s favorite
expression “Nothing in the whole world is ever concealed” states
exactly this situation. And as D  gen writes, “There is no escape
from this fact.” 15



Keeping these points in mind, let us examine D  gen’s comments
on the saying by Yün-men Wen-yen (864–949):

One day [Great Teacher Yün-men] addressed the assembly in the
hall, saying: “Every person has the radiant light without exception.
Yet when you look at it, you don’t see it: Profound darkness. What
is everybody’s radiant light?” No response came from the
audience. So he himself spoke for them: “The monastics’ hall, the
buddha hall, the kitchen pantry, the main gate.”

This Great Teacher’s saying “Every person has the radiant light
without exception” does not mean that the radiant light will appear
in the future, or was in the past, or can be observed in the present.
You should clearly hear what it says: “Every person originally has
the radiant light.” It is, as it were, assembling hundreds of
thousands of Yün-mens in the hall and letting them recite the
saying in unison. Yün-men’s saying is not just his personal
fabrication; it is what everybody’s radiant light utters by exerting
itself, in concert with and for the sake of others. “Every person has
the radiant light without exception” thus means: A whole person
originally has the radiant light; the radiant light is each and every
person; everyone exerts the radiant light in [his/her] personal and
environing circumstances. [For this reason] the radiant light shines
within everyone without exception; each [individuated] light
originally shines within every person; everybody is authentically
what he/she is; each [individuated] light is authentically what it is;
every being is just as it is, through and through; and every
wholeness is just as it is, through and through.

Therefore, you should know that the radiant light everyone has
without exception pertains to each and every actual human being
—that individual person within whom an individuated light wholly
shines. Just ask Yün-men, “What do you mean by ‘every person’
and by ‘the radiant light’?” Yün-men himself asked [in this vein]:
“What is everybody’s radiant light?” This question is none other
than the radiant light itself, because it challenges its subject matter
to the hilt. Accordingly, when anyone asks in such a manner,
he/she has his/her own light. 16



Why did Yün-men say, “Yet when you look at it, you don’t see it:
Profound darkness”? The key to the whole k  an seems to lie in a
proper understanding of this puzzling statement. The metaphors of
light and darkness are familiar in Zen as representing enlightenment
and delusion, respectively. For one thing, if you try to see the radiant
light as an object of perception, you will never be able to see it
properly because it cannot be objectified in a dualistic manner. We
must go further. In the Pi-yen lu (The Blue Cliff Record), Case 86,
where the same k  an case appears, Yüan-wu K’o-ch’in (1063–
1135) in his commentary offers a few pointers for exploring some
subtle nuances. For instance, he cites the following verse by Shih-
t’ou Hsi-ch’ien (700–790) in his Ts’an-t’ung-ch’i (Merging Difference
and Identity):

Right within light there is darkness,
But don’t see it as darkness:
Right within darkness there’s light,
But don’t meet it as light. 17

In the same vein, Yüan-wu challenges by asking: “If you cut off light
and darkness, tell me, what is it?” Or, he quotes a saying of P’an-
shan Paochi (n.d.): “Light isn’t shining on objects, nor do the objects
exist. Light and objects both forgotten, then what is this?” 18 These
pointers are correct in principle, suggesting the right direction to
pursue; yet, they fail to point out, or to sufficiently explicate, the
dynamic relationship of light and darkness.

D  gen takes up the last-mentioned point explicitly in his foregoing
commentarial passage. As noted before, there are some cues in his
writings that amply suggest his dynamic praxis orientation with
respect to this subject. Such notions as the “ever intimate” (shinz  )
and “Nothing in the whole world is ever concealed” (henkai fuz  z 
) should be recalled. I might add another of D  gen’s favorites: “As
one side is illumined, the other is darkened” (ipp  o sh  suru toki
wa ipp  wa kurashi ). Additionally, let me quote the following in this
connection that comments on a verse of Hung-chih Cheng-chüeh
(1091–1157) in his Tso-ch’an chen :



“[The essential activity of all the buddhas and the active essence
of all the ancestors] illumines without facing objects.” This
“illumination” means neither illumining the outer world nor
illumining the inner world; “without facing objects” is, as such,
“illumination.” Illumination is not transformed into objects, because
the objects are the illumination. “Without facing” means: “Nothing
in the whole world is ever concealed,” or “Nothing issues forth
when you uncover the world.” Its meaning is subtle and
mysterious, at once interrelated and not interrelated.19

D  gen’s logic here is clear: From the very beginning there is nothing
hidden (or read substantial) throughout the world; therefore, there is
nothing to be uncovered in the first place. In this sense, all things are
clear as crystal (rod  d  ). Inasmuch as light is always mediated by
darkness, the function of light’s illumination is to penetrate and see
through darkness, not remove it. Accordingly, that perfect clarity of
things—a vision, if you will—differs from that reality/truth which has
hitherto been hidden and is now uncovered. Rather, the vision as a
focus is only the beginning, not the end, of the soteric process. Yün-
men’s “profound darkness” is the reminder of this fact.

For this reason, it is to be clarified ceaselessly through practice.
How can you do this? First of all, the metaphysical opposites such as
reality and appearance must go by way of the deconstruction of
emptiness; they are simply ineffectual and inefficacious for
soteriological purposes. In like manner, the notions of light and
darkness must be first deconstructed by emptiness; only then can
they function effectively, now reconstituted (or reconstructed) as
salvific foci, through emptiness. As I shall explicate more in
subsequent chapters, D  gen’s contributions primarily lie in the latter
aspect of this dual role of emptiness, or in the treatment of duality in
the pair of duality and nonduality.

Realization invariably consists of the ongoing interplay (“at once
interrelated and not interrelated”) of light and darkness, clarity and
opacity, amid the nitty-gritty of the human situation. From this
perspective, D  gen suggests that light’s illuminative power does not
neutralize darkness to overcome it, but penetrates it so as to bring its
hitherto unknown and unrecognized dimensions to daylight. In this



way, light and darkness inform and transform one another in the
salvific enterprise; the more light illumines, the more darkness is
clarified. Enter D  gen’s view of delusion at this point, and you will
see a rich amplification on Yün-men’s “profound darkness.” His
words “bottomlessly elusive” (mutan ) is also highly suggestive in this
regard.

Against the background of these observations, D  gen’s analysis
of Yün-men’s statements becomes more comprehensible to us. As is
clear from his commentary, D  gen underlines the individuated forms
of the radiant light, in their respective, unadulterated existentialities.
Earlier in the fascicle he illustrates: “roots, stalks, branches, and
leaves,” “flowers, fruits, luster, and colors,” “grasses and trees, walls
and partitions,” “mist and fog, streams and stones,” “the bird’s
[traceless] path and the mysterious path [of enlightenment],” and so
on. The radiant light has shapes, colors, sounds, and other myriad
qualities and activities—not least important, human emotions,
afflictions, passions, and suchlike—all are real in D  gen’s salvific
world. Note that light does not become an individual being; each and
every individual is light, a unique light at that. In other words, each
being is originally an individuated light.

As I have observed elsewhere, 20 the radiant light for D  gen is
not a diffuse, universalized light so much as it is a confocal (with
respect to light and darkness as binary foci), differentiated light,
invariably local and temporal as a specific thing, being or
phenomenon. In the former case, an individual forfeits its genuine
identity and is absorbed into the universal light. In the latter, by
contrast, an individual at once illumines and is illumined, reflexively,
in its particularity, alive with its karmic conditions clearly discerned, in
relation to all the other conditions. In short, the infinitely illuminative
and penetrative power of the radiant light, be it at the macrocosmic
or microcosmic level, becomes potent and efficacious only when
localized and temporalized in concrete beings and situations. Only in
that context can light not only break darkness but, more importantly
for our purpose, penetrate darkness with the heightened awareness
of its abysmal depths.

In this respect, the picture D  gen offers here is neither that of
light’s conquest of darkness nor that of light’s eternal struggle



against darkness. Just as when enlightenment breaks through
delusion, it is never outside that delusion, so light, however brilliant
and dazzling, works always in and through darkness. It cannot be
otherwise. This is why D  gen writes: “Even though it is said, ‘One is
further deluded amid delusion,’ you should construe it as saying,
‘One is further deluded beyond delusion.’ In such an understanding
lies the path of progress in realization.” 21 Replace “delusion” with
“darkness,” and you will have the same insight, now modulated from
a different angle but still relevant to this section. This is the dynamic,
dialectical notion of darkness. The upshot of this analysis then
states: “A whole person originally has the radiant light; the radiant
light is each and every person; everyone exerts the radiant light in
[his/her] personal and environing circumstances.” D  gen’s sole
concern is after all soteriological and praxis oriented.

6
D  gen’s sensibilities to the peripheral, the obscure, the

phantasmal, and even the seemingly irrational derive from his
twofold concern: On the one hand, he was acutely aware of the
immeasurable bounds and depths of the self and the world, the inner
and the outer world, as contrasted to the fundamental limitations of
human knowledge, even of “the measure of the buddhas” (butsury 
) and of “the measure of the dharma world” (hokkairy  ). Despite or
because of their epistemological limitations, humans have also the
haunting awareness of their ultimate ignorance in the final analysis.
This humility, however, never deterred D  gen from opening himself
up and exploring soteric possibilities with respect to the furthest
reaches of the world and the innermost recesses of the self. In view
of such humility and boldness in his methodology and hermeneutics,
nothing is to be excluded from the purview of his soteriology.

On the other hand, D  gen’s sensibilities also stem from his
cultural immersion in the Kamakura ethos of impermanence,
inextricably intertwined with mapp  (the degenerate dharma) culture
and hongaku (original enlightenment) thought, full of chaos, despair,
uncertainty, and unreason. In a world where madness and anarchy
reign, the line between reason and unreason becomes extremely



thin and blurred, and, as a result, one is naturally drawn to that
ephemeral line’s true colors. What is reason? What is unreason?
How do we draw the line between them? Does the line still have any
significance amid an anarchic world? I believe that D  gen’s
sympathy with the deviant, displaced, and forgotten in the
phenomenology of Buddhist experience, as observed in a different
context elsewhere, 22 should be understood against the backdrop of
Kamakura Japan.

Let me illustrate just one such case in point: In the Sh  b  genz 
 , “K  ge” (1243), D  gen deconstructs a familiar Buddhist notion k 
 ge , “flowers in the sky”—taken to be “illusory flowers” due to one’s

“dim-sightedness” (ei; eigen; gen’ei )—to read as “the flowers of
emptiness.” D  gen is here adroitly making the most of another
meaning of the Sino-Buddhist character k  , “emptiness,” in place of
its usual meaning, “the sky.” While some Buddhists believe that dim-
sightedness—the cataractous vision of the ordinary, unenlightened
people—creates illusory flowers in the empty sky, and that only upon
removing such dim-sightedness will those people be enlightened, D
gen holds such a view is shortsighted. The truth, D  gen argues, is
that illusion and reality are nondually one. We are all familiar with
this logic. And yet, in his characteristically original fashion, D  gen
now deeply probes the subtle workings of emptiness itself with
respect to illusion and reality, delusion and enlightenment. For
example:

Never foolishly misconstrue dim-sightedness as falsehood and
thereby look for truth outside it. That is a shortsighted view. If the
flowers of dim-sightedness were false [on the assumption that
truth is outside falsehood/dimsightedness], the subject that
misinterprets them as false and the objects that are misinterpreted
as such would all be false. If all were after all false, truth could not
be established. Without truth established, it cannot be the case
that the flowers of dim-sightedness are false. Because
enlightenment is rooted in dim-sightedness, all things that
constitute enlightenment are invariably the ones adorned with the
dim-sightedness. Because delusion is also rooted in dim-



sightedness, all things that constitute delusion are invariably the
ones adorned with the dim-sightedness, as well. 23

D  gen in this passage gives an incisive, effective refutation of what
we today call the representational view of knowledge in which the
mind is presumed to represent the reality existing independently of it,
through perception, thinking, and language. Truth in this view is
established in terms of a correspondence between mind and reality.
Those who are familiar with D  gen’s Zen may not be surprised to
see his foregoing commentarial statements, but what distinguishes
him here is this: Without frontally taking on the doctrinal issue of the
ultimate truth and worldly truth of M  dhyamika thought, and even by
bypassing the doctrine as such, D  gen elucidates the interior
workings of emptiness itself. By minutely observing simple
expressions such as k  ge and eigen , he boldly declares that
emptiness, along with delusion and enlightenment, is rooted in dim-
sightedness.

Dim-sightedness highlights fundamental ambiguity and opacity—
never neutrality or freedom from value-ladenness—as intrinsic to
human knowledge and understanding, and even to what we
legitimately claim to be reality and truth. If I may borrow the locution
of Blaise Pascal (1623–1662) at this point who wrote, “Men are so
necessarily mad, that not to be mad would amount to another form of
madness,” 24 D  gen’s view runs like this: “Humans are so
necessarily dim-sighted, that not to be dim-sighted would amount to
another form of dim-sightedness.” Such being the case, what the
opponents of this view fail to realize is that their opposing assertion
is itself none other than the product of dim-sightedness. Thus, their
thesis is disastrously undiscerning and ill-considered; they are never
able to establish any reality or truth outside the purview of dim-
sightedness.

By contrast, according to D  gen, this original dim-sightedness
serves as the methodological and hermeneutic base of operation for
his Zen soteriology; yet he avoids falling into positivist, reductionist,
and relativist pitfalls. D  gen, for instance, never minimizes nor
erases the tensions between truth and falsehood. In this way, dim-
sightedness is the life force of emptiness and, doctrinally speaking,



is the linchpin of ultimate truth and worldly truth. “Seeing things as
they are”—or “seeing things clearly”—will never be the same after
one hears D  gen’s dim-sightedness.

Given all this, the illuminative, penetrative power of the radiant
light now brings dim-sightedness into sharp relief, with equal force
and eloquence as in “Nothing in the whole world is ever concealed.”
Dimsightedness is no longer a physiological defect or a medical
problem of faulty eyesight. It is not something to be cured or
eliminated, but rather something to live out authentically. It is a
salvific focus in the human condition, as original as enlightenment.
“[Some unenlightened scholars] only think that the flowers seen in
the sky (k  ge ) are due to faulty eyesight (gen’ei ),” writes D  gen.
“But they do not understand that dimsightedness (gen’ei ) is what it
is by virtue of the flowers of emptiness (k  ge ).” 25 “[All the
buddhas] let their visions (gen ) realize through dimsightedness (ei ).
They realize the flowers of emptiness in their visions, and their
visions in the flowers of emptiness.” 26 With this
deconstructive/reconstructive metamorphosis in the meanings of k 
ge and gen’ei/eigen at D  gen’s hand, dim-sightedness is at once
liberated and radicalized in his soteric scheme.

D  gen further writes:

For these reasons we now say as follows: Just as dim-sightedness
is equal, the flowers of emptiness are equal. Just as dim-
sightedness is birthless, the flowers of emptiness are birthless.
Just as all things are themselves ultimate reality, the flowers of
dim-sightedness are ultimate reality. [The flowers of dim-
sightedness/the flowers of emptiness] are not concerned with the
past, present and future, nor with the beginning, middle and end.
Because they are not obstructed by arising and perishing, they
freely cause arising and perishing to arise and perish. They arise
and perish in emptiness ; they arise and perish in dim-sightedness
; and they arise and perish amid flowers . They are like this at all
times and in all places. 27

Considering the tumultuous world of his times and the incredible
follies and madness of human beings, did D  gen discern deeply



perplexing, perhaps insoluble contradictions, in the inner dynamics
of the duality and nonduality of delusion and enlightenment? My
sense is that he went as far as he could in his exploration of those
obscure, elusive dimensions of opacity and ambiguity in
practitioners’ realization that were nonetheless part and parcel of the
Buddha-dharma. However advanced in realization, practitioners
cannot escape this dim-sightedness, and yet, it is at the same time
deemed to be an occasion for liberation, by virtue of emptiness.
Thus equating dim-sightedness to emptiness, which I think is one of
his most seminal insights into the temporality and existentiality of
human nature, D  gen envisions its flowers blooming as all things of
the self and the world—rootless, birthless, purposeless. Dim-
sightedness/emptiness does not lend itself to explanations,
interpretations, and purposes. It only prompts practice in realization.

7
In this chapter, I have endeavored to elucidate D  gen’s

understanding of the inner workings of delusion and enlightenment,
light and darkness, illusion and reality, in their duality and nonduality.
In his Zen, these binary foci were thoroughly temporalized from the
perspective of impermanence, intensified by the consciousness of
crisis and exigency, and radicalized by hongaku thought. As a result,
the hitherto obscured dimensions of delusion and enlightenment,
especially of the former, were accentuated as never before. Skillfully
delving into those traditional notions, D  gen argued (1) that humans
had no exit from the “shattered” and “fallen” state of their delusory
conditions; (2) that the illuminative power of the radiant light
intensified, rather than neutralized, the heightened awareness of
(individual and collective) delusional darkness; and (3) that dim-
sightedness was the primordial condition of human knowledge and
understanding, of thoughts and imagination, and of reality and truth.
Delusion and enlightenment alike were ineluctably embedded in this
condition. Such insistence was a far cry from acceding to nihilism,
relativism, or cynicism, but a call for moral and spiritual endeavors
with renewed vigor.



And yet, popular views persist, such as: (1) The enlightened one is
in , but not of , the world of delusion; (2) inasmuch as the
enlightened one is liberated, he/she is no longer affected by
delusion; (3) enlightenment is sufficiently powerful so as to “burn off”
karmic effects; and (4) only when enlightenment frees itself of
delusion, does it attain its total purity. All sound fine and are
admirable. What we have thus far seen in the present chapter—and
will see in what follows—clearly disputes such smug views. After all
is said and done, the enlightened one is a profoundly ambiguous,
complex person, and D  gen would not have excepted himself in this
respect.

It should be noted further that while undoubtedly indebted to the
hongaku thought of medieval Japan, D  gen’s religion perhaps
reflects certain sentiments—on the dark side of the human psyche—
akin to consciousness-only thought (yuishiki shis  ; Vijñ  na-v 
da/Vijñapti-m  trat  ), which was transmitted in the Hoss  sect in
Japan. 28 We here glimpse his eclecticim.



CHAPTER 2
Negotiating the Way

1
In the Sh  b  genz  , “Bend  wa” (1231), D  gen succinctly

enunciates his Zen: “The endeavor to negotiate the Way (bend  ),
as I teach now, consists in discerning all things in view of
enlightenment, and putting such a unitive awareness (ichinyo ) into
practice in the midst of the revaluated world (shutsuro ).” 1 This
statement clearly sets forth practitioners’ soteriological project as
negotiating the Way in terms of (1) discerning the nondual unity of all
things that are envisioned from the perspective of enlightenment and
(2) enacting that unitive vision amid the everyday world of duality
now revalorized by the enlightenment. Needless to say, these two
aspects refer to practice and enlightenment that are nondually one
(shush  itt  ; shush  ichinyo ).

It may be instructive for us to note that the meaning of the term sh 
 , which I have translated above as “enlightenment,” has some

important nuances as compared with other kindred terms such as go
and kaku . The three Sino-Buddhist characters, go , kaku , and sh  ,
are read as satori in the native Japanese way; the word satori ,
translated as “enlightenment,” has become a household word in the
West, thanks to D. T. Suzuki. Very briefly, go is often used with mei
as in meigo (“delusion and enlightenment”), thereby stressing
emancipation from delusions through insight into the true nature of
reality or thusness (shinnyo ). Its emphasis on intuitive apprehension
by transcendent wisdom is quite clear. Kaku connotes the awakening
of the mind from its spiritual slumber and therein an awakening to a
hitherto unknown reality/truth; in this sense it is sometimes paired
with dream (mu ). By contrast, sh  (which means “to prove,” “to
bear witness to,” “to verify”) signifies the direct, personal verification
of salvific reality/truth through the body-mind (shinjin ), one’s whole
being. A crucially important point here is, namely, “that which
verifies” and “that which is verified” are inseparably intertwined via



the body-mind. In this context, sh  is typically coupled with shu
(“practice”) as in shush  (“practice and enlightenment”). Although
go, kaku , and sh  are used interchangeably in Zen Buddhism, as
well as in D  gen, his most-favored term is undoubtedly sh  . Thus,
in speaking of enlightenment (sh  ), D  gen always presupposes
the process of verification in which enlightenment entails practice,
and vice versa. To put it differently, enlightenment (nonduality)
makes it incumbent upon practitioners to put the unitive vision of all
things into practice, in terms of duality of the revisioned world.

In view of the famous putative question attributed to a young D
gen on Mt. Hiei by his biographers of the S  t  Zen tradition, 2 and
which may very well have been prompted by unsettling implications
of original enlightenment thought (hongaku shis  ), we see that D
gen frames his religion not so much in terms of whether to practice,
but rather how to practice . How can practitioners authentically
negotiate the Way in a specific daily situation, or in what D  gen
calls “a dharma-situation” (h  i )? This was the question D  gen
pursued throughout his monastic life.

Consider this additional statement by D  gen: “A Buddhist should
neither argue superiority or inferiority of doctrines, nor settle disputes
over depth or shallowness of teachings, but only be mindful of
authenticity or inauthenticity of practice.” The above statement was
part of D  gen’s response to his disciple’s challenging question:

Both the Hokke and Kegon schools that exist in our country today
represent the ultimate teaching of the Mah  y  na. Furthermore,
the teachings of the Shingon school, ever since their direct
transmission from Vairocana Buddha to Vajrasattva, have been
handed down from master to disciple, without interruption.
Espousing “The mind itself is Buddha” and “This very mind attains
buddhahood,” the school also teaches that the Five Buddhas’ true
enlightenment can be attained in a single sitting, without going
through many kalpas of spiritual discipline. It might be regarded as
the most sublime form of the Buddha-dharma. In view of all this,
the practice you advocate now—what advantages make you
recommend it exclusively, while ignoring all other practices? 3



The question here is vitally important not only because it queries D
gen’s assertion on the exclusive practice—or even superiority, as
some might bluntly suggest—of seated meditation (zazen ), but also
because it refers to the Hokke (Tendai), Kegon, and Shingon schools
of medieval Japanese Buddhism. In this context, mention of the
doctrines of “The mind itself is Buddha” (sokushin zebutsu ) and
“This very mind attains buddhahood” (zeshin sabutsu ) is quite
significant, since they are the equivalents of the cardinal Shingon
tenet, “This very body is the realization of buddhahood” (sokushin j 
butsu ), which, along with other kindred notions, contributed to the
developments of medieval (Tendai) hongaku thought referenced a
moment ago. Advocating the absolute affirmation of the phenomenal
world, hongaku thought was regarded as the zenith of Mah  y  na
thought at one extreme, and the disclaimer of moral and spiritual
efforts at the other. Against this background, D  gen’s foregoing
answer stands out in its unequivocal praxis orientation.

Then what constitutes the authenticity of practice? To put it in the
simplest terms, it has to do with the manner and quality of
negotiating the Way through the dynamic, dialectical relationship of
practice and enlightenment as two foci in the soteric context of
realization (genj  ).

2
Let us examine the last statement in some detail. D  gen’s view

on the nondual unity of practice and enlightenment is
paradigmatically stated:

The view that practice and enlightenment are not one is a non-
Buddhist view. In the Buddha-dharma they are one. Inasmuch as
practice is based on enlightenment, the practice of a beginner is
entirely that of original enlightenment. Therefore, in giving the
instruction for practice, a Zen teacher should advise his or her
disciples not to seek enlightenment apart from practice, for
practice itself is original enlightenment. Because it is already
enlightenment of practice, there is no end to enlightenment;



because it is already practice of enlightenment, there is no
beginning to practice. 4

Other kindred expressions such as “original enlightenment and
wondrous practice” (honsh  my  shu ), “practice and
enlightenment are undefiled” (fuzenna no shush  ), and so on, all
reinforce the notion of the practice-enlightenment unity.

The prototype for the unity of practice and enlightenment, as all D
 gen students know, is “zazen-only” (shikan taza ). In a nutshell, it

consists of four aspects: (1) It is that seated meditation which is
objectless, imageless, themeless, with no internal or external
devices or supports, and is nonconcentrative, decentered, and open-
ended. Yet it is a heightened, sustained, and total awareness of the
self and the world. (2) It seeks no attainment whatsoever, be it
enlightenment, an extraordinary religious experience, supernormal
powers, or buddhahood, and accordingly, is non-teleological and
simply ordinary. (3) It is “the body-mind cast off” (shinjin datsuraku )
as the state of ultimate freedom, also called “the sam  dhi of
selffulfilling activity” (jijuy  zammai ). And (4) it requires single-
minded earnestness, resolve, and urgency on the part of the
meditator.

Let me try, at this juncture, to articulate some structural aspects of
the unity in question. This unity does not mean that practice and
enlightenment, though originally two different realities or ontological
antitheses, are merged into one, or are reduced to one or the other
in a mystical union of numerical oneness or an uneasy alliance.
Practice and enlightenment are neither the two complementary (and
opposite) sides of the same reality, nor in a relationship of the
periphery and the center. Neither are they related in terms of the
surface and the core. To put it another way, the unity is not the
nullification of differences between the two, nor is it a transformation
of one into the other, or a fusion of one with the other. Practice and
enlightenment are different, yet not two. Dialectical nonduality does
not deny the differences between the two.

A unitary relationship between practice and enlightenment,
furthermore, is not like the seed and the fruit, cause and effect,
premise and conclusion, the means and the end, worldly truth and



ultimate truth, or the kataphatic and the apophatic. Practice is neither
a condition for, a stepping stone, or a means to enlightenment; on
the other hand, enlightenment is not the result, reward, or goal of
practice. Practice neither antecedes nor anticipates enlightenment;
practice neither faces nor awaits enlightenment. Nor do the efforts
and merits of practice cumulate in enlightenment. Enlightenment is
not ontologically or epistemologically privileged over practice; it
never lives in complete and serene independence of practice.
Enlightenment is not sui generis or causa sui .

There is no path or linkage whatsoever from practice to
enlightenment, and vice versa. In fact, they have nothing to do with
each other so far as they are seen in logical, causal, teleological,
epistemological, ontological, and similar frameworks. From D  gen’s
perspective, even the bodhisattva’s path of ascent and descent
—“seeking enlightenment above, saving sentient beings below” (j 
gu-bodai geke-shuj  ), as so eloquently espoused in Mah  y  na
Buddhism—would be regarded as ultimately misleading. 5 In the
end, the collapse of all sequential, teleological, hierarchical, and
central-peripheral frameworks is complete and final. D  gen’s Zen
arises in the ruins of such a collapse.

What I have belabored to say in the foregoing few paragraphs, at
the risk of truism and tedium is (1) to provide my rationale in part for
using “foci,” not “antitheses” or “polarities,” in order to better
understand such notions as practice and enlightenment in D  gen’s
Zen, and (2) to suggest that, despite Critical Buddhists’ contentions
—which I shall discuss in detail later—such as their claim that the
early D  gen was inconsistent and wavering in his treatment of
hongaku thought, 6 D  gen’s overriding concern in discussing
practice and enlightenment was the quest for authentic practice .
This concern was a running thread throughout his monastic career.
For this reason, he never atemporalized enlightenment by converting
its supposed nonduality into a pure consciousness or an apophatic
reality that negated any and all conceptual and symbolic mediations.
In other words, although enlightenment for D  gen was a total vision
of the self and the universe, that vision did not and should not entail
the universalistic legislation of its truth-claim as the only truth,



because such a move would amount to a violation of D  gen’s
perspectivally oriented logic of temporality.

D  gen writes: “[The duality of] practice and enlightenment is not
nonexistent, but cannot be defiled.” 7 Elsewhere, he states: “[The
nonduality of] practice and enlightenment is not undefiled [from the
beginning]; its undefiledness, however, is not nonexistent.” 8 In these
two statements, D  gen explicitly underscores, on the one hand, that
while the duality of practice and enlightenment is in process,
practitioners can make it unde-filed by way of authentication by the
nonduality, and on the other, that because this nonduality is never a
given, practitioners must strive to realize it through the duality of
authentic practice. That is to say, the undefiledness of practice and
enlightenment always consists of the dynamic, dialectical
relationship between them, as well as between duality and
nonduality, and accordingly, has to do with the quality of such an
interaction. The reciprocal verification of practice and enlightenment
invariably takes place in a dynamic such as this.

The unity of practice and enlightenment as two foci, in this view,
should never default on the communion and dialogue between them
in a specific existentiality of practitioners’ life situation, which D
gen’s “vast and giddy karmic consciousness” (gosshiki b  b  ; b 
b  gosshiki ), for instance, vividly accentuates. Thus, D  gen
refuses to privilege or reify the unity in question by exercising an
epistemological leap into it in the name of transcendent wisdom, as if
such a move would spontaneously and instantaneously enable one
to execute morally indubitable acts, as we see in some Zen
extremists’ arguments. The latter position would have been flatly
repudiated by D  gen as akin to “the naturalist heresy” (jinen ged  ;
tennen ged  ) that supported the spontaneous generation of all
things without causation—and hence by extension, enlightenment
without any religious effort.

Furthermore, such thinking on the part of D  gen seems to have
been the reason for his disfavor of the theory of the two truths, in
which ultimate truth was more often than not privileged over worldly
truth. Candrak  rti’s Pr  sa  gika M  dhyamika philosophy, according
to C. W. Huntington, Jr., holds the incommensurability of the two
truths: One “clashes with” but does not “contradict” the other. The



worldly truth—our everyday experience through the normal ways of
perceiving and thinking—is no more than a launching pad, so to
speak, for plunging into the ultimate truth, in which all rational and
conceptual contents (“the screen”) of the worldly truth are stripped
away.9 In this interpretation, rational and conceptual contents have
no soteriological significance except for a pragmatic one. From D
gen’s perspective, the so-called two truths should be thoroughly
temporalized as a pair of foci within the dynamics of realization.

In view of the foregoing consideration, the lived relationship
between practice and enlightenment in terms of the not-nonexistent
aspect of their duality is an imperative in D  gen’s Zen. It involves
painstaking, critically reflective processes of realization, by
negotiating the Way amid the nittygritty of the human condition.
Aside from this, D  gen insists there are no genuine salvific
possibilities. At the same time, such a relationship in terms of the
undefiled aspect of nonduality renounces any privilege over the
notnonexistent aspect and thereby declares its identity as “not
undefiled [from the beginning].” To put it another way, the
undefiledness in question has to do with the process, not the state,
of realization; it is a soteric vision, not a metaphysical principle. Note
this notion goes beyond that of nonattachment, which has been so
highly popularized in Zen discourse and practice. Thus, D  gen
endeavored to explicate and deepen the dynamic workings of such
undefiledness throughout his monastic career.

3
One of D  gen’s favorite stories has to do with “Nan-yüeh’s tile

polishing.”

When Chiang-si Ma-tsu formerly studied under Nan-yüeh [Huai-
jang], Nan-yüeh personally granted the seal of the mind to him.
This is the beginning of [the tradition of] tile polishing.
Subsequently, Ma-tsu resided in the Ch’uan-fa yüan, doing zazen
daily for some ten years. We are told that, even when snowbound,
he never neglected his practice, no matter how frozen his sitting
place. One day when Nan-yüeh visited Ma-tsu’s hut, Ma-tsu



attended to him. Nan-yüeh asked: “What have you been doing
lately?” Mat-su replied: “These days I am just doing zazen.” Nan-
yüeh: “What is doing zazen for?” Ma-tsu: “I strive to make a
buddha.” Then Nan-yüeh picked up a tile and began to polish it
against a rock near Ma-tsu’s hut. Seeing this, Ma-tsu immediately
asked: “Reverend, what are you doing?” Nan-yüeh: “I am polishing
a tile.” Ma-tsu: “What is polishing a tile for?” Nan-yüeh: “I am going
to make a mirror by polishing it.” Ma-tsu: “How can you make a
mirror by polishing a tile?” Nan-yüeh: “How can you make a
buddha by doing zazen?” 10

A clue to the proper understanding of this k  an can be found in the
opening sentences in which D  gen refers to Ma-tsu as an
accomplished teacher equal to Nan-yüeh’s stature, and by
implication, he suggests the story should be treated as a dialogue
between two authoritative teachers, not between a teacher and his
student.

According to some traditional interpretations, Nan-yüeh’s final
retort implies an unbridgeable chasm between meditation (j  ; dhy 
na ) and wisdom (e; prajñ  ), and hence is a dismissal, or at best
devaluation, of meditation in favor of wisdom. It is well known that
Zen Buddhists have engaged in this issue throughout Zen history up
until the present day—for the most part in terms of the official
ideology of subitism (sudden enlightenment). 11 As for D  gen, he
offers as usual his own unorthodox conclusion:

Nan-yüeh says, “How can you make a buddha by doing zazen?”
We now know clearly the truth that zazen does not await buddha

making. Its cardinal meaning, that buddha making has nothing to
do with zazen [insofar as we try to relate them to one another in
the ordinary manners of thinking], is unequivocal. 12

At this point, we should recall what we have previously observed
in section 2, namely, the collapse of all hierarchical, teleological,
causal, and metaphysical relationships that are assumed to exist
between practice and enlightenment. In the present context, it is
clear that no amount of tile polishing will ever produce a mirror,



insofar as the tile and mirror are two selfsufficient entities or
metaphysical opposites and, therefore, are connected in an
epistemological, ontological, or other theoretical way. Such
strategems are bound to fail because they do not do full justice to the
fundamentally soteriological nature of the matter at hand. That said,
let me proceed to the main point: Tile and mirror, or zazen and
buddha making (sabutsu ) can be best understood in terms of soteric
foci and as hermeneutic tools, which are less to overcome
philosophical impediments—say, by way of a leap of intuition beyond
the ken of reason—than to orient and catalyze practitioners’ salvific
realization. D  gen is fond of using, in a typically Zen-like fashion,
such figurative expressions as “leaping out” (ch  shutsu ) and
“leaping into” (ch  ny  ). That which leaps out and/or leaps into is
the body-mind, one’s whole being. 13 In this context, the whole being
is not transported spatially or temporally. Whether leaping out or
leaping into, it takes place reflexively , as the activities of one-and-
the-same reality, also called the dharma world (hokkai ). If I may
adopt the phenomenologist Joachim Wach’s definition of religion,
Zen’s verificational process of realization can be said to be “a total
being’s total response to a total reality.” D  gen’s Zen, however, is
thoroughly couched in his nontheist assumption, “One who falls
because of the ground rises always because of the very ground” (chi
ni yorite taoruru mono wa kanarazu chi ni yorite oku ). Thus, the tile
does not await the mirror, nor does the mirror face the tile. Instead,
as the two perspectival foci of zazen’s realizational process, they
inform and transform each other. The same holds true of the
relationship between the self and buddha. All in all, while the tile is
the mirror, the self is buddha in zazen; this undefiledness occurs
always at the confluence of tile and mirror, of self and buddha. It is
an event, not a state.

We are now in a position to fully appreciate D  gen’s analysis:

Chiang-si said, “I strive to make a buddha.”

You should thoroughly understand the meaning of this
expression. What does it mean to “make a buddha”? Does it mean
you are made a buddha by the Buddha? Does it mean to make a
buddha of the Buddha? Does it mean the appearance of one or



two faces of the Buddha? Does “striving to make a buddha” mean
casting off [the body-mind], so that you strive to make a buddha as
this casting off? Does “striving to make a buddha” mean that even
though “making a buddha” has countless ways, they all continue to
be entwined with this “striving”?

Know this: Ta-chi’s [Chiang-si Ma-tsu’s] words mean that zazen
is always “striving to make a buddha,” and that zazen is invariably
that “striving” which is itself “making a buddha.” There is “striving”
before “making a buddha”; there is “striving” after “making a
buddha”; and there is “striving” right at the moment of “making a
buddha.” Now let me ask this question: How many [ways of]
“buddha making” does such singular “striving” entwine? These
entwinings are bound to entwine more entwinings. At this time,
entwinings, as the individuated forms of all buddha makings, are
always the direct expressions of all the buddha makings, and
constitute the individuated forms of striving without exception. You
should not shirk this singular striving. When you shirk this singular
striving, you will lose your life; even if you lose your life, that in
itself is your singular striving’s entwining! 14

The crucial importance of the above passage is that D  gen’s
soteriological move not only insisted on the nondual unity of the two
(meditation and wisdom), but went far beyond it by explicating their
dialectical dynamics, namely, by negotiating the Way. In doing so, he
parted with some hongaku proponents of Kamakura Buddhism, with
those members of the Nihon Daruma Sect of Dainichib  N  nin
(n.d.) who tended to be antinomian and fideist, and with those
extreme Zen subitists who repudiated meditation in favor of wisdom.

In the above passage, the word zu (its verb form being zu su ),
which I translated as “striving,” has a wide range of meanings: (1) “to
intend,” “to desire,” “to seek,” “to expect,” “to look for,” and (2) “to
plan,” “to design,” “to organize,” “to project,” “to picture.” The first
group of meanings have to do with more or less motivational,
aspirational, and intentional workings of the mind, whereas the
second with deliberative, rational, and evaluative ones. Roughly
speaking, the first category covers the affective and conative
functions while the second, the cognitive ones. In D  gen’s



conception of the body-mind (shinjin ), there is no hard-and-fast line
drawn in these mental functions, and that is why I have translated zu
as “striving” in its broadest sense, to involve all forms of aspirations,
endeavors, and activities—that is, the whole body-mind.

D  gen underscores this by saying “zazen is always ‘striving to
make a buddha’ (zu sabutsu ),” and “zazen is invariably that ‘striving’
which is itself ‘making a buddha,’” without facing and awaiting a
buddha. As we now know, D  gen demolished, once and for all, any
goal-oriented view of zazen. And yet, he now introduces “striving” in
the discussion of zazen. The reason for this is to shift our attention
from the aspect of “the unitive awareness” to the aspect of “the
revaluated world.” As such, striving is making a buddha/being a
buddha, as well as casting off/being cast off (datsuraku ). In fact,
striving constitutes the entirety of buddha-realization.

Significantly enough, D  gen invokes his favorite image of katt 
(“entwined vines”) in his analysis of striving. Katt  in Zen parlance
signifies the linguistic and conceptual entanglements that become
spiritual bondage. However, D  gen employs the word with positive
significations. 15 In the preceding passage, individuated strivings,
each singular in their unique way, form a cosmic nexus of entwinings
that “are bound to entwine more entwinings.” Add to this D  gen’s
other notions, such as “the vast and giddy karmic consciousness,”
“dim-sightedness,” and “the nevertheless deluded,” and you will see
that it is quite fitting for him to highlight the complex and elusive
existentiality of the human/cosmic condition, now incorporating
human/cosmic strivings that are the vines’ omnipresent and intimate
entwinings. However tantalizingly elliptic, this is D  gen’s response
to Huayen’s one-in-all and all-in-one. He never privileges striving
even at this level of discourse. Instead he calls it “singular striving”
(ichi zu ) to imply one and all simultaneously; that is to say, the
singular striving, instead of being metaphysicized, is firmly anchored
in existential temporality.

In doing so, D  gen elucidates dualities—revalorized dualities that,
while they are confusions and perplexities in the topsy-turvy world (z 

 ji tempai ), are now salvific conditions for practitioners to deal with.
The underlying logic is clear: Entwined vines must be cut off only by
entwined vines themselves; there is no other way. 16 By the same



token, dualities are overcome only through dualities themselves. In
negotiating the Way, therefore, practitioners cannot escape such
fundamental temporal conditions (jisetsu innen ).

In the preceding, I have endeavored to clarify key aspects of D
gen’s statement quoted at the outset of this chapter: “The endeavor
to negotiate the Way, as I teach now, consists in discerning all things
in light of enlightenment and putting such a unitive awareness into
practice in the midst of the revaluated world.” My analysis will also
hopefully shed light on what is involved in practitioners’ everyday
lives, in which they are “thoroughly immersed in mud and water”
(dadei taisui ). 17 At any rate, strivings, entwinings, and dualities are
soteriologically legitimized—never abandoned or minimized—as part
and parcel of negotiating the Way in the quest for authentic practice.

4
At this juncture, let me briefly touch on the notion of skillful means

(zengy  h  ben; h  ben ) in connection with D  gen’s Zen. Skillful
means signifies the buddhas’ and celestial bodhisattvas’
compassionate means, expedients, and stratagems used to liberate
sentient beings—by analogy, the teacher’s pedagogical methods to
guide his/her students. At the same time, the notion also includes
those methods and practices employed by sentient beings (and
aspiring bodhisattvas) to attain spiritual realization. This twofold
meaning of skillful means—one is the buddhas’/celestial
bodhisattvas’ accommodative move for the liberation of sentient
beings, and the other is sentient beings’/aspiring bodhisattvas’
aspirational move toward their salvific goal—developed hand-in-
hand early on in the history of the Mah  y  na in various s  tras and 

  stras. The culmination of the bodhisattva-way combines the
twofold meaning as “seeking enlightenment above, saving sentient
beings below” (j  gu-bodai geke-shuj  ), which indicates that skillful
means involve benefiting oneself (jiri ) and benefiting others (rita ),
thereby overcoming the dichotomy of self and other, ascent and
descent.



The doctrine’s pedagogical and religious values are enormously
potent and influential as we examine its role in the history of
Buddhism. 18

Because D  gen particularly revered the Lotus S  tra as the s
tra of the s  tras, and because one of the most prominent notions
propounded in it is none other than the doctrine of skillful means, it is
small wonder that he gave considerable appreciation to this doctrine.
He highly encouraged the application of skillful means by bringing
benefits to all beings through compassionate thoughts and actions.
19 This, however, should be properly understood in view of D  gen’s
critical assessment of the doctrine in the context of the unity of
practice and enlightenment.

Perhaps the doctrine’s most disconcerting aspect, from D  gen’s
perspective, is that it treats any skillful action, speech, and thought
as a temporary expedient for a higher end (be it wisdom, nirv   a ,
buddhahood, or ultimate truth), in accordance with a teleological and
hierarchical way of thinking. However skillfully executed and
however virtuous, the significance of a means is invariably
preliminary and provisional—not ultimate in and of itself. At worst, it
may even be false or immoral, as in some duplicitous, opportunistic,
and cynical cases, the most infamous of which is the justification of
“compassionate killings” (h  ben sessh  ) in a “the-end-justifies-
the-means” fashion that appeared in some Buddhist texts. If we push
the notion of provisionality to its logical extremity, particularly in the
nihilistic interpretation of emptiness, all Buddhist religio-philosophical
constructs, myths, symbols, and rituals lose their ultimate validity. 20

D  gen seems to have been quite justifiably concerned about
some such dangers. If Buddhists’ daily activities were nothing more
than mere expedients for attaining such goals as the extinction of
language (gongo d  dan ) and the cessation of mental functions
(shingy  shometsu ), worldly affairs, such as government, industry,
and commerce, would certainly crumble. 21 The crux of the matter is
this: On the one hand, the doctrine has the legitimate function in
Buddhist soteriology of encouraging wholesome, compassionate,
and efficacious actions, speech, and thoughts on the part of
Buddhists; on the other, it has deeply unsettling implications, as



noted above. In the face of such dilemmas, D  gen declares, “‘The
teaching of skillful means’ is itself the unsurpassed workings of the
buddha-fruition. The scripture says, ‘The Dharma abides in the
dharma-situation; worldly affairs always abide [in the Dharma].’” The
teaching of skillful means has less to do with provisional expedients
than it does with practice and study in and through the entire world of
the ten directions. 22 Once again, readers should recall our previous
discussion of the collapse of all conventional models regarding the
relationship between practice and enlightenment. Similarly, the
means and the end should be treated as a pair of foci in D  gen’s
Zen. This was in fact D  gen’s forceful response to the Lotus S  tra
.

Thus, the means , hitherto merely instrumental and provisional, is
now thoroughly revalorized as the very core of the end. But note this
is neither an absolutization of the means nor a relativization of the
end. The traditional dualism of the means and the end is recast as a
pair of foci in place of opposites. Rooted in the temporal existentiality
of the ongoing realizational process, they catalyze the process, in
consistency with the principles of the end, namely wisdom and
compassion.

Skillfulness , which traditionally connotes skillfulness in action,
speech, and thought, also constitutes practice. To D  gen’s credit,
however, he expands the notion: (1) As we shall see later,
skillfulness is regarded as indispensable to linguistic sensibility,
thinking and reason, and creative imagination, in the soteric milieu,
and (2) at the same time, skillfulness is deeply conditioned by
humans’ dim-sightedness, vast and giddy karmic consciousness,
ambiguity, and elusiveness. As seen in this manner, skillful means—
now free of the traditional accommodative and aspirational
frameworks that smack of the dualistic flaw—becomes the pivot of
authentic practice. D  gen freshens old bottles with new wine.

Parenthetically speaking, the foregoing analysis explains why D
gen was so highly critical of such Mah  y  na doctrines as the
classification of Buddhist teachings (ky  s  hanjaku; ky  han ),
and the three ages of the true dharma, the imitative dharma, and the
degenerate dharma (sh  -z  -matsu no sanji ). He was especially
critical of the last as the grounds for the necessity of accommodating



the Dharma to the intellectual and religious capacities and needs of
the audience (taiki sepp  ). D  gen also criticized the threefold
buddha-body (san-shin )—the dharma-body, the enjoyment-body,
and the transformation-body, as well as Zen’s “the finger pointing to
the moon” (shigetsu ). All these notions drew, in one way or another,
upon the conventional view of skillful means.

5
Nonduality (funi ), as the core of the middle way (ch  d  ), is

designed to overcome the limitations, restrictions, and dangers
inherent in all dualities such as being and nonbeing, defilement and
purity, good and evil, knowledge and ignorance, and life and death.
Its purpose is to free Buddhist practitioners from clinging to and
fixating on those dualities, in order to realize the state of nonduality.
As famously presented in the Vimalak  rtinirde  a s  tra , Vimalak
rti challenges the thirty-two visiting bodhisattvas, including Mañju  ri,
to explain how the bodhisattva enters the dharma-gate of nonduality.
23 They each offer their explanations of nonduality and, as a whole,
retain the residues of dualism to overcome. Mañju  ri in turn
attempts to surmount dualistic elements lurking in his fellow
bodhisattvas’ interpretations and says: “To know no one teaching, to
express nothing, to say nothing, to explain nothing, to announce
nothing, to indicate nothing, and to designate nothing—that is the
entrance into nonduality.” When Mañju  ri asks Vimalak  rti to further
elucidate, he “[keeps] his silence, saying nothing at all.” 24 In
subsequent generations, Zen Buddhists have been fond of calling
Vimalak  rti’s silence as “a singular, thunderous silence” (ichimoku
rai no gotoshi ) that transcends the duality of speech and silence.

D  gen’s assessment of Vimalak  rti’s silence is, not surprisingly,
uncharitable:

They [Zen teachers of T’ang and Sung China] say: “Vimalak  rti
demonstrated the truth to the bodhisattvas by keeping his silence
and saying nothing at all. That is the same as the Tath  gata’s
saying nothing at all in order to enlighten others.” Such a view
indicates an utter ignorance of the Buddha-dharma and the lack of



any capacity to study the Way. The Tath  gata’s speech is clearly
different from that of all others; likewise, regarding silence, he and
other beings are not the same. For this reason, the Tath  gata’s
silence and Vimalak  rti’s silence—you cannot even compare their
similarities…. As I observe Sung China today, the people who
have studied the great Way of the buddha-ancestors seem to be
extinct. Not even two or three people can be found. There are only
those who believe that while Vimalak  rti was superior in keeping
his singular silence, the latter-day people who lack such a silence
are inferior to him. No field of the Buddha-dharma’s activities is
thus left any more. 25

However “thunderous” Vimalak  rti’s silence may be, and however
nondual his nonduality may be in transcending the duality of speech
and silence, D  gen is emphatic in pointing out fundamental flaws in
not only his but also traditional Zen’s conception of nonduality. These
flaws encourage complacency in silence and fail to address
nonduality’s dynamicity in relation to duality—namely, speech.
Nonduality is not privileged or transcendentalized metaphysically any
more than duality. It is simply one of the soteric foci within the
process of realization. This observation will be fully explored later in
the present work. It should be noted for now that, in its liberating
process, nonduality embraces duality rather than abandons it.
Consequently, nonduality is not extra-, trans-, pre-, post-, or
antiduality. It is always necessarily rooted in duality. Therefore, non
duality functions within, with, and through duality . The non in
nonduality signifies dynamicity.

Surprisingly, this pivotal premise has been often overlooked,
ignored, or forgotten. Yet it merits our utmost attention, especially in
D  gen’s Zen. The dynamic dialectics involved in the process is
traditionally characterized as “not two and not one” (funi fuichi ), or
“neither the one nor the many” (fuichi fui ). Duality and nonduality are
incumbent on each other. Furthermore, they interpenetrate in the
manner that “as one side is illumined, the other is darkened.” Both
duality and nonduality in the Buddhist tradition are governed by
emptiness, a notion that radically rejects the substantiality of any
beings—persons and things alike.



At this juncture, let me dwell briefly on the notion of foci that I have
so far only passingly noted. I now suggest that, insofar as
understanding D  gen is concerned, the binary notions of the so-
called opposites, antitheses, and polarities are best construed as foci
after their scrutiny and revaluation. My reason is this: Religious
thinkers and philosophers, in the East and West alike, have
generally employed those opposites ontologically and
epistemologically within various metaphysical (substantialist) world-
views, thus implying the dualistic way of thinking. The problem with
the logical, teleological, central-peripheral frameworks has already
been noted earlier in this chapter. Zen’s traditional critique of dualism
as couched in discrimination (fumbetsu ) has been leveled almost
exclusively at dualistic implications and the dangers inherent in those
substantialist worldviews. The other side of the coin, however, is that
it has failed to critically address the possibility of duality free of
dualism and the enormous malleability and versatility of language,
and that it has overzealously attempted to eliminate, rather than
reform, dualisms.

As a well-known Zen adage illustrates, a finger certainly can point
to the moon, but it can also do many other things in a number of
different situations. Even “dividing reality” (the literal meaning of
fumbetsu ) can be done for many different purposes and with many
different intentions. My adoption of “foci” as soteriological,
perspectival, and pragmatic (though I would use this word sparingly
in D  gen’s context) purports to (1) explicate the dialectical dynamics
of duality and nonduality clear of substantialist, representational, and
dualistic implications, and (2) underline the dynamic,
multidimensional functions of duality—that is, discriminative thinking
as well as language. Thus, the paramount functions of all salvific
foci, including duality and nonduality, consist of orienting, guiding,
facilitating, catalyzing, empowering, informing, transforming, and
purifying practitioners’ ongoing realizational processes. As such,
they are living and lived forces within the dynamics of realization.
Duality and nonduality and their relationship in the paradoxical
juxtaposition of not-twoness and not-oneness are principles that
govern all pairs of foci in D  gen’s Zen. In this respect, duality and
nonduality might well be called the root foci . Most importantly, all the



foci are thoroughly embedded in the temporality of existence-time
(uji ).

Having said this, two further observations on the issue of duality
and nonduality, often expressed in terms of differentiation (shabetsu
) and equality (by  d  ), are in order. First, nonduality is all too
often misunderstood as neutrality, indifference, undifferentiation,
atemporality, freedom from moral choice and commitment, and so
forth. It should be remembered, however, that “a unitive awareness”
(of nonduality), which I previously rendered for ichinyo at the
beginning of the present chapter, is still elliptic at best because,
however transcendent, total, and veridical, it is in essence a
valuational notion of a specific worldview. As such, it should not
usurp the claim of universality over other worldviews and religions in
the pluralist world. To do so would be hubristic and overzealous
regarding what it is and does. This point can hardly be
overemphasized in view of the central thrust of temporality in D
gen’s praxis-oriented religion.

On the other hand, often unjustifiably welded into the notion of
nonduality has been the most prevalent conception of Zen—largely
attributed to D. T. Suzuki—that the essence of Zen consists in the
unmediated enlightenment experience (or state of consciousness),
totally untainted by ideational and valuational mediations as well as
by historical and social conditions. The pure experience (or pure
consciousness)—sui generis , ineffable and ahistorical—is as such
the universal experiential core from which all religions originate and
to which they all return. This is the Zen version of philosophia
perennis , with added Zen and Japanese flavors. Such a Zen, as I
see it, is not D  gen’s, because nonduality in this view is thoroughly
metaphysicized, rarefied, and disembodied so much so that it is
ineffective and ineffectual from the standpoint of authentic practice.
Furthermore, the arrogation of unlimited universality to itself is flatly
contrary to the logic of temporality—situatedness in a specific time
and place as a dharma-situation (h  i )—as unmistakably
enunciated in D  gen’s Zen. 26

In this connection, Robert H. Sharf’s observations on the rhetoric
and ideology of enlightenment experience is extremely instructive for
understanding the temporality of nonduality. In his two essays on the



subject, Sharf delineates historically and conceptually the modern
intellectual construction of Zen by some Zen apologists such as
Suzuki in response to the pressing issues of modernity. Particularly
noteworthy is Sharf’s analysis of the notion of “pure experience” and
its role in Suzuki’s Zen that in the final analysis amounts to the
advocacy of (1) Zen’s privileged perspective which transcends all
religions and cultures, (2) Zen as the moral, aesthetic, metaphysical,
and spiritual ground of Japanese culture itself, and (3) Zen
spirituality, at once unique and universal, as affirming the uniqueness
and supremacy of Japanese culture.27 This is cultural/spiritual
nationalism—Bernard Faure dubs it “reverse Orientalism” or “Zen
Orientalism” 28 —which Suzuki, along with his philosopher friend
Nishida Kitar  of the Kyoto School, bequeathed to such modern
Japanese intellectuals as Nishitani Keiji, Hisamatsu Shin’ichi, and
Abe Masao, to name just a few. 29 Such a cultural/spiritual
nationalist sentiment might also be indirectly related to nihonjinron ,
the Japanese uniqueness polemics that emerged in recent decades
and continues to this day. 30

In the context of D  gen’s view of nonduality, Sharf’s thesis
reminds Zen practitioners of their experience being inevitably
enmeshed with religious and institutional factors, as well as historical
and social conditions. Thus nonduality is necessarily mediated by
duality, just as they are predicated upon one another. As noted
before in the preceding chapter, the mystery and paradox of clarity
and ambiguity, of emptiness and dimsightedness, and of delusion
and enlightenment remain true of the experiential immediacy of
nonduality as well. This immediacy in question may be undoubtedly
genuine and self-validating, yet in and of itself should not be equated
to the absence of mediation.



Second, duality in the context of nonduality as delineated above
should be distinguished from dualism with those impediments to
soteric realization that originate in the misappropriation of
discriminative mental and linguistic acts. Accordingly, it is that old
dualism which is revisioned. For our analysis, this distinction
between duality and dualism is crucial. More often than not, Zen
Buddhists are prone to construe that duality as such is intrinsically
bad, and hence should be surmounted or annihilated, or at best,
should be regarded as a necessary evil to endure. This traditionalist
view is founded, as noted already, on the restrictive conception of
duality and language. As we shall consider further, D  gen’s view on
this subject, particularly on language, is a far cry from such a
conventional one, although he was all too aware of its fundamental
limitations and dangers. At any rate, it is absolutely imperative for
practitioners to deal with their everyday lives by continually making
choices, decisions, and commitments, in terms of revaluated
dualities that are informed and empowered by nonduality. In order to
effectively engage in the task of daily affairs, they must employ
language, the intellect, and critical thinking as a common basis for
dialogue and communication with one another, whether they are
Buddhists or non-Buddhists, religionists or secularists. Thus,
negotiating the Way in pursuit of authentic practice consists in how to
do Zen with nondually revaluated duality, now recast in terms of the
various pairs of foci.

Duality, however, is inevitably involved in human frailties,
ambiguities, and vulnerabilities. Although human nature is finite and
imperfect, it also has the capacity to know, and the desire and
obligation to fulfill, whatever possibilities exist at the interface of its
fallibility and perfectibility. The bounds of both are ultimately
unknown—“bottomlessly elusive” (mutan ) in D  gen’s words.
Tensions and conflicts between the fallibility and perfectibility of
human nature thus constitute the substance of all forms of duality. In
view of such an assessment of the human condition, it is vitally
important for practitioners to realize that, despite such an egregious
ideologization of Zen as in Imperial Way Zen (k  d  zen ), 31 D
gen’s reflections on “A mirror never reflects again; a flower never
returns to the tree” quietly remind them of the soteric imperative for



critical self-understanding of profound ambiguity that is “ever
intimate” with one’s allegedly self-validating enlightenment. This is
why duality must be continually kept alive in the verificational
dynamics of practice-enlightenment.

All in all, the dynamic dialectics of duality and nonduality is a
thread that runs through D  gen’s religious method on how
authentically to do Zen. Throughout his monastic career he
endeavored to explore and examine the richness and complexity of
the logic of duality in a radically temporal, yet nondual situation. I
submit that his undertaking in this regard, however fragmentary and
elliptic, remains his lasting contribution to Zen discourse and praxis.

6
By way of concluding this chapter let me make a few additional

points:
1. The (nondual) unity of practice and enlightenment is not so

much a metaphysical or supernatural given beyond the practice-
enlightenment dynamics as it is the quality of authenticity that is, on
the one hand, “ever already” (is  ) 32 realized and, on the other,
paradoxically constantly perfected by practitioners in the “ever
deluded” (kyakumei ) condition. “Undefiledness” (fuzenna ) lies in the
nature and dynamics of the unity of practice and enlightenment,
never in the abolition of duality. This is the kernel of negotiating the
Way.

2. Practice is all too often misunderstood in such a way that
ethical, rational, and critical thinking are merely preliminary and
adventitious to enlightenment—stepping stones at best and
detrimental hindrances at worst. As I shall discuss in subsequent
chapters, D  gen’s treatment of nondually revalorized duality in its
multifarious workings show otherwise. Intellectual endeavor and
critical rigor are intrinsic to enlightenment and, hence, are part and
parcel of practice.

3. “Seeing things as they are” is a soteriological vision that
subverts and renews itself constantly, ad infinitum. D  gen calls this t

 datsu (“liberation”), short for t  tai datsuraku , which means
“penetrating and casting off the whole being” and “the whole being



penetrated and cast off.” The vision of “things as they are” is never of
a fixed reality/truth; the power for self-subversion and self-renewal is
inherent in the vision itself. Thus “things” seen as they are are
transformable. Every practitioner’s task is to change them by seeing
through them. From D  gen’s perspective, this is the fundamental
difference between contemplation (dhy  na ) and zazen-only. To
him, seeing was changing and making.

4. Just like delusion and enlightenment (meigo ), practice and
enlightenment (shush  ) are beginningless and endless,
coterminous and coeternal, and thoroughly temporal, yet not the
captive of temporality. Despite these structural similarities, the
difference between them should not be overlooked. The difference is
that, while regarding delusion and enlightenment, the thrust is
humans’ intellectual, moral, and existential ambiguity in terms of their
primordial opacity or their “dim-sightedness,” such an existential
humility scarcely appears in the foreground of the discourse on
practice and enlightenment, and instead we find vigor and boldness
on the part of D  gen, who exhorts his disciples to assiduously
practice, and thereby participate in the buddha-ancestors’ salvific
enterprise. Yet, remember D  gen’s dictum: “As one side is
illumined, the other is darkened.” Both aspects complement one
another within the dynamics of realization. In this manner, D  gen
offers an important desideratum for Zen practitioners’ wholesome
praxis.



CHAPTER 3
Weighing Emptiness

1
D  gen’s appropriation of emptiness is characteristically praxis

oriented, through and through. This may not be altogether surprising
in view of the fact that Zen (Ch’an) is construed as a practically
oriented school of Mah  y  na Buddhism, as compared with such
ones as Tendai (T’ien-t’ai) and Kegon (Hua-yen) that have often
been said to be doctrinally oriented. The question, however, is what
sort of practice we are talking about—one that is vulnerable to
antinomianism and anti-intellectualism or one that does full justice to
all aspects of human life and beyond. The proclivity to privilege
equality (by  d  ), as often pointed out by scholars in Zen, tends to
devalue or erase differentiation (shabetsu ), thereby entailing the
weakening and, at worst, the disavowal of critical thinking in the
ethical, political, and social spheres. As a result, Zen has more often
than not been vulnerable to a culture religion or a situation ethic by
all too facilely and uncritically acceding to power and the status quo.
A case in point, for example, may be cited:

Zen has no special doctrine or philosophy, no set of concepts or
intellectual formulas except that it tries to release one from the
bondage of birth and death, by means of certain intuitive modes of
understanding peculiar to itself. It is, therefore, extremely flexible in
adapting itself to almost any philosophy and moral doctrine as long
as its intuitive teaching is not interfered with. It may be found
wedded to anarchism or fascism, communism or democracy,
atheism or idealism, or any political or economic dogmatism. 1

Is this the way you “see things as they are”? I do not wish to dwell on
an analysis of the above statement in this chapter. Suffice it to say
that such an excessive adaptability or flexibility of Zen to a given



situation is due, at least in part, to its flawed view of the soteriological
significance of emptiness.

As seen against this backdrop, however, nowhere is this issue
more clearly challenged than in D  gen’s exposition of dream (yume;
mu ) in the Sh  b  genz  , “Much  setsumu” fascicle (1242),
where he touches on the crux of the matter in an extremely elliptic
and suggestive, yet illuminating, manner.

2
The notion of dream is variously dealt with in Buddhism; its usages

and functions are multiple. It is noteworthy that dream in the
Buddhist tradition in general occurs only to beings in the realm of
desires, one of the triple world (the other two are the realms of form
and formlessness); free of desires and wishes, the buddhas are
regarded as having no dreams. The word dream connotes the
evanescent and short-lived nature of life and reality as in “dreams
and phantoms, bubbles and shadows” (mugen h  y  ), and is also
employed as a metaphor for the nonsubstantiality and emptiness of
things. Although it plays an important role in folk Buddhism in
communicating with the gods and spirits, understanding the past and
present, and foretelling the future, dream is by and large
marginalized in official Buddhist discourse as representing the
illusory and irrational in contradistinction to the real and rational.
Dualism between the dream state and the waking state, between
reality and illusion, is the undercurrent here.

Characteristics of D  gen’s treatment of dream in the “Much
setsumu” fascicle are threefold: First, he reclaimed the notion of
dream from its neglect and obscurity. As I have discussed in some
detail elsewhere, 2 D  gen often resuscitates those symbols and
notions hitherto forgotten, slighted, or abandoned, thereby
rediscovering or reconstructing surprisingly novel, insightful
meanings for them. The fascicle was presented in 1242 in Kyoto, just
prior to his relocation to Echizen (present-day Fukui prefecture) in
1243; D  gen was at the height of intellectual creativity during this
period. The “Zazenshin” fascicle, which was discussed before and
will be considered again later, was written earlier in the same year



and took up another denigrated notion of thinking in relation to
meditation. The two fascicles offer a religious method that radicalizes
the understanding and practicing of Zen. In them, D  gen brings the
peripheral, obscure, ambiguous, and dubious in everyday
experience to the center of our awareness by giving them
fundamental salvific significance. Zen soteriology excludes nothing
from its purview; not only that, it declares dream as “central” by
overturning our habitual dualism of the center and periphery.

Second, D  gen overcomes the bifurcation of dream and waking,
and says:

In the waking state, there are arousing the mind, training,
enlightenment, and nirv   a ; in the dream state, there are
arousing the mind, training, enlightenment, and nirv   a . The
dream state and the waking state are equally ultimate reality. They
have nothing whatsoever to do with largeness and smallness, or
superiority and inferiority. 3

Dualisms between dream and waking, reality and illusion, and the
rational and irrational are now thoroughly dismantled and
reconstituted in Zen discourse as (revaluated) dualities that
intertwine and interpenetrate one another. Furthermore, “dream and
awakening are originally one.” 4 The identity of dream and
awakening, as we have observed in chapter 1 in connection with
dim-sightedness, shows that the more penetrating our understanding
of dream, the deeper our realization of awakening. Dream expands
the scope, depth, and precision of awakening.

Third, D  gen’s religious method firmly grounds itself in the
conditions of existence—temporality. He boldly contends that all is
dream, and nothing but dream. Yet that is not all he has to say:

Every crystal-clear manifestation of the entire world is a dream;
this dream is none other than all things that are absolutely lucid.
One’s doubt of this itself is a dream; life’s confusion is a dream as
well. At this very moment, all things are a dream, are within a
dream, and expound a dream. As we study things, roots and
stalks, branches and leaves, flowers and fruits, lights and colors—



all are a great dream. Never mistake this for a dreamy state of
mind.

Such being the case, those who shun the study of the Buddha-
way while encountering the expounding of a dream within a
dream, absurdly think that people misconstrue the things of
dreams as real and consequently pile up delusion on top of
delusion. This is not true. Even though it is said, “One is further
deluded amid delusion,” you should correctly construe it as saying,
“One is further deluded beyond delusion.” In such an
understanding lies the path of progress in realization. 5

Note that “One is further deluded amid delusion” is now rendered as
“One is further deluded beyond delusion.” Substitute “dream” for
“delusion,” and we can understand the gist of these statements
properly in our present hermeneutic context, for the same logic
applies to delusion and dream alike. 6 Both “amid delusion/dream”
and “beyond delusion/dream” take place in the human condition. The
former addresses human fallibility whereas the latter human
perfectibility; both possibilities are dialectically related to one
another, dually and nondually. What should be noted for our purpose
in this chapter is that the differences between fallibility and
perfectibility are never blunted in D  gen’s Zen. Thus, “the path of
progress in realization” consists not in supplanting dream so much
as clarifying, penetrating, and surpassing it in and through itself.

From this perspective, D  gen considers much  setsumu,
“expounding a dream within a dream,” as musa much  , “dream
making within a dream.” A dream in his view is not merely a
necessary illusion or a necessary fiction that brings about a
soteriological reality/truth; this would smack of dualism by implying a
nonfictional or nonillusory reality that remains yet to be realized.
Rather, D  gen suggests that inasmuch as there is no way out of the
dream, the only “way out” available to practitioners—which is itself a
dream—is to live within a dream, to go beyond a dream by way of
expounding/making a dream. As we shall see presently, D  gen’s
commentary is closely interwoven with the notion of emptiness,



especially with what I would call the reconstructive aspect of the
notion—in contrast to the deconstructive one.

3
In the course of his exposition on dream in “Much  setsumu,” D

gen suddenly introduces the analogy of a steelyard. This key
passage describes the dynamic workings of emptiness via the image
of a dream:

Study a steelyard in equilibrium. When we study it, our power to
discern minute differences in weight manifests itself without fail,
and thus puts forth the expounding of a dream within a dream.
Unless we consider weight differences, and thereby attain the
equilibrium [of the steelyard], no fairness [in the ascertainment of
weight] is accomplished. Only when equilibrium is obtained, do we
see fairness. Once we have obtained equilibrium, it does not hinge
upon the object [to be weighed], the steelyard, or its workings. You
must investigate the following thoroughly: Although [the object, the
steelyard, and its workings] hang in empty space, if you do not
bring about equilibrium, fairness is not materialized. Just as [the
steelyard] itself hangs in emptiness, so does it accept things [to be
weighed, regardless of their weight] and lets them play freely in
emptiness. Such is the expounding of a dream within a dream. In
emptiness [the steelyard] embodies equilibrium; fairness is the
great principle of the steelyard. [By virtue of this principle of
fairness] we weigh emptiness and things; whether it be emptiness
or form, [we weigh it to] meet fairness. This is the expounding of a
dream within a dream as well. In no case is there liberation that
does not expound a dream within a dream. A dream is the entire
great earth; the entire great earth is in equilibrium. For this reason,
the vertiginous confusions of life are limitless; this is the attestation
of a dream within a dream. We welcome them in faith and live
them in reverence. 7

In the fascicle, the above passage stands out with its unequivocal
thrust, and yet, commentarial works in the S  t  tradition have



conveniently muted and trivialized its true significance to the extent
that they have virtually buried it, instead favoring the static, uncritical,
transcendentalistic meaning of emptiness in the name of equality.
Nevertheless, despite its extreme brevity, the passage has
fundamental importance for what I propose to discuss in the present
chapter: Emptiness cares about differences in worldly truth so as to
bring about fairness.

In the olden days, people used a steelyard, or a portable unequal-
arm balance, to measure the weight of an object. The beam of a
steelyard consists of two unequal portions: The shorter one has a
hook or pan for holding the object to be weighed and the longer one
has a scale and movable counterpoise for obtaining the weight of the
object. The steelyard is suspended at the point where these two
portions, or arms, of the beam meet. One determines the accurate
weight of the object by moving the counterpoise along the scale of
the longer arm in order to attain equilibrium of the object and the
counterpoise. When in disequilibrium, the beam moves in a seesaw
manner; when in equilibrium, it is completely still. In this way, an
object’s unknown weight can be found through the counterpoise’s
known weight. In a broader context, then, the beam with unequal
arms, the object to be weighed, the counterpoise moving along the
scale, the person who weighs, the force of gravity operative in the
physics of the steelyard, and the rest—all work delicately in concert
with one another, in accordance with dependent origination to attain
equilibrium, fairness, and reasonableness in commercial
transactions.

The original word k  for “the sky,” “space,” and “the air,” also
means “emptiness” (   nyat  ), a pivotal Mah  y  na Buddhist
concept, and D  gen adroitly makes use of k  ’s multiple meanings
so as to elicit an evocative and profound image of what is involved in
our subject matter at hand. His expression k  ni kakareri means at
once “hanging in empty space” and “hanging in emptiness.”
Elsewhere, D  gen uses kok  ni kakaru/ka kok  and kok  ni
kakareri for “hanging in empty space.” 8 “Hanging” in the present
case draws on the fact that the steelyard, when in use, is suspended
from the hand of one who weighs. By extension, the object to be



weighed, the person who weighs, the steelyard, and its functioning
are all suspended in the air, in emptiness.

In this light, I suggest readers to imagine a person who is being
suspended in a vast expanse of empty space that holds nothing
whatsoever in any direction. However far one may look, there is
nothing to secure a foothold or handhold on, just empty space itself.
Empty space has no foundation, no substratum, and no boundary; it
is absolutely void and boundlessly open.9 This analogy, obviously
derived from that of “hanging in empty space,” has radically
subversive overtones. The situation of being left high up in midair is
indeed terrifying and maddening existentially, for knowing that things,
ideas, and values have no self-nature and that there is nothing
whatsoever to cling to is an unbearable threat to our whole way of
life. It deconstructs our conventional worldviews so relentlessly that
nothing is left to rely on and feel certain of. And yet, this is precisely
what practitioners must grapple with—a complete collapse of the
reificational way of thinking and its implications. Only then can they
realize a truly liberating, responsible religiosity.

A few caveats regarding this should be mentioned. The words
empty space may suggest a receptacle (or an absolute space) in
which all things are contained, but this is not so. D  gen says:
“When the sky flies off, the bird flies off; when the bird flies off, the
sky flies off. Speaking of the investigation of this flying off, we say: ‘It
is just here!’” 10 Time does not move in space; time is space, hence
time and space move together. In other words, space is not only not
atemporalized but dynamic—it is movable. 11 Nor is empty space
that source or origin to which the ten thousand things return, as in
Lao-tzu’s familiar image. 12 D  gen emphatically rejects the widely
held view of meditation in Zen as “returning to the source, back to
the origin” (gengen hempon ). 13 For these reasons D  gen writes:
“The whole body of empty space hangs in empty space.” 14 Just as
space is radically temporalized, so is emptiness in D  gen’s Zen.

D  gen once fondly recalled his deceased master Ju-ching’s
poem:

The whole body [of a wind-bell] is like the mouth
             hanging in empty space.



     Regardless of which direction the wind blows from—
             East, West, South, or North,
     Steadfastly it speaks of wisdom for others.
             Tinkle! Tinkle! Tinkle! 15

Poeticizing emptiness, Ju-ching read the whole body of a wind-
bell/the mouth as hanging in empty space while tinkling the sound of
wisdom. Similarly, on the same subject, D  gen renders the
steelyard and things to be weighed as both hanging in empty space
while playing freely and engaging in transformative activities (yuke ).
Both Ju-ching and D  gen here are thoroughly attuned to the
embodied emptiness in its totality. “The whole body of empty space
hangs in empty space,” as quoted above, may appear very similar in
philosophical tenor to, for instance, M  dhyamika philosophy’s “the
emptiness of emptiness” (   nyat    nyat  ); 16 yet, “the whole
body” concretizes empty space/emptiness in a typically Zen Buddhist
fashion so that, following D  gen’s favorite idioms, the whole body is
“totally exerted” (g  jin ) and “cast off” (datsuraku ) simultaneously.

The point I wish to underscore is that D  gen’s appropriation of
emptiness is not just confined to a deconstructive function that
demolishes every possible reificational and representational
delusion, but engaged in a reconstructive function in the temporality
of the whole body with its salvific efficacy—not only experientially but
also conceptually and linguistically. Emptiness enables practitioners
to discern that the existential and spiritual predicament of hanging in
empty space, however abysmal, frightening, and uncertain, is none
other than the liberating occasion of “right this moment” (sh  t 
immoji ), with an inclusive sense of efficacy. It works internally so as
to cleanse practitioners of all essentialist traces and props and to
catalyze physical and mental forces for the acquirement of
realization. As we shall see more clearly later, D  gen’s
deconstructive stance is as thorough and relentless as possible;
even so, in D  gen’s praxis orientation, his appropriation of
emptiness is preeminently reconstructive—ethical, linguistic, and
rational.



4
We are now in a position to examine the pivotally important aspect

of our investigation, namely, D  gen’s reconstructive way of thinking
regarding emptiness. In speaking of “hanging/playing freely in empty
space,” D  gen provides an intriguing principle to consider by
referring to “the equilibrium of the steelyard.” As usual, he plays with
the semantic possibilities of the word hei which means “even,”
“impartial,” “equal,” “ordinary,” “common,” “peaceful,” “harmonious,”
and significantly enough for our present subject matter, “to regulate”
and “to weigh.” In particular, he adopts the two cardinal significations
of hei: Equilibrium as essential for the physical operation of the
steelyard and fairness as “the great principle” of this instrument.
Understanding the subtle blending of equilibrium and fairness in his
usage of hei is the core of the steelyard analogy.

Fairness now alludes to equality (by  d  ) in Buddhist
philosophy. As seen previously, equality is all too often privileged
over differentiation (shabetsu )—despite their nonduality (by  d 
soku shabetsu )—so much so that differentiation is rendered as all
but ineffectual, and even drastically neutralized at worst. This has
been the congenital disease in Mah  y  na in general and Zen in
particular. In view of this, it is a pleasant surprise to discover D
gen’s brief excursion, however passing, to the analogy of effecting
the equilibrium of the steelyard by measuring calibrations on the
beam, with its enormous implications for understanding and
practicing Zen. This excursion takes place in the context of his
discourse on dream, empty space, and emptiness. The analogy of
weighing or measuring weight (kakeru ) is key here. “Unless we
consider weight differences, and thereby attain the equilibrium [of the
steelyard], no fairness [in the ascertainment of weight] is
accomplished. Only when equilibrium is obtained, do we see
fairness,” writes D  gen. “Although [the object, the steelyard, and its
workings] hang in empty space, if you do not bring about equilibrium,
fairness is not materialized.” In other words, equilibrium is not a
given, but attained by virtue of weighing and negotiating (weight)
differences. Careful calibrating activity through discerning and
discriminative eyes is the sine qua non of fairness. Accordingly,



emptiness involves the dynamics of weighing and calibration on the
one hand and the principle of fairness and reasonableness on the
other.

When the steelyard is in equilibrium, it is at rest, with no more
swings of the beam to one side or the other. The static appearance
of the steelyard at rest belies the dynamic process of
weighing/fairness; precise measuring is a requisite for accuracy in
weight reading and fair dealings. By the same token, emptiness may
appear static, abstract, or one-dimensional, and yet in reality,
particularly in relation to dependent origination and worldly truth (i.e.,
in the two truths), it is dynamic, concrete, and multidimensional in its
workings. As a result, discriminative discernment regarding
differentiation (duality) in our everyday life is intrinsic, not extrinsic, to
equality (nonduality). Equality does not exist or subsist in the
abstract, independent of such a dynamic negotiation of
differentiation, any more than fairness exists apart from the process
of equilibration. In dealing with the nondual unity of equality and
differentiation, D  gen now explicates the dynamic dialectics
between these two foci in terms of the activities of
weighing/measuring (equilibration) and the principle of fairness
(equilibrium). Just as enlightenment is to practice, so is fairness to
equilibration. D  gen’s Zen, as I see it, may be said to be an
amplification of this fundamental theme.

Thus in the mundane situation, the balancing efforts of weighing,
measuring, and calibrating (and by extension, reasoning, reflection,
and deliberation) must go on incessantly—consciously and
unconsciously, intrapersonally and interpersonally, locally and
globally, and beyond—in order to generate fairness as the conditions
of that situation change. (We should recall our previous discussion of
skillful means. Skillfulness and compassion are now addressed by
way of weighing facts, values, conditions, contexts, and whatnot.) D
gen construes such a process of equilibration as “expounding a
dream,” whereas the state of equilibrium as “within a dream.”

In light of this analysis, his statement, “Once we have obtained
equilibrium, it does not hinge upon the object [to be weighed], the
steelyard, or its workings,” should be properly understood. D  gen
here reminds us of the realizational context of equilibration and



equilibrium. Upon the breakdown of the logical, causal, teleological,
and other relationships of various metaphysical opposites, D  gen
would envision the relationship between equilibration and equilibrium
by way of such metaphors and analogies as “intimacy,” “entwined
vines,” “as one side is illumined, the other is darkened,” and so forth.
In this respect, they are better conceived as a pair of two foci in the
dynamics of realization, neither of which is facilely reduced to or
privileged over the other. The discontinuity between these foci is
never overstated as incommensurable. In other words, D  gen
locates the continuity and discontinuity between equilibration and
equilibrium (and I might add, between the worldly truth and ultimate
truth of M  dhyamika thought) within the temporal process of
realization in order to conduce to authentic practice.

It is also noteworthy that while D  gen vehemently opposes
understanding the Buddha-dharma strictly in terms of human
standards and measures in a reductive fashion, he nonetheless
heavily draws upon those notions associated with quantity and
number. 17 For example, the word ry  (originally, the Sino-Buddhist
translation of Sanskrit pram   a , “the means of valid cognition or
knowledge”) is employed in many different ways, as in ninry  and j 

 ry  (both meaning “human comprehension”), butsury  (“buddha-
measure,” “buddha-knowledge”), h  ry  (“dharma-measure,”
“dharma-knowledge”), and gory  (“enlightenment-measure,”
“enlightenment-knowledge”). The ry  is also cognate to such verbs
as hakaru/ry  su (“to measure,” “to deliberate,” “to calculate”),
shikiry  su (“to survey,” “to estimate”), and as noted before, kakeru
(“to weigh”). These examples are indicative of D  gen’s sensitivity to
and respect for quantity and number—those denigrated attributes of
the physical world and the activities associated with them, such as
measurement, comparison, and evaluation. Yet such quantitative
attributes and activities are now soteriological imperatives in D
gen’s Zen precisely because of their fundamental importance in
determining fairness, impartiality, skillfulness, and reasonableness. D

 gen subsumes these principles and virtues under the term d  ri or
“reason,” as I shall further discuss in another chapter.



5
Soteric reality/truth in D  gen’s Zen might be clarified in terms of

the nonrational, elusive, and indeterminate on the one hand, and the
rational, obvious, and determinate on the other. In dynamic
dialectics, all dreams are so intertwined and interpenetrated with one
another that the boundary between the two is altogether fragile and
ephemeral. Along with this picture of the entwinement of the rational
and nonrational as in the image of “entwined vines,” it is to be noted
that the nonrational is not necessarily irrational, and the rational is
not always rational; both are vulnerable to irrationality and unreason.
More importantly, the irrational in D  gen’s Zen are also dreams, for
the logic of emptiness demands the inclusion of the irrational in its
domain. In light of his re-visioned web of the nonrational, rational,
and irrational such as this, reality/truth is thoroughly temporal, being
stripped of its time-honored privilege, presumption, and hubris.
Expounding a dream within a dream as a salvific process of
realization is construed in the broadest possible context.

That said, the significance of the weighing analogy becomes
apparent. Neither an absolutist nor a nihilist, and instead a staunch
“temporalist” if you will, D  gen calls for the necessity of practitioners
to critically understand, evaluate, and construct their beliefs and
values, principles and virtues. A critical, constructive negotiation
between weighing and fairness involves an enormous range of
activities that are comprised of methods, strategies, and analyses in
countless fashions in response to the challenges of an ever-
changing situation. 18 In this respect, weighing may seem to
converge with the doctrine of skillful means, and yet, it focuses more
acutely than the latter on the role of critical, rational, and moral
reflections and deliberations for the execution of practice and
enlightenment in the midst of life’s situation. It goes without saying
that D  gen would never situate weighing in the teleological means-
end scheme, nor in the-end-justifies-the-means model. As noted
before, he is clearly aware of the inherent susceptibility of the
doctrine to such misuses and abuses. Remember at this point that
the dynamics of emptiness (preeminently present in the weighing
act) can never be vacuous, neutral, or value free, in order to permit



practitioners an intellectual and moral holiday. The cultivation of
critical acumen is requisite for doing Zen authentically.

Even so, the weighing task in the concrete human situation is
extremely difficult for practitioners, due to personal, economic,
political, and social conditions, all of which must be carefully taken
into consideration so as to determine equitable and just actions and
transactions—as, for example, in dealing with the categories
traditionally called “the eightfold path” in Buddhism. 19 From the etic
perspective, personal motives and reasons, as well as institutional
interests and agendas, are microscopically dissected by modern and
postmodern thinkers such as the masters of suspicion (Marx,
Nietzsche, Freud) and their followers. Thanks to them we are now
aware of the beguiling and treacherous textures of not only human
nature, but also institutions and ideologies, far more deeply than
ever before. The weighing task as criticism may also be applicable to
practitioners themselves as self-critique or self-understanding from
the emic perspective. Here again, practitioners should be reminded
of D  gen’s insight into human nature’s “bottomless elusiveness”
(mutan )—in terms of its capacity for self-deception and self-
centeredness. Add fairness and its cognates, such as justice and
reasonableness, to this picture and the weighing task becomes more
and more complex and complicated. How do we define fairness?
Justice? Reasonableness? A pivotal point to note at this moment is
that emptiness, as D  gen sees it, is invariably rooted in the
weighing task—all the way from initial deliberation to decision
making to the execution of action in each and every area of daily life.
Despite the seemingly abstract, airy aura surrounding his discourse
on dream, empty space, and emptiness, D  gen is concerned with
the nitty-gritty reality of our flesh-and-blood existence from which we
cannot escape for a moment when it comes to the pressing matters
of truth and meaning, right and wrong, good and bad, just and
unjust, and so forth. Encountering moral and existential dilemmas
and perplexities, our “vast and giddy karmic consciousness” must
still operate in full capacity to choose, decide, and act, not only for
mere survival but for authentic living. This is the situation in which
emptiness is “shattered” and “fallen,” and which, nevertheless, is
supposed to effectively function despite its shattered, fallen state.



In this context, can enlightenment be free of all-too-human
dilemmas and contradictions and still claim to be enlightenment? We
now know that D  gen’s answer is an emphatic “no.” Enlightenment
posited in such an existential vacuity, however intellectually and
spiritually lofty, is nevertheless an ineffectual, not fully engaged life.
Even so, a flight into the realm of equality immunized against
differentiation is itself a choice, an action; equality, as much as
differentiation, is no more than a mode of existencetime (uji ). As
such, it is in the final analysis a dream that should be subject to
rigorous examination through a finely calibrating, discriminative eye.
This is the task of expounding a dream (or dream making) within a
dream.

“For this reason,” writes D  gen, “the vertiginous confusions of life
(kait  tenn  ) are limitless—this is the attestation of a dream within
a dream.” The greater practitioners’ confusions, the more their
endeavors for fairness and justice are called for, pointing to their
ever vigorous commitment to critical understanding and analysis. D
gen lived in medieval Japan, the ethos of which was deeply
perplexing and chaotic. Against the backdrop of his age and
between the lines of his writings, we can read his anguish and pain,
as well as his joy and wonderment, with respect to human existence,
the human condition, and beyond—all while boldly and humbly
carrying out his salvific project. What practitioners can gain from D
gen is less a solution or answer than a new direction. D  gen’s view,
as sketched above in the steelyard analogy, points to such a new
direction in Zen thinking.

6
In order to shed further light on D  gen’s view of emptiness, I wish

to return to the subject of the two truths briefly touched on before. I
find C. W. Huntington, Jr.’s exposition of Candrak  rti (c.600–650), a
Pr  sa  gika proponent of M  dhyamika thought in India, to be very
useful in the present context. 20 Huntington holds that inasmuch as
the hallmark of emptiness consists in the power of its deconstructive
analysis, we can best appreciate such a deconstructive function by
abandoning, once and for all, our ontological and epistemological



preoccupations in the Western philosophical tradition that assumed a
self-existent reality within and/or beyond the thoughts and objects of
our mental and physical world. Instead, we can adopt a pragmatic
approach that most effectively demonstrates the soteriological
efficacy of emptiness. This is a welcome suggestion indeed. The
pragmatic and contextual thrust in Huntington’s hermeneutic
methodology for Candrak  rti’s Pr  sangika-M  dhyamika is
instructive and merits attention.

The sole function of emptiness, according to Huntington, is to
completely strip away “the tendency to reify the screen of everyday
affairs,” so that practitioners can see things as they are. They are
therefore “seeing through” the screen (illusion) “immediately given in
everyday experience,” which constitutes their intrinsic nature—
namely, emptiness and dependent origination. 21 The “screen” here
means perceptual, conceptual, and linguistic functions of the mind
that are said to be responsible for the spiritual ignorance due to the
reification of what they do. This results in a failure to see things
clearly and leads consequently to clinging, aversion, and delusion. In
view of this soteriological efficacy of emptiness which alone warrants
ultimate truth, the worldly truth of everyday experience is regarded
as illusory, and yet necessary for the ultimate truth. However, the two
truths are ultimately incommensurable, while not mutually
contradictory or exclusive. Huntington thus has this to say:

An incommensurable truth and reality can be known only through
contrast, and ultimately through direct experience, by first learning
to identify and then totally to relinquish all obsession with our
present observational language and the concepts and perceptions
associated with it.….

This does not mean that either conceptualization or perception
can be denied outright, but that they must be transmuted through
being placed in the larger context that is opened to view with the
growing appreciation of an alternative, soteriological truth, a truth
incommensurable with our normal ways of thinking and perceiving.
It is at this point that we enter the sphere of the fourth and last



noble truth: the truth of the path leading to the cessation of
suffering for all living beings. 22

To be sure, the worldly and ultimate truths do not represent two
ontologically or epistemologically disparate realms. The ultimate
truth is neither a something that manifests when the worldly truth is
removed nor is it a nothing that is reified as the negation of the
worldly truth. Nor does the worldly truth function as a “ladder” for
climbing to a mystical union with the ultimate truth. This may be an
accurate reading of Candrak  rti’s early Indian M  dhyamika.

In any case, I wish to take issue for a moment with Huntington on
his notion of “incommensurability” for the sake of our discussion,
since the notion seems to exaggerate discontinuity between the two
truths, so much so that it fails to see continuity between them. As a
result, it makes it altogether impossible to establish a genuine
internal relationship between them. In principle, I do not reject the
notion of incommensurability as such. I do challenge, however, the
very efficacy of such a notion in the soteriological project of
Buddhism, as we follow Huntington’s own pragmatic agenda.

In absence of any continuity, or intrinsic relationship, between the
two truths, salvific possibilities for worldly truth cannot be sufficiently
explored, and are almost nil at worst, even though we admit the fact
that Candrak  rti’s Pr  sa  gika-M  dhyamika does indeed have its
own philosophical, ethical, and practical dimensions.23 Furthermore,
emptiness is confined only to its deconstructive function for ultimate
truth, but cannot be dialogically and efficaciously engaged in the
reconstructive function that involves worldly truth, because the
investigation of everyday affairs as such is construed as not
intrinsically conducive to the soteric aim of liberation. Thus
emptiness suffers from a self-imposed, restrictive soteriology of
ultimate truth; it is especially alienated from linguistic, conceptual,
and rational experiences in daily life. Its all-or-nothing, nonnegotiable
stance, which sternly refuses to call itself a view, also reduces all
views to logical absurdity through the method of reductio ad
absurdum. Thus there is no possibility for the worldly truth to partake
in the ultimate truth, and vice versa. Put simply, there is an
unworkable rupture between the secular and the religious. From



Huntington’s pragmatic standpoint, the issue not only has to do with
Buddhism’s efficacy in relation to Buddhists, but also poses a serious
detriment to its efficacy in the secular world at large.

Needless to say, D  gen was critical of abstract, theoretical
aspects of Buddhist doctrines, including emptiness and the two
truths. Even as a thinker, he was not a dharmologian per se like N  g
 rjuna and Candrak  rti. (This remark in no way intends to imply that

those classical dharmologians were strictly concerned with
theoretical matters; in fact, they too were deeply practical and
spiritual.) From the perspective of D  gen’s praxis orientation, the
following few points are in order: (1) The deconstructive function of
emptiness as ultimate truth lacks a dynamic, dialectical relationship
with worldly truth. Consequently, its soteriological scope, hitherto
unnecessarily constrained, should be expanded to include the
reconstructive function of emptiness with respect to worldly truth,
whose core in the Buddhist scheme lies in dependent origination.
The two truths work most effectively and efficaciously as two foci in
the realizational process. I have suggested this approach in the
present work as a way to best appreciate D  gen’s Zen. They
together orientate and conduce practitioners toward broader, deeper,
and more precise salvific possibilities of realization. (2) Things and
beings, activities and relations of worldly truth are seen in light of
ultimate truth in such a way that they no longer hold the power to
sway practitioners’ lives, and the practitioners in turn attain the
capacity to use them in salvifically wholesome ways. The emphasis
in D  gen’s Zen thus deepens the meaning of “seeing things as they
are” by construing it as “changing/making things as they are.” This is
precisely the point highlighted by “expounding a dream (or dream
making) within a dream,” in terms of the dynamic dialectics of
equilibration and equilibrium in the steelyard analogy. (3) The
deconstructive use of emptiness, however potent it may be, is alone
not enough. The reconstructive use must be incorporated into it so
as to make emptiness soterically full-fledged. How can emptiness be
serene while constantly challenged by the turmoil of worldly truth?
How can it be content with itself and not suffer with the world in its
suffering? How can it be so free of vulnerability and ambiguity while
endeavoring to be authentic in the context of temporal conditions? Is



emptiness ever immune to “dim-sightedness?” Is it never
“permeated” or “permeable” by “dim-sightedness”? Can we reclaim
emptiness “in flesh and blood”? From D  gen’s standpoint, even “the
emptiness of emptiness” should be examined in the deconstructive
and reconstructive contexts through perpetually ongoing critical
scrutiny.

7
At this juncture, the recent controversy of Critical Buddhism (hihan

Bukky  ) that revolves around such ideas as tath  gata-garbha
(nyoraiz  ), Buddha-nature, and original enlightenment (hongaku )
is particularly relevant for our investigation. In the past two decades
or so, it has stirred intense debate among scholars in Buddhist, Zen,
and D  gen studies on both sides of the Pacific. Hakamaya Noriaki
and Matsumoto Shir  , Critical Buddhism’s principal proponents at
Komazawa University (S  t  Zen) in Tokyo, jointly maintain the
following general theses: (1) The Buddha-dharma should be
seriously engaged in the exigent social and ethical problems of
today, with an emphasis on the differences of existence, the critique
of the uncritical acceptance of the status quo, and the practice of
compassion. (2) Genuine Buddhism is comprised of criticism, no-
self/selflessness, emptiness/dependent origination (temporal, karmic
causation), impermanence, and faith. (3) There is an irreconcilable
rupture between M  dhyamika thought on the one hand and Vijñapti-
m  trat  (Yog  c  ra) and tath  gata-garbha thoughts on the other;
the former alone should be the central philosophy of Buddhism. (4)
Tath  gata-garbha thought and its cognate doctrine, hongaku
(original enlightenment) thought, are anti-Buddhist in that they are
founded on the  tman -like substantialist view, being intrinsically
authoritarian and discriminatory. (5) Those Buddhist schools/sects in
East Asia, including Ch’an/Zen, that are rooted in tath  gata-garbha
and hongaku thoughts, are, without exception, not Buddhism. (6)
Hongaku thought was the ideology of the medieval religio-political
power, and it legitimized Japanese ultranationalism and militarism of
the modern period. It is still influential in contemporary Japan and
manifests itself in such beliefs as ethnocentrism, cultural nationalism,



and the polemics of Japanese uniqueness (nihonjinron ). (7) D
gen’s thought is radically different from Ch’an Buddhism of China
and is instead akin to M  dhyamika thought of Tibetan Buddhism. (8)
D  gen’s religion belongs to “the Buddhism of wisdom” (chie no
Bukky  ) with emphasis on prajñ  , intellect, and language, not “the
Buddhism of meditation” (zazen no Bukky  ) with its emphasis on
dhy  na , intuition, and mysticism. (9) The pillars of S  t  orthodoxy
such as zazen-only (shikan taza ), “the wondrous practice of original
enlightenment” (honsh  my  shu ), and “the body-mind cast off”
(shinjin datsuraku ), all muddle-headed with the hongaku way of
thinking, are not essential to D  gen’s mature thought. (10) In
(Hakamaya’s) comparative study of the seventy-five-fascicle and
twelve-fascicle texts of the Sh  b  genz  , the latter (the twelve-
fascicle text) has a more thorough, consistent anti-hongaku position
and a more forceful espousal of causality as compared with the
former that shows ambiguities and inconsistencies on the part of D
gen. And (11) D  gen’s entire writings, especially the Sh  b  genz 

 , should be understood from his “definitive viewpoint” in the twelve-
fascicle text as normative. In light of this, his success and failure,
consistency and inconsistency, should be internally determined. 24

Broadly speaking, Critical Buddhism has served salutary
purposes, including intensifying debates on the relationship between
Tendai hongaku thought and D  gen’s Zen; generating new
sensibilities in the textual criticism of the Sh  b  genz  through
the comparative analysis of the seventy-five-fascicle and twelve-
fascicle texts; arousing a heightened Buddhist awareness of
contemporary social ills in Japan; and shaking up S  t  orthodoxy
from its dogmatic slumber. More specifically, from the perspective of
our investigation in the present work, I join Critical Buddhists in
underscoring the vital importance of such notions as emptiness,
karmic causation, temporality, the intellect, language, and criticism,
in general Buddhist discourse and particularly in D  gen’s thought. In
terms of the two truths of M  dhyamika philosophy, this means deep
engagement in worldly truth without losing sight of ultimate truth.

In a nutshell, Tendai hongaku thought was an affirmation of the
phenomenal world—including delusions, desires, and passions as
well as mountains, rivers, grasses, and plants—as absolute and



nothing less than the realization of buddhahood/original
enlightenment itself, here and now. It had two horns to its dilemma—
duality and nonduality—that, when translated into more concrete
terms, consisted of the nullification of differences in the name of
nonduality (equality) and the absolutization of phenomena (the very
differences) in the name of duality (differentiation). These two
contradictory perspectives fused into one, thereby constructing the
worldview that buddhahood/original enlightenment legitimized the
phenomenal world absolutely. This was hongaku as doctrine in its
simplest terms. At the same time, hongaku as ethos evolved into the
powerful religious ideology of preordained harmony of the world and
of radical this-worldly experientialism. The interplay of hongaku as
the doctrine and hongaku as the ethos were inextricably interwoven
in the subtly beautiful, yet potentially unsettling—Janus-faced, if you
will—tapestry of the culture and mindset that was distinctively
Japanese.

I am acutely aware of the rhetoric of some contemporary
proponents of Japanism (nihonshugi ) and the controversy of
Japanese uniqueness (nihonjinron ). In addition, I am fully
sympathetic with Critical Buddhists’ judgment on the complicity of the
hongaku tradition with the religio-political power structure in medieval
Japan as well as throughout Japan’s history. Yet I am concerned that
Critical Buddhist thinking strongly suggests a bent for “throwing the
baby out with the bath water” with respect to the hongaku tradition as
a whole. Let me illustrate my point: The medieval Japanese
fascination, almost obsession, with “the surface” is integral to their
religio-aesthetic sensibilities. William R. LaFleur observes this
cultural trait:

Shin’ichi Hisamatsu, recognizing that our ordinary rubrics of
understanding tend to attribute more weight and value to what is
“inside” and at the “core” and implicitly denigrate the outside as
superficial, has astutely observed that Buddhism handles this by
saying that “the true inside of the inside is not having inside or
outside.” In this extremely valuable formulation, Hisamatsu
suggests that to dig to the core of the core is to discover the



invalidity of such distinctions and also to discover that, seen from
inside, the surface is deep. The terms are completely relative. 25

Affective experience, however fleeting, is neither peripheral over
against the center nor superficial as opposed to the core, let alone
the means to the end. The so-called superficial appearance was
infinitely fascinating and profound to the medieval Japanese. I think
D  gen identified with such a deep-rooted sentiment despite his
cognizance of its ethically and religiously perilous implications, and
did so without compromising critical discernment in accordance with
emptiness. Thus, to use his expression, it amounts to saying: “The
skin is the marrow.” Note that the is here signifies intimacy—the
mysticism of intimacy—that involves an extremely rich and complex
fusion of ideas and sentiments. D  gen was born into and imbibed
the hongaku tradition and, throughout his life, struggled to negotiate
his way within it, as well as beyond it. Instead of idealizing it, or
abandoning it, or replacing it with another notion, D  gen
endeavored to see through it more clearly and penetratingly, by way
of his religious method.

In view of these observations, it is one thing to conclude that the
predestined harmony of existence and indiscriminate experientialism
in question are inherently prone to the uncritical accession to the
status quo; it is quite another to brand this single factor as the
ideological root of social injustice, ethnocentrism, cultural
chauvinism, and so on, as Critical Buddhists do.

Furthermore, Critical Buddhists stigmatize the tath  gata-garbha
tradition as not Buddhism. Granted, there has been a persistent
tendency on the part of a great number of dharmologians and
practitioners in the history of the Mah  y  na to take tath  gata-
garbha as if it were a substantialist notion. Even so, it is ultimately no
more than a provisional designation (kesetsu; prajñapti ). As such, it
has the functions to orient, catalyze, and empower Buddhist
practitioners in their salvific project, as effectively and efficaciously
as possible. 26 It does not refer to any extralinguistic reality, hence it
has nothing to do with the existence or nonexistence of its supposed
referent. In short, tath  gata-garbha neither exists nor not exists.
This is quite patent in view of the notion of emptiness in the Mah  y



na. At the same time, the issue of continuity and discontinuity
between emptiness and tath  gata-garbha thoughts is extremely
complex; I do not wish to dwell on this. All I wish to say at this point
is that the issue is rooted in not only the doctrinal and dharmological
ideas but the psychological, historical, and cultural conditions. Yet,
by dismissing tath  gata-garbha thought in toto as un-Buddhist,
Critical Buddhists scarcely delve into the evolution of the symbol in
question in different cultures and histories, with different reasons for
being. The point is that the evolution of a symbol does not strictly
follow logical consistency; nevertheless, it does not follow from this
fact that the symbol has no reason to exist. All in all, Critical
Buddhism fails to appreciate the creative possibilities of the tath 
gata-garbha tradition in consonance with the critical spirit of
emptiness.

From the perspective suggested in particular in the present
chapter, the problem with Critical Buddhism largely boils down to its
restricted, elitist intellectualism, which it adopts as its method . In
their reformist zeal, Critical Buddhists virtually banish meditation in
favor of wisdom which is reduced to an intellect free of that which is
fuzzy, spiritual, and obscurantist. This constrained intellectualist
methodology has little or no empathy with the salvific needs and
expressions of common religionists. It is highly legislative and
exclusionary, rather than being open-ended and pluralistic. Its
normative stance itself should be scrutinized in light of the broadest
possible context of human experience and expression, for the sake
of fairness. Unfortunately, the Buddhist soteriology that Critical
Buddhists envision is a severely impoverished one.

By contrast, D  gen, though no less cerebral, was
temperamentally and methodologically “tender minded,” while the
Critical Buddhists are “tough minded,” according to William James’s
expressions. He was simultaneously intellectual and visionary,
critical and empathetic. His methodology combined understanding
and criticism. As compared with this view, criticism for Critical
Buddhists needs understanding based on a sound hermeneutics.
What this means, in the final analysis, is that, while seriously
engaged in worldly truth (in the scheme of M  dhyamika’s two



truths), Critical Buddhists are flawed in failing to sufficiently explore
the reconstructive perspective of emptiness in Buddhist soteriology.

As noted before, D  gen, confronted with the intellectual and
cultural legacy of the hongaku tradition, carefully weighed its
philosophical, ethical, and religious strengths and drawbacks, doing
his utmost to surmount the dangers of its inherent substantialist
proclivity and antinomian, fideist, and relativist implications. He
constantly struggled within that tradition, neither flatly rejecting, nor
wholeheartedly endorsing, nor directly or explicitly criticizing it.
Despite this, his criticisms of the Senika heresy (senni ged  ),
“mind’s eternity and form’s perishability” (shinj  s  metsu ), and the
naturalist heresy (jinen ged  ), as well as a number of his passages
in the Sh  b  genz  , unambiguously reveal his critical outlook on
the hongaku way of thinking from the deconstructive perspective of
emptiness. 27

However, in my view D  gen was not anti-hongaku —as Critical
Buddhists make him out—any more than he was pro-hongaku . 28

He meticulously maneuvered his methodological and hermeneutic
moves in his praxis-oriented soteriology to revolve around the two
foci of the deconstructive and reconstructive ways of seeing/making
emptiness. The upshot of this is what I call “critical (or radical)
phenomenalism,” in contrast to Hajime Nakamura’s “absolute
phenomenalism.” 29

8
In concluding this chapter, I wish to note that D  gen went as far

as possible given his limitations. Indeed, he went much further than
Critical Buddhists in some respects, by tenaciously elucidating,
penetrating, and refining the reconstructive possibilities of emptiness
in such areas as language, thinking, and reason, as we shall review
in the remaining chapters. In particular, his religio-philosophical and
mythopoeic use of hongaku -related concepts and symbols, such as
Buddha-nature, thusness, the dharmaworld, the spatial conception of
dependent origination, and the thought of enlightenment, are



visionary and disciplined, yet never lose sight of the deconstructive
tenor of emptiness.

D  gen’s method of “weighing emptiness” investigates “empty
space’s inside and outside” (kok  no naige ), “empty space’s
[power] to destroy life and give life” (kok  no sakkatsu ), and “empty
space’s worth and worthlessness” (kok  no keij  ). 30 According to
D  gen, we weigh emptiness and things in this fashion to attain
fairnes.



CHAPTER 4
The Reason of Words and Letters

1
As I have often noted in the present work and elsewhere, the

single most original and seminal aspect of D  gen’s Zen is his
treatment of the role of language in Zen soteriology. We moderns
may pride ourselves on our acute language consciousness in the
twentieth and twenty-first centuries, but D  gen was no less aware.
He is amazingly similar to us in this regard, and perhaps pushed
beyond us by challenging not only his Buddhist contemporaries, but
the modern world as well.

In the Mah  y  na, more specifically, M  dhyamika Buddhism,
language does not refer to any fixed, self-existent, extralinguistic
reality. Its functions and tasks are multiple and versatile so as to
meet various human needs and interests. Although language may be
limited to and bounded by sociolinguistic conventions, its limits and
boundaries are provisional, open-ended, and impregnated with rich
possibilities. 1 And yet, as noted before, those linguistic functions
and tasks, according to the traditional M  dhyamika view, belong
only to worldly truth, hence with limited values in relation to ultimate
truth. Language intimates, but never is and cannot be intimate with,
ultimate truth. The analogy of the “screen,” according to Candrak  rti,
must be stripped away once and for all in the name of liberation
rather than, as in D  gen, illumined and penetrated discriminatively ,
as part and parcel of liberation and ultimate truth. From D  gen’s
perspective, N  g  rjunian disputations in terms of absolutism and
nihilism would be grossly misguided. 2

That said, brief highlights on D  gen’s view of language are
necessary, to pave the way for our investigation in this chapter. First,
note these statements:

What we mean by the s  tras is the entire universe itself. There is
no space and no time that are not the s  tras. They use the words



and letters of ultimate truth and the words and letters of worldly
truth. They employ the language of gods and the language of
human beings. They use the words and letters of beasts, those of
asuras , and those of hundreds of grasses and thousands of trees.
For this reason, the long and short, the square and round, the blue
and yellow, the red and white—all of which marshall on in a
dignified way throughout the universe in the ten directions—are
undeniably the s  tras’ words and letters and faces. These words
and letters are all regarded as the instruments of the great Way
and the scriptures for Buddhists. 3

The monastics of future generations will be able to understand
one-taste Zen (ichimizen ) based on words and letters, if they
devote their efforts to spiritual practice by seeing the universe
through words and letters, and words and letters through the
universe.4

As is clear from these quotations, the scope and depth of language
are co-extensive and coeternal with those of the whole universe. D
gen envisions the infinite varieties of linguistic modes according to
different beings in the universe, in terms of “words and letters” (monji
), “the s  tras” (ky  kan ), and “expressions” (d  toku ). They are
each unique and independent, yet depend on the other in line with
the notion of dependent origination and are infinitely intertwined like
vines. In D  gen’s methodological and hermeneutic vision, language
is never construed as referential or representational, nor is the
universe unchanging or self-sufficient. The linguistic modes are not
related to each other hierarchically, teleologically, causally, logically,
or in any manner prompted by metaphysical antitheses. As a pair of
salvific foci, language and the universe in D  gen’s Zen are “ever
intimate” (shinz  ) in his mysticism of intimacy.

Second, the linguistic/expressive mode of each and every being,
in D  gen’s view, is different from that of every other in a very unique
fashion. Although these differences are unique, they are not
atomistic and solipsistic to the extent that their uniqueness overrides
the relationship of all the differences in their dynamics. Herein lie the
possibilities of “communication” among different beings. A case in



point, for example, is D  gen’s view of “insentient beings’ discourse
on the Dharma” (muj  sepp  ). Su Tung-p’o (1036–1101), a Sung
poet, was awakened by the sounds of the stream in Lu-shan one
night after having heard his Zen teacher, Chao-chio Ch’angtsung
(1025–1091), expound the discourse of insentient beings on the
Dharma. He immediately composed the following poem:

The sounds of the stream are [the Buddha’s] long, broad tongue,
The sights of the mountains are his pure body.
Eighty-four thousand gathas throughout the night,
How can I expound them [to others] someday?

In the course of his commentary on this episode, D  gen reasons:
“Thus the stream sounds awaken Su Tung-p’o. Is this the workings
of the stream sounds, or is it Chao-chio’s discourse flowing into [the
ears of Su Tung-p’o]? I suspect that Chao-chio’s talk on insentient
beings’ dharma discourse, still reverberating, may have secretly
intermingled with the nightly sounds of the streams.” 5 What sort of
linguistic alchemy (note “secretly intermingled with”) is at work
between “the nightly sounds of the streams,” “Chao-chio’s talk,” and
Su Tung-p’o’s mind, so as to engender the “eighty-four thousand
gathas” of the Dharma, in and through the poet’s enlightenment? D
gen’s answer to this hypothetical question is minimal. Yet we can
extract this much from his writings: Contrary to the deep-seated bias
of humans, insentient beings do have the power to express
themselves in their own ways and are boundlessly selfless in their
efforts to communicate with us; this communication is possible only if
we are equally as selfless.

Third, as D  gen argues in his Sh  b  genz  , “Sansuiky  ”
(1240), the word water in its conventional usage is only one of the
innumerable ways of naming that which is designated by humans .
Water may be perceived as water by humans, but also as a palace
by fish, as a jeweled necklace by gods, as bloody pus by hungry
spirits, and so forth. 6 D  gen also says this:

When we take a boat out on the ocean to a place where no
mountains are visible and look around in the four directions, [the



ocean] appears to be solely round, and no other features are
apparent. This great ocean, however, is neither round nor square,
and yet its qualities are inexhaustible.… Only insofar as our vision
of the moment extends does [the ocean] appear temporarily to be
round. The same holds true of the myriad dharmas. Although the
world of dust and the world beyond illusion are pregnant with
numerous aspects, we see and understand only according to our
capacity for understanding. To understand the myriad dharmas’
ways, we must know that, in addition to appearing as square and
round, the other qualities of oceans and mountains are
incalculable, and the various worlds are everywhere on all sides.
Note that this is not only around us, but right beneath us—even in
a single drop [of water]. 7

D  gen’s perspectival view of the world is apparent here. Even so,
the relativity of all perspectives for D  gen invariably implies the
radical relatedness of all beings and all perspectives, not relativism.
What he insists in the “Sansuiky  ” fascicle with respect to water is,
in the final analysis, that the word water must be
deanthropocentricized , or dethroned if you will. Humans can see
through “original water” which is empty of self-nature and in which all
linguistic possibilities of different beings inform and liberate one
another. By implication, the same recommendation applies to all
forms of language. When D  gen speaks of language, he always
has such an “original language” in mind, and human language is
understood in that context. The radicalization of language calls for a
complete changeover of humanity’s collective delusion and self-
centeredness with respect to the nature and function of language. 8

Fourth, for all its limitations, language can still function as the most
powerful agent of salvific liberation. One of the clearest statements
by D  gen regarding language is stated in his critique of those Zen
Buddhists who construed the irrationality of k  an utterances as the
essence of Zen:

In great Sung China today there are a group of scatterbrained
people, whose number is so large that they cannot possibly be
scared off by the faithful few. They argue: “Talks such as the



Eastern Mountain’s walking on the water, Nanch’üan’s sickle, and
the like are all incomprehensible utterances. Their import is that
those talks which have to do with all sorts of discriminative thought
do not belong with the buddha-ancestors’ Zen talks. Only
incomprehensible utterances are the talks of the buddha-
ancestors. For this reason, Huang-po’s training stick and Lin-chi’s
thundering shout exceed our comprehension, and have nothing to
do with discriminative thought. They are thus regarded as great
enlightenment before the origin of the universe. The past masters
often employed as skillful means those phrases which cut off
entangled vines, but their reason was that [such phrases] were
incomprehensible.”

People who indulge in such nonsense have not met a true
master yet, and lack the eye of proper study. They are fools not
worthy of mention.… What those pseudo-Buddhists regard as
“incomprehensible utterances” are incomprehensible only to them,
not to the buddha-ancestors. Their lack of comprehension should
never serve as an excuse for not studying the way of the buddha-
ancestors’ comprehension. Even if [those utterances] were in the
end incomprehensible, what they [pseudo-Buddhists] now
allegedly comprehend would still be wrong. Many such fellows
abound in Sung China, and I have seen them myself. How pitiful
are they who are unaware that discriminative thought is words and
phrases and that words and phrases liberate discriminative
thought! 9

D  gen offers what I would call the “realizational” view of language,
in contrast to the “instrumental” view that is epitomized in the Zen
adage “the finger pointing to the moon” (shigetsu ). This view is
derived from the assumption that language has no intrinsic place in
the salvific process of Zen, and accordingly, serves only as an
instrument for the sake of enlightenment. His view pinpoints
language as discriminative thought, and yet, as possessing the
capacity to liberate discriminative thought. Let me make just two
points here: (1) Language has a dual function—one is limiting and
the other liberating . Is one a curse while the other a blessing? Is this



oxymoronic? From D  gen’s standpoint, such questions smack of
dualism, because both functions are capable of being soterically
appropriated to serve as the bearer of realization. Both are
necessary to one another; one without the other is vulnerable to the
corrupting effects of language. (2) More significantly, however, “the
way of the buddha-ancestors’ comprehension” (busso no riero ), as
D  gen contends, is such that, inasmuch as language is the core of
discriminative thought, it has the power—perhaps the only power
there is—to liberate it. Enlightenment, from D  gen’s perspective,
consists of clarifying and penetrating one’s muddled discriminative
thought in and through our language to attain clarity, depth, and
precision in the discriminative thought itself. This is enlightenment or
vision.

Related to the preceding observations is that D  gen’s view of
language is deeply grounded in his notion of temporality. His
reasoning here is that if the cause of affliction and suffering lies in
language, the way to release oneself from this predicament is in
language itself. In fact, such a language-bound situation, D  gen
would suggest, is the only locus where one can attain realization. D
gen thus focalizes language as the agent of liberation. It is small
wonder then that, as we shall see presently, he meticulously
explored and explicated the interior and exterior of language as the
very fabric of existence and, hence, of his religion.

Fifth, this seemingly hyperintellectual stance on the part of D  gen
is not merely intellectual, because his “intellectualism” is invariably
embedded in his praxis orientation. The praxis orientation is, in brief,
epitomized by his notion of “total exertion” (g  jin ), short for “the
total exertion of a single thing” (ipp  g  jin ). When a single thing
exerts itself totally and is cast off (datsuraku ), it does so by virtue of
and in concert with all other things of the universe. Thus a single
dharma is “illumined,” whereas all other dharmas are “darkened.”
When you talk about the self, all dharmas are “ever intimate” with the
self, never erased, and the self and all dharmas are together cast off.
As I wrote elsewhere: “A dharma is never juxtaposed to others;
therefore, dharmas never oppose one another in a dualistic fashion.
A dharma is, by definition, that particularity which transcends all



forms of dualism; it is both independent of and harmonious with all
dharmas.” 10

The same logic holds true of language: Words and letters,
however socially constructed, are never mere signs in the abstract,
theoretical sense, but alive and active “in flesh and blood.” Contrary
to the conventional view that language is no more than a means of
communication, it is profoundly internal to an individual’s life as well
as to a collective life. Language flows individually and collectively
through the existential bloodstream, so much so that it is the breath,
blood, and soul of human existence. Herein lies the essence of D
gen’s radical phenomenalism (NB: Our discussion of hongaku
thought in the previous chapter). Thus, language becomes ascesis ,
instead of gnosis or logos —“seeing things as they are” now means
“making things as they are.” In this light, the indexical analogy of “the
finger pointing to the moon” is highly misleading, if not altogether
wrong, because it draws on a salvifically inefficacious conception of
language.

Sixth, in such a context, expression (d  toku ) signifies what is
already expressed in a specific expression, what is not yet
expressed, and what can be expressed—all simultaneously. The
already expressed, the not yet expressed, and the expressible are
dynamically related to one another within any given expression. D
gen also employs another word fud  toku , which means “that
expression which is not or beyond expression” or “the inexpressible.”
Note that what is not/beyond expression is itself ultimately an
expression, not an extra expressive substratum or reality. For D
gen, the inexpressible is never reified as the opposite of expression.
Thus, regarding the expressed and the inexpressible, D  gen writes:

When this expression is uttered, the inexpressible is not uttered. If
you recognize that expression is uttered in its fullness, and yet do
not thoroughly verify the inexpressible as the inexpressible, that is
still neither the original countenance nor the marrow-bones of the
buddha-ancestors. 11

What practitioners endeavor in Zen practice is to engage in a
dialectical relationship between the already expressed and the not



yet expressed/the inexpressible, in search of the expressible. This is
the dynamics of expression. 12

Incidentally, the dynamics and structure of expression in terms of
these foci show striking similarities to those of thinking, not-thinking
and nonthinking, which will be discussed in chapter 5 . Given such
similarities, nonthinking may be related to practitioners’ sustained
endeavors to seek the expressible, namely, new expressive
possibilities that are more conducive to realization. This means
practitioners are salvifically immersed in perfecting their expression
(and thinking) in their radical relatedness to all things of the world.

D  gen demonstrated the foregoing principles of language himself
in his practice of Zen, especially through his writing of the Sh  b 
genz  . In doing so, he challenged and urged practitioners to do
likewise—to critically reflect on how to practice their own religion for
the sake of alleviating the suffering of all beings in the world, by
authentically appropriating language in a specific situation. This, in
essence, was the quest for the expressible.

2
Having set forth some salient features of D  gen’s view of

language, I shall now examine, very schematically, some methods
employed by D  gen in his treatment of the k  an language in the
realizational context. Discussed are seven classificatory topics: (1)
Transposition of Lexical Components; (2) Semantic Reconstruction
through Syntactic Change; (3) Explication of Semantic Attributes; (4)
Reflexive, Self-Causative Utterances; (5) Upgrading Commonplace
Notions and Using Neglected Metaphors; (6) The Use of
Homophonous Expressions; and finally, (7) Reinterpretation Based
on the Principle of Nonduality. 13 These headings should not be
taken as rigid, self-contained categories; some examples cited may
illustrate two or more of the above characteristics.

1. Transposition of Lexical Components
This is perhaps the most frequently used procedure in D  gen’s

Sh  b  genz  . Its model consists of reshuffling the Chinese
lexical components of a given phrase or expression, say, A, B, C, D,



and E of “ABCDE” in Chinese, in order to adduce, for example,
“BACDE,” “ADCBE,” and so on. The transposition of linguistic
elements is intended to suggest that they are as dynamic and
versatile as reality itself in their infinitely variegated configurations
and possibilities. The analogy of a mosaic rearranged in multiple
designs might help us here. Just as reality incessantly transforms
itself, so can language act as a living force in its own right. The
method of transposing lexical components attests to this view.

In his exposition on the Buddhist notion of “Mind itself is Buddha”
(sokushin zebutsu ), D  gen presents a classic treatment. After
defining the four linguistic elements—“mind” (shin ), “itself” (soku ),
“is” (ze ), and “Buddha” (butsu )—in “Mind itself is Buddha,” he
reshuffles them in various ways, and gives five examples out of
twenty-four possible combinations.

As for the “Buddha,” it [“Mind itself is Buddha”] relinquishes all
things and lets them go. Even so, it does not speak just in terms of
[the Buddha’s] sixteen-foot golden body.

As for the “itself,” it is the k  an that neither anticipates its
realization nor averts its dissolution.

As for the “is,” it is the triple world that neither retreats nor
advances; [as the triple world,] it is not mind-only.

As for the “mind,” it is walls and partitions; still, it is neither
immersed in mud nor indulges in desires.

[The buddha-ancestors] penetratingly study “Mind itself is
Buddha,” penetratingly study “Itself mind Buddha is,” penetratingly
study “Itself Buddha is mind,” penetratingly study “Mind itself
Buddha is,” and penetratingly study “Is Buddha itself mind.”
Penetrating study such as this is indeed “Mind itself is Buddha,”
and exerting this, they have authentically transmitted [“Mind itself
is Buddha”] to “Mind itself is Buddha.” Such an authentic
transmission has continued to this day. 14

The S  t  exegetical canon notes the twenty-four possibilities, but
not their significance. Each lexical element represents a single
dharma’s total exertion that is absolutely discrete from all others, and
that bears all others in it—without falling into atomism or monism.



The same holds true of each and every combination of the four
elements.

As often happens in the Sh  b  genz  , such modulated
expressions cannot be easily rendered in intelligible statements.
Perhaps D  gen did not want them to be reduced to conventional
locutions, but rather to be appreciated visually and aurally as they
are, like the surrealistic images of a dream. Incidentally, this fanciful,
even playful trait in D  gen’s diction has been largely overlooked by
most D  gen scholars. Far from being nonsensical constructs, such
linguistic modulations stand for the infinite versatility of a seamless
reality.

Closely related is D  gen’s inversion of lexical components—a
technique that also reveals new signification. For instance, in his
discussion of t  higan (“reaching the other shore”), D  gen
transposes its elements to create higan t  (“the other shore’s
arrival” or “the other shore has arrived”). 15 Thus while the original
meaning of higan , “the other shore”—that is, nirv   a , is clearly a
future event attainable only at the end of countless kalpas of
religious efforts, it is now radically transformed so that the other
shore is no longer in the distance or in the future but the event of
realization here and now.

2. Semantic Reconstruction through Syntactic Change
As we have already seen, D  gen felt unconstrained by

conventional Buddhist usage, and for that matter, by secular
linguistic tradition. This is clearly demonstrated in his method of
regrouping linguistic components in a sentence, often in violation of
Chinese syntactic rules. Given the expression “A-B-CDE” in
Chinese, for example, D  gen would reorganize it as “AB-CDE,”
jolting the conventional meaning of the original. Alternately, he might
just single out “BC.” Meaningless in isolation from its original context,
it would take on a novel signification with D  gen. Thus he was a
master of neologisms. 16 This technique involves the rearrangement
of linguistic elements through syntactical reorganization (or
disorganization) within an original passage.

In the “Bussh  ” fascicle D  gen takes up the Nirv   a S  tra
passage issai no shuj  wa kotogotoku bussh  ari (“All sentient



beings without exception have Buddha-nature”) and shifts its
syntactical components to read issai shuj  shitsuu bussh  (“All
sentient beings, all existence, are Buddha-nature”). The far-reaching
religious and philosophical implications of such distorted readings
are now well known to us. 17 First, Buddha-nature as potentiality is
construed as actuality, because sentient beings do not possess but
are Buddha-nature; second, by being placed in apposition with “all
existence,” sentient beings are liberated from anthropocentrism as
well as biocentrism; and third, “sentient beings,” “all existence,” and
“Buddha-nature” are all nondually one—a notion that is described in
a different context, but in a typically Buddhist locution, as “though not
identical, they are not different; though not different, they are not
one; though not one, they are not many.” 18

In his exposition on beholding the Buddha (kembutsu ), quoting
moshi shos  wa his  nari to mireba sunawachi nyorai o miru nari
(“If you discern that all phenomena are not phenomena, you see the
Tath  gata”), D  gen renders it as: moshi shos  to his  too mireba
… (“If you discern both all phenomena and non-phenomenon
[simultaneously] … ”). 19 Although the traditional reading stresses
nondifferentiation as transcending or erasing differentiation, D  gen’s
underscores differentiation as nondually one with nondifferentiation.

D  gen’s deliberate violation of Chinese syntactic rules, ordinarily
considered essential to an accurate understanding of the original
passage, is noteworthy in that not only was it deeply grounded in the
enormously rich literary and religious tradition of medieval Japan, but
his transgressive method was fully consistent with the logic of the
expressible in his notion of expression (d  toku ), as noted before.

Related to the method of syntactic reconstruction (or
deconstruction) is his “straight” reading of Sino-Buddhist
expressions. A case in point: While juki is conventionally understood
to be the Buddha’s prediction of a disciple’s future enlightenment, D
gen transfigures it into the fact of that realization in the present. This
is done by rendering the passage masani anokutara sammyaku
sambodai o ubeshi (“You shall attain supreme, perfect
enlightenment”) as t  toku anokutara sammyaku sambodai (“You
have certainly attained supreme, perfect enlightenment”).20 The



assurance of a future event is thus interpreted as the confirmation of
a present one.

Elsewhere D  gen renders kono h  no okoru toki (“When these
dharmas arise”) as shih  kiji . That is to say, shih  (“these
dharmas”) and kiji (“the time of their arising”) are placed in apposition
so that the entire expression now means: “These dharmas are the
time of their arising.” What he is referring to here is the nonduality of
the time of arising and the event of dharmas: “[Speaking of ‘When
these dharmas arise,’] the ‘time of arising’ is ‘these dharmas,’ but it is
not of the twenty-four hours of the day; ‘these dharmas’ are the ‘time
of arising,’ yet they are not of the triple world arising in rivalry.” 21

Dharmas do not move in time but are time; dharmas are not
juxtaposed to one another spatially, nor is time segmental in
temporal sequence. A simple phrase is therefore transformed into
the keynote of D  gen’s religio-philosophical view of temporality—
existence-time (uji ).

3. Explication of Semantic Attributes
D  gen’s concern here is to probe the multiple meanings and

functions of Chinese ideographs, by meticulously exploring the
possible significations of a given character and experimenting with
their soteriological possibilities. In doing so, he goes beyond the
narrow confines of traditional diction and usage, penetrating the
intricate interior of those significations.

The expression k  ge originally meant in Buddhism “the flowers
blooming in the sky” and, by extension, “illusory perceptions” or
“unrealities.” Yet, the word k  means not only “the sky” but also
“emptiness,” a pivotal notion in Mah  y  na Buddhism. Hence, at D
gen’s hands the term is metamorphosed from the illusory flowers to
the evocative, powerful metaphor of “the flowers of emptiness.” 22

With no definite demarcation between reality and illusion, all
dharmas of the universe (including original enlightenment, original
nature, and the like) thus become the flowers of emptiness. D  gen
writes:

There are indeed a number of ways to study the flowers of
emptiness: Seeing by dim eyesight and seeing by clear eyesight;



seeing by the Buddha’s eyesight and seeing by the ancestor’s
eyesight; seeing by the Way’s eyesight and seeing by the blind’s
eyesight; seeing in terms of three thousand years and seeing in
terms of eight hundred years; seeing from the perspective of a
hundred kalpas and seeing from the perspective of immeasurable
kalpas. Although these ways all see the “flowers of emptiness,” the
“emptiness” is ever variegated, and the “flowers” ever manifold. 23

It is worth noting that, as the last sentence of the above citation
clearly indicates, D  gen’s view of emptiness is thoroughly engaged
with dependent origination so that it is invariably perspectival,
individuated, and polysemous.

Another significant character is nyo , which has the dual meaning
of “like” or “to resemble” on the one hand and “thusness” or “as-it-
isness” on the other. By using this twofold meaning, D  gen
maintains that likeness is thusness in the nondual interfusion of the
symbol and the symbolized, or of worldly truth and ultimate truth.
Nyoze , with its double meaning similar to nyo , is also interpreted in
this manner:

The “like” in the foregoing “like the moon in the water” means “the
moon in the water” itself. It is “the thusness of the water,” “the
thusness of the moon,” “in-thusness,” and “the thusness of the in.”
We are not construing the “like” as resemblance. “Like” is
“thusness.” 24

Metaphors, similes, analogies, and parables, are, for D  gen, not
just the vehicles for communicating an immediate experience or a
truth, but the bearers and workings of it. In this respect, language is
the substance of realization.

A similar utilization of the dual or multiple meaning of an
expression also appears in the “Baika” fascicle, where ima itaru
tokoro ni (“now everywhere”) is rendered as nikon t  sho (“the
realized now is everywhere”). 25 The original passage is taken from
Ju-ching’s saying, “When Gautama [the Buddha] sheds his [illusory]
vision, the plum blossoms of just a single branch are in the snow.
Now everywhere thorns grow, but [the blossoms] are smiling amid



the spring breeze wafting madly all over.” 26 By explicating its
semantic attributes, D  gen gives religio-philosophical ultimacy to
the quite ordinary words of “now everywhere.”

D  gen also transforms such an everyday phrase as arutoki (“at a
certain time,” “sometimes,” “there is a time,” “once”) into one of the
most important notions in his Zen—uji (“existence-time”). This
metamorphosis is executed by way of changing its two components
the aru and the toki into u (“existence,” “being”) and ji (“time,”
“occasion”), respectively, and recombining them as uji so that it
unmistakably signals the nondual intimacy of existence and time. 27

D  gen’s new usage, moreover, adds a further dimension in terms of
the realized now (nikon ) with its rich connotations. Another common
word ky  ryaku (“to pass through,” “to experience”) is elevated to
the status of a cognate notion signifying “the passage of time,” by
which D  gen denotes “temporal dynamicity” or “temporal
movement”—the dynamics of the realized present, in and through
which all time and all existence are salvifically actualized. Temporal
passage is stated succinctly:

“Passage” is, for example, like spring. The spring has a great
many features, and these are called “passage.” We should study
that the spring “passes” without anything outside itself. For
instance, the “passage” of the spring always “passes through” the
spring. The “passage” is not the spring but, because the spring is
“that which passes,” the “passage” now perfects the Way in [this
particular] time of the spring. 28

This last quotation is especially pertinent for our understanding of
D  gen’s conception of language. As we have seen, language is as
dynamically alive as any living being in the world. As such, the
perspective which the concept of temporal dynamicity affords us is
as pivotal within language as it is within our existence. In essence,
the interior dynamics of words and letters amount to neither more
nor less than the temporal dynamicity of existence-time.

4. Reflexive, Self-Causative Utterances



In Zen the statement of identity is quite commonplace and
frequently used in order to suggest the nonduality of equality and
differentiation, of emptiness and form, and so on. Underlying the
statement of identity is the dialectical logic of identity-and-difference
which appears in its classical form in the Diamond S  tra . 29 Its
paradigm can be stated as: “A is –A; therefore A is A.” Thus “A” is at
once negated and affirmed in a dialectical fashion, through the
mediation and authentication of emptiness. Only then does “A” attain
its authenticity.

D  gen draws heavily on this kind of expression. Here are just two
examples:

The “emptiness” in question is not the “emptiness” of “form is
emptiness.” [The true meaning of] “form is emptiness” is not that
you forcibly make “form” into “emptiness” or that you split
“emptiness” so as to fabricate “form”; it is the “emptiness” of
“emptiness is emptiness.” This “emptiness” of “emptiness is
emptiness” is a single piece of rock in emptiness. 30

An ancient buddha once said: “Mountains are mountains, waters
are waters.” This expression does not mean that we point to the
mountains as the mountains, but that the mountains are nothing
but the mountains. Therefore, we should study mountains
penetratingly. When we study mountains penetratingly, that is the
mountains’ own efforts. Such mountains and waters become, of
themselves, wise persons and holy sages. 31

As is evident in these two quotations, the sayings “emptiness is
emptiness” (k  ze k  ), “mountains are mountains” (san ze san ),
and “waters are waters” (sui ze sui )—seemingly no more than
ordinary tautological statements—forcefully and explicitly bear more
realizational significance than any traditional readings. D  gen
makes his praxis orientation of the total exertion of a single dharma
unequivocal in these illustrations.

By far the most D  gen-like expression along these lines of
thought, however, is made paradigmatically in this way: “Obstruction
hinders obstruction, and sees obstruction; obstruction obstructs



obstruction—such is time.” 32 The original reads: Ge wa ge o sae ge
o miru. Ge wa ge o ge-suru nari, kore toki nari. Ge , short for keige
(“obstruction”), is used by D  gen in his Sh  b  genz  in a way
that deliberately distorts conventional usage. Instead of the dualistic
“inter-dharmic” juxtaposition of that which obstructs and that which is
obstructed, D  gen employs the term to denote “intra-dharmic”
dynamics in which that which obstructs and that which is obstructed
are one and the same dharma. 33 As a consequence, ge or keige
properly stands for the “self-obstruction” of a dharma—the reflexivity
of salvific mode of being. This provides an excellent example of D
gen’s freehanded attitude toward the traditional mode of expression.

More importantly, however, D  gen refuses to express a dharma’s
ultimate existence by any predicates other than its own self-
referential expressions and activities, without denying its radical
relatedness to all other dharmas. 34 Thus, as illustrated in the
immediately preceding citation, a noun is converted into a makeshift
verbal form in order to predicate that same noun: “obstruction
obstructs obstruction.” The paradigm “A A-s A” (e.g., “The sky sky-s
the sky”) and its variants appear numerously in the Sh  b  genz  :

Thought obstructs thought, and thereby sees thought. Expression
obstructs expression, and thereby sees expression. 35

[Water] is studied not only when humans and gods perceive water;
there is the way of knowing in which water sees water itself.
Because water enacts and realizes water, there is the way of
experience in which water expresses water itself. 36

As it works consummately, the great Way of all the buddhas is
liberation and realization. Liberation means that life becomes
transparent to life itself and death becomes transparent to death
itself. 37

D  gen’s predilection for creating new forms of verbs out of nouns
is founded on such a dynamically reflexive supposition. He
generates a seemingly endless multiplicity of new verbal
expressions, all derived from nouns. It would not be a mistake to



think that this procreation of verbs was greatly facilitated by the
nature of the Japanese language that allows verbs to be formed from
any nouns by adding the verbal suffix su or suru as in d  toku su or
d  toku suru from d  toku . Yet we should bear in mind that it was
D  gen’s soteriological orientation that propelled him to take full
advantage of this feature of the Japanese language. The Sh  b 
genz  is replete with examples of this kind, of which I illustrate are
but a few: h  t  su (from h  t  , “the jeweled pagoda”); kok  su
(from kok  , “the empty sky”); uji su (from uji , “existence-time”); j 
roku konjin su (from j  roku konjin , “the sixteen-foot golden body”);
ky  ryaku su (from ky  ryaku , “temporal passage”); and shitsuu su
(from shitsuu , “all existence”).

5. Upgrading Commonplace Notions and Using Neglected
Metaphors

D  gen’s sensitivity to language is also well demonstrated in his
efforts to reinvigorate obsolete concepts and symbols with new
potential, to revive forgotten metaphors from obscurity, to elevate
denigrated words to new salvific status, to free expressions from
their constraints and captivity, and to animate featureless words and
images with new meanings. In all these cases, language is
profoundly transfigured and given new life. His originality indeed
consists in his ability to discover and rediscover the conceptual and
symbolic possibilities of plain, unpretentious words and expressions,
thus being not limited by traditional doctrinal categories as such.

The word katt  (“entwined vines”) is usually given pejorative
connotations that are associated with passions and desires,
language and theories, all of which are regarded as entangling the
mind in spiritual bondage. By contrast, D  gen adopts this image to
describe the type of communicative relationship between the master
and the disciple—one that leads to ever greater discernment and
understanding of the Dharma. He thereby not only gives it a positive
significance, but advances its status to the level of the Dharma itself.
He calls this “the reason that the skin, flesh, bones, and marrow
entwine as vines” (hiniku kotsuzui no katt  suru d  ri ). 38 By
implication, D  gen suggests that the very texture of the Buddha-
dharma is comprised of passions and desires, conflicts and



differences. Reason cannot exist by freeing itself from such realities
of the human condition any more than these realities can exist
independently of the counsel of reason.

In a similar manner, D  gen elevates gaby  (“the painted picture
of a cake”), k  ge (“the sky flowers”), mitsugo (“secret words”), and
numerous other terms from their deprecatory status to a prestigious
one in his universe of discourse. For instance, the mitsu in mitsugo
now shifts its meaning from “that secrecy which is hidden” to “that
intimacy which is transparent.” Truth in this view is something to be
clarified, not something to be uncovered. Furthermore, he minutely
probes such conventional Buddhist locutions as hiniku kotsuzui (“the
skin, flesh, bones, and marrow”), gy  ji (“sustained practice”), genj 
k  an (“the k  an realized in life”), zenki (“total dynamism”), udonge
(“the udumbara flower”), immo (“thusness”), arakan (“the arhat”),
shoaku makusa (“not to commit any evil”), in order to reclaim them
from neglect and obscurity, so that they may function as
transformative concepts and symbols in the soteriological milieu of
the Buddha-dharma. D  gen also radically reinterprets the concepts
of jinz  (“supernormal powers”), darani (“charms and spells”),
tashints  (“the knowledge of other minds”), and  saku sendaba
(“the ruler seeking the saindhava ”), among many others.

A medieval aristocrat in origin, D  gen could not help being literary
and poetic in his writing. It is therefore not surprising that he also
devotes his reflections to such emotive subjects as baika (“plum
blossoms”), k  my  (“the radiant light”), tsuki (“the moon”), keisei
sanshoku (“valley sounds, mountain sights”), shunj  (“spring and
autumn”), ry  gin (“a dragon’s song”), and sansui (“mountains and
waters”). A true alchemist of images and symbols, D  gen evokes
the vicissitudes of the dharmic drama of the universe through his
exquisite, matchlessly poetic, and refined manipulation of them,
without ever aggrandizing them. At his hand, they are regarded not
as the means to edification but as the workings of ultimate truth
itself. It is from this perspective that D  gen may be seen to
emphatically defy the traditional instrumental view of “the gate of
skillful means” (h  bemmon ) when he writes “The gate of skillful
means is the supreme virtue of the buddha-fruition.” 39 Therefore for
D  gen, “The Buddha-dharma, even in the figures of speech, is



ultimate reality.” 40 Those humble expressions adopted in D  gen’s
symbolic universe are no exception in this regard.

6. The Use of Homophonous Expressions
In his writing, D  gen frequently employs various associative

techniques. Countless examples of poetic and ideational
associations appear in the Sh  b  genz  . His associative use of
homophonous pairs of expressions is especially well known, as in
Shobutsu kore sh  naru yueni shobutsu kore sh  nari (“Because all
the buddhas are of enlightenment, all things are of enlightenment”).
41 D  gen adroitly and insightfully exploits the homophonous
relationship between shobutsu (“all the buddhas”) and shobutsu (“all
things”). Consider another example: Butsud  akiramezareba busshi
ni arazu. Busshi to iuwa busshi to iu kotonari (“Unless you
understand the Buddha-way, you are not the Buddha’s successor.
The Buddha’s successor means the Buddha’s child”). 42 Here D
gen relates busshi (“the Buddha’s successor”) to busshi (“the
Buddha’s child”). Note that D  gen chose the homophones in these
cases and others not fancifully or rhetorically, but for the sake of
clearer and deeper discernment.

The foregoing observations shed light on a recent hypothesis
advanced by Takasaki Jikid  . According to Takasaki, the phrase
“the body-mind cast off” (shinjin datsuraku ) never appears in D
gen’s master Ju-ching’s works. Another expression “the mind’s dust
cast off” (shin-jin datsuraku ), however, does appear just once. It is
possible, Takasaki thus reasons, that D  gen might have misread
Ju-ching’s “the mind’s dust cast off” as “the body-mind cast off.” 43

When we consider the fact that these two expressions are
homophonous in Japanese, and place this fact in the context of D
gen’s frequent use of homophonous expressions, it is not too
farfetched to suppose that he discovered the central idea of “the
body-mind cast off” by way of homophonous association, which in
turn triggered his religio-philosophical imagination. If this conjecture
is correct, we may further speculate that D  gen’s proclivity for
creative misreading might have been inspired early on in his student
years in China (1223–1227).



Regardless of the validity of such a surmise, there is no doubt
about D  gen’s superb mastery of the associative technique as a
means of furthering religious understanding.

7. Reinterpretation Based on the Principle of Nonduality
If there is any single principle central to D  gen’s Zen, it is that of

emptiness, as appropriated in the context of realization in terms of
the dynamic interplay of duality and nonduality, or of worldly truth
and ultimate truth. Let us look at some examples of D  gen’s radical
reinterpretation of nonduality in the aforementioned context of
emptiness, which can be conveniently grouped under eight
headings: (i) The relative seen in terms of the ultimate; (ii) the future
construed as the present; (iii) the transcendental/static interpreted in
terms of the realizational/dynamic; (iv) different stages of practice
conceived as all alike full-fledged enlightenment; (v) a
preenlightenment event viewed as a postenlightenment one; (vi)
imperative statements construed as declarative ones; (vii) analogy
seen in terms of identity; and (viii) interrogatives and negatives used
in the context of realization. Instead of providing illustrations for each
heading, I shall limit myself to just a few representative cases.

D  gen writes:

To say “if the time arrives” is tantamount to declaring that the time
has already arrived. How can you doubt this? You may entertain a
doubt about the time. Be that as it may, witness Buddha-nature’s
arrival. Know that, [as you understand] “if the time arrives” [in this
way], every moment of the twenty-four hours of the day does not
pass by in vain. The “if-arrives” (nyakushi ) means the “already-
arrived” (kishi ). [Otherwise,] “if the time arrives” would mean
“Buddha-nature never arrives.” For this reason, since the time has
already arrived, Buddha-nature is unmistakably present here and
now.44

The conventional reading of “if the time arrives,” according to which
Buddha-nature is to be realized sometime in the future, is
transformed so that Buddha-nature is already actualized in the
present.



In the “Tashints  ” fascicle D  gen deals with the incident of Nan-
yang Hui-chung (d. 776) and Ta-erh, a dharma master from India, in
which the former tests the authenticity of the latter’s ability to know
others’ minds (i.e., one of the six supernormal powers). But D  gen
criticizes the popular dualistic understanding of this power,
interpreting it instead in such a way that it is now conceived to be the
discernment of and penetration into that ultimate mind, which
overcomes the dualisms of self and other and of body and mind,
within the relative realm. That is, the supernormal power of knowing
others’ minds is interpreted in the context of the nonduality of self
and other and of body and mind. 45

Discussing Bodhidharma’s expression “the skin, flesh, bones, and
marrow” (hiniku kotsuzui ), D  gen repudiates the traditional view,
which sees these four as the progressive stages of understanding or
as the way of hierarchically ranking Bodhidharma’s four disciples,
Tao-fu, Tsung-chih, Tao-yü, and Hui-k’o. Instead, he views them from
the ultimate perspective of realization:

You should understand that the [first] ancestor’s words “the skin,
flesh, bones and marrow” are not concerned about shallowness
and deepness [in the disciples’ understanding]. Even though there
are superior and inferior views, the ancestor’s words each signify
solely the attainment of his whole being. Their cardinal meaning is
that the attainment of marrow, the attainment of bones and so on
are to guide people; there is no sufficiency or insufficiency in
holding grass or dropping grass [as a means to guide people
according to their abilities and needs].... What [Bodhidharma] said
of the four disciples is that each was equal from the beginning.
Although the ancestor’s words are the same, the four views are
not necessarily identical.… The skin, flesh, bones, and marrow
partake equally in the first ancestor’s body-mind. The marrow is
not deepest; the skin is not shallowest. 46

The following example has to do with the well-known story of
Nanyüeh’s polishing a tile, which was mentioned earlier:



When Chiang-si Ma-tsu formerly studied under Nan-yüeh [Huai-
jang], Nan-yüeh personally granted the seal of the mind to him.
This is the beginning of [the tradition of] tile polishing.
Subsequently, Ma-tsu resided in the Ch’uan-fa yüan, doing zazen
daily for some ten years.... One day when Nan-yüeh visited Ma-
tsu’s hut, Ma-tsu attended to him. Nan-yüeh asked: “What have
you been doing lately?” Ma-tsu replied: “These days I am just
doing zazen.” Nan-yüeh: “What is doing zazen for?” Ma-tsu: “I
strive to make a buddha.” Then Nan-yüeh picked up a tile and
began to polish it against a rock near Ma-tsu’s hut. Seeing this,
Ma-tsu immediately asked: “Reverend, what are you doing?” Nan-
yüeh: “I am polishing a tile.” Ma-tsu: “What is polishing a tile for?”
Nan-yüeh: “I am going to make a mirror by polishing it.” Ma-tsu:
“How can you make a mirror by polishing a tile?” Nan-yüeh: “How
can you make a buddha by doing zazen?” 47

In this quotation and his subsequent exposition in the “Koky  ”
fascicle, D  gen assumes that the incident took place after Ma-tsu
received the seal of the buddha-mind from Nan-yüeh. The original
source of the story, however, presented the two events in reverse
order. 48 In other words, what D  gen suggests above is the story of
the two masters’ exchange of words and acts on the subject of
making a buddha and doing zazen as the postenlightenment
encounter. Consequently, the thrust of the story now is the
nonduality of tile and mirror and of zazen and buddhahood—no
longer the unbridgeable chasm between them. When the means-end
and all other models of relationships collapse, the focus is then the
ongoing process/practice of sitting, polishing, and making that is the
very evidence of buddha-hood. Precisely herein lies enlightenment
(sh  ).

3
Let me conclude this chapter by recapitulating a few points:
1. In D  gen’s religio-philosophical milieu, the interior and exterior

of language constitutes the very fabric of all existence. As such,
language is appropriated as central to the salvific realization of his



Zen. For that reason, D  gen explores language inside out and
scrupulously experiments with it. He challenges its conventional
locution with a view toward creating a more humane, compassionate
world. In his Sh  b  genz  , he typically repeats a certain concept,
metaphor, or image, changes word order, shifts syntax, creates new
expressions, indicates alternate meanings, resuscitates forgotten or
dead symbols, and so on. He reads Buddhist scriptures, treatises,
Zen classics, and other texts in his specific manner, from his unique
perspective, and with his critical acumen.

Indeed, every reading is at once deconstructive and reconstructive
in D  gen’s methodological and hermeneutic process. In a
characteristically Buddhist way, he would say that deconstruction
and reconstruction as a pair of two foci are nondual—different and
identical simultaneously. Yet, what distinguishes D  gen’s reading or
misreading is that, through the linguistic manipulations of methods
and principles at his disposal, he exemplifies them as soteric
practice; this is in essence the practitioner’s responsibility to
reexpress the expressed in terms of the expressible, as informed by
the inexpressible.

2. Language must meet the challenges of these two concerns: (i)
To overcome the sociolinguistic and anthropocentric limitations of the
human language and thereby open it up to the horizons of new
possibilities beyond human consciousness, and (ii) to deeply
penetrate the human condition so that practitioners may understand
and be liberated from suffering and delusions, by way of dualities
such as conflicts, contradictions, and ambiguities, as well as by way
of reflective and critical thinking, especially in ethical matters. From
D  gen’s standpoint, language should not evade these two concerns
and their challenges. In the dynamic, dialectical relationship between
them (as the foci) lies Zen realization. In this manner, while inevitably
couched in human language, and thus still embedded in temporality
and existentiality, D  gen’s methodology frees itself from
reductionism on the one hand and absolutism on the other.

3. Language, thinking, and reason constitute the key to both zazen
and k  an study within D  gen’s praxis-oriented Zen. The k  an’s
and zazen’s function is not to excoriate and abandon the intellect
and its words and letters, but rather to liberate and restore them in



the Zen enterprise. In short, enlightenment is not brought about by
direct intuition (or transcendent wisdom) supplanting the intellect and
its tools, but in and through their collaboration and corroboration in
search of the expressible in deeds, words, and thoughts for a given
situation (religious and secular). Zazen and k  an in this respect
strive for the same salvific aspiration of Zen. The language of the
old-paradigm k  an (kosoku k  an ) becomes a living force in the
workings of the k  an realized in life (genj  k  an ). With their
reclaimed legitimacy in Zen, language, thinking, and reason now
enable practitioners to probe duality and nonduality, weigh
emptiness, and negotiate the Way. Method and realization, rationality
and spirituality, thinking and praxis, go hand-in-hand in D  gen’s
Zen. Such is “the reason of words and letters” (monji no d  ri ).



CHAPTER 5
Meditation as Authentic Thinking

1
Meditation and thinking are among the most vexatious subject

matters in Zen Buddhism, specifically in S  t  Zen. Within the S  t
tradition, the mainstream view holds that seated meditation in terms
of zazen-only (shikan taza ) is the foundation of what its upholders
call “D  gen Zen,” 1 either transcendentalizing or minimizing
thinking; as a result, thinking has been almost incapacitated in the
tradition. On the other hand, Critical Buddhism, as touched on
before, radically challenges the orthodox veneration of zazen-only
and its kindred notions as the sine qua non of D  gen’s religion,
which its proponents insist is to be read strictly in terms of
wisdom/intellect (prajñ  ), not meditation (dhy  na ). D  gen’s
alleged anti-hongaku stance is also read as the norm. 2 From very
early on in Buddhist history, there have been tensions between the
bhaktic and gnostic approaches, as well as between the sam  dhi-
oriented and prajñ  -oriented ways; 3 also well known are those
between the doctrinal/scriptural and meditational schools in Chinese
Buddhism, and between silent-illumination zen (mokush  -zen ) and
k  an-introspection zen (kanna-zen ) in Ch’an/Zen. In view of this,
the recent controversy within S  t  Zen may not be so surprising. It
nevertheless is indicative of the potential for the issue of meditation
and thinking to arouse an intense controversy as never before.
Indeed, they are still odd bedfellows today more than ever.

On this issue, where did D  gen himself stand? To what extent
was he the meditator of zazen-only? Was zazen-only just zazen only
to him? In his Sh  b  genz  why does D  gen the meditator seem
to recede to the background, whereas D  gen the thinker comes to
the foreground? If this impression is correct, is it to be regarded as
ironic? Did D  gen the thinker dispense with zazen altogether and
devote himself to writing the Sh  b  genz  ? Unfortunately, textual
and historical studies of D  gen do not provide fully satisfactory



answers to these questions. Even so, a clue to them seems to lie in
his concept of nonthinking (hi-shiry  ), along with those of thinking
(shiry  ) and not-thinking (fu-shiry  ). What then does D  gen
mean by nonthinking?

In recent D  gen/Zen studies, some scholars have attempted to
explore the notion of nonthinking. For example, Izutsu Toshihiko,
generally in line with D. T. Suzuki’s radically intuitionistic approach to
Zen, insists upon “mistrust in thinking” and “elimination of discursive
thinking” quite explicitly, because thinking is the most serious
impediment to spiritual realization. He further suggests a thinking
(“A-thinking,” “a-thinking thinking”) that operates in a totally different
form and at quite a different level of consciousness from the one we
are familiar with in our daily experience; it is activated by wiping out
all images, ideas, and concepts from one’s consciousness—by
opening up to the primordially undifferentiated as the ground of all
things prior to their differentiation. This undifferentiated is not a blank
slate of consciousness, but mindfulness, through which one engages
in thinking in the subliminal regions of the mind, thereby enabling
one to attain metaphysical knowledge of Being (“pure Existence,”
“the very plenitude of Being”). It is “the metaphysical ground of Being
itself which remains eternally untouched by the stream of images
and concepts that pass across the empirical plane of
consciousness.” Izutsu’s view is monistic, essentialistic,
universalistic, and borders on a form of perennial philosophy.
Concepts and images are nothing more than the bottom rung of the
ladder for a heroic climb to the top of Being itself. 4

On the other hand, Abe Masao, in keeping with the tradition of
Akiyama Hanji and other philosophers in D  gen studies in Japan,
offers a measured, nuanced reading of nonthinking, which he says
constitutes the intellectual pivot of Zen:

Zen does not establish itself on the basis of either thinking or not-
thinking, but rather non -thinking, which is beyond both thinking
and not-thinking. When not-thinking is taken as the basis of Zen,
anti-intellectualism becomes rampant. When thinking is taken as
the basis, Zen loses its authentic ground and degenerates into
mere conceptualism and abstract verbiage. Genuine Zen,



however, takes non-thinking as its ultimate ground, and thus can
express itself without hindrance through both thinking and not-
thinking, as the situation requires. 5

In the same vein, Abe writes elsewhere:

Non-thinking is a position which transcends both relative thinking
and relative not-thinking. Indeed, for that very reason, Zen non-
thinking is unshackled ultimate thinking. Therefore, it transcends
thinking in the usual sense. This does not mean a simple lack of
understanding in respect to thought. It is rather based on a
fundamental critique of the nature of thinking asserting that human
thinking is essentially a substantive one. 6

At the same time, from the standpoint of thought and action,
nonthinking is construed as nonattachment; in this sense it is “Non-
abiding Origin.” 7 Abe’s view of nonthinking then amounts to that
thinking which is free of substantialism and attachment.

The problem with Abe’s interpretation, as far as I am concerned,
has primarily to do with not what he has said so much as what he
has not said. Among other things, the major thrust of his nonthinking
lies in transcending (relative) thinking and (relative) not-thinking, but
he mentions little or nothing about nonthinking as mediating
(revaluated) thinking and (revaluated) not-thinking in their dynamic,
dialectical relationship in concrete everyday situations. Without such
an engaged, catalytic role within the temporality of the human
condition, nonthinking would still be in the abstract, and hence
insufficient and inefficacious.

There are other thinkers who have offered interpretations of non-
thinking similar to Izutsu’s and Abe’s. By and large, these
interpreters are comparative philosophers whose analyses tend to
be formalistic, formulaic, and static, resulting largely in
metaphysicized readings of D  gen’s texts.

2



These essential passages on the notion of nonthinking, with D
gen’s brief commentary, appear at the very beginning of the Sh  b 
genz  , “Zazen-shin” (1242):

Once Great Teacher Yüeh-shan Hung-tao was sitting [in
meditation], and a monastic asked him: “What are you thinking in
that resolute state [of seated meditation]?” The teacher replied: “I
am thinking through not-thinking.” The monastic then asked: “How
do you think through not-thinking?” The teacher said: “[By way of]
nonthinking.”

Realizing such utterances of the Great Teacher’s, we should
study resolute sitting and transmit it correctly, which means the
thorough investigation of resolute sitting handed down in the
Buddha-way. Although he is not the only person [who taught]
thinking in the resolute state, Yüeh-shan’s utterances are the very
best because of his “thinking through not-thinking.” [Thus] thinking
is the skin, flesh, bones, and marrow [of zazen]; likewise, not-
thinking is the skin, flesh, bones, and marrow [of zazen].

The monastic said: “How do you think through not-thinking?”
Although not-thinking is indeed time-honored, [he cross-examines
it] refreshingly [with the question], “ How do you think ?” Can there
be no thinking in the resolute sitting? How can you fail to
understand the resolute state and beyond? Unless you are a
short-sighted fool, you should have the capacity, in addition to the
thinking, to question and reflect on such a resolute state.

The Great Teacher replied: “[By way of] nonthinking.” The use of
nonthinking is unmistakable, and yet to think through not-thinking,
we always exert nonthinking. There is “someone” in nonthinking,
and this someone sustains the one [who sits in zazen]. Although it
is one’s self who sits resolutely, [this sitting] is not merely thinking
but exerts itself as the resolute sitting. Resolute sitting sits
resolutely; if so, how could this resolute state think of itself [as its
object]? For these reasons, the resolute state of sitting is neither of
the measure of the Buddha nor of the measure of the Dharma,
neither of the measure of awakening nor of the measure of
comprehension.



From the outset, we must guard ourselves against the common
thesis of some conventional interpretations that states thinking and
not-thinking are either epistemological or ontological antitheses,
instead of being a pair of soteric foci free of substantialist moorings
whose bifurcation is to be overcome. On the one hand, thinking is
conceived as functions of consciousness, such as perceptions and
conceptions, or activities of the intellect, such as reasoning,
comparison, and classification. What Buddhists call discrimination or
discriminative knowledge (fumbetsu ; fumbetsuchi ) broadly covers
these activities of the mind that are often associated with delusions
and afflictions. On the other hand, not-thinking is viewed as the
negation of such discriminations so that it affirms a transcendent
cognition beyond concepts and images, which in Buddhism is called
non-discriminative knowledge (mu-fumbetsu-chi ). Along this line of
thought then, nonthinking is regarded as that thinking which casts off
the antitheses of thinking and not-thinking and, accordingly, is
transcendent and unattached.

The problem with such a reading, however, is that both thinking
and not-thinking are relativized as abstract opposites to be
superseded by nonthinking. The relativization of thinking and not-
thinking is as bad as the absolutization of them. Its net result is
essentially a metaphysical privileging, if not an absolutization, of
nonthinking. Somewhere along the way, thinking, not-thinking, and
nonthinking have lost the dialectical dynamicity of their salvific
functions. As a result, the so-called unattached thinking has
unwittingly become disembodied and impotent.

3
In his writings, D  gen employs a number of notions that broadly

denote discriminative thinking—nenryo, nenkaku, ryochi, ryochi
nenkaku, chikaku, fumbetsu, shiyui, shiry  , and so on, although
they vary in their connotations and nuances. The common thread
running through them is the activities of consciousness and the
intellect that “divide” and “split” the seamless reality. He often uses
those terms, without adding negative qualifiers, in order to designate
negative significations. At the same time, he also uses them with



unambiguously negative qualifiers, as in such phrases as ja shiry 
or ja shiyui (“fallacious thinking”), aku shiyui (“bad thinking”), m 
fumbetsu (“delusory discrimination”), and the like. Nowhere does D
gen, however, construe discriminative thinking as negative aside
from its context, as we might expect in view of the fact that the word
“discrimination” is all too often used pejoratively in Zen discourse. He
even adopts the expression “correct discrimination” (sh  fumbetsu ).
8 The point here is that D  gen generally employs thinking in the
sense of revaluated thinking in the salvific milieu.

Perhaps the most illuminating passage in this connection appears
toward the end of the Sh  b  genz  , “Zazenshin,” where D  gen
comments on the Tso-ch’an chen (Admonitions for Seated
Meditation) by Hung-chih Cheng-chüeh (1091–1157). Hung-chih’s
passage is given here in part:

The essential function of all the buddhas,
The functioning essence of all the ancestors:
It knows without touching things,
It illumines without depending on causes.
.…
Knowing without touching things,
Its knowledge is inherently subtle.
.…
Its knowledge inherently subtle,
It is ever without discriminative thinking.
.…

D  gen’s commentary follows immediately after these lines:

Thinking is itself knowing, without any dependence whatsoever on
another’s power. Its knowing has its form; its form is the mountains
and rivers. These mountains and rivers are subtle, and this
subtlety is wondrous. When we put it to use, it is lively and spirited.
In order to become a dragon, it does not matter [to a fish] whether
it is inside or outside the Yü Gate. To put this single knowing even
to the slightest use, we exert the mountains and rivers of the entire
world and know them with our utmost. Without intimacy between



our knowing and the mountains and rivers, not a single knowing or
a half understanding on our part will be possible. We should not
deplore the late arrival of discriminative thinking. The buddhas,
who are “ever already” discriminative [in their thinking], have
already been realized. [Hung-chih’s] “ever without” means “ever
already,” and “ever already” means realization. This is why [Hung-
chih’s] “ever without discrimination” means you meet not a single
person. 9

Note, among other things, that in the manner of his now celebrated
linguistic transformations of some traditional expressions, D  gen
translates “ever without discriminative thinking” (s  mu fumbetsu )
into “ever already discriminative thinking” (is  fumbetsu ), thus
identifying discriminative thinking with original realization. The s  in
s  mu and is  has such meanings as “once,” “formerly,” and “ever,”
and D  gen appropriates the s  here to mythopoetize—not
metaphysicize nor substantialize—the timeless origin. This is
illustrated, for example, by Ta-chien Hui-neng’s (638–713) “the
original countenance before one’s mother and father were born.” As
noted before, a similar usage is apparent in the expression shinz 
(in which z  is the corruption of s  ) to connote “ever intimate.” 10

Instead of reading the “ever without” in its conventional sense, D
gen transforms it in such a way that discrimination is “ever already”
active and vibrant throughout the realizational process. The
underlying assumption is preeminently Buddhist: If the cause for the
arising of our predicament lies within discrimination, then the cause
for the eradication of such a predicament also lies within that
discrimination itself, not outside. 11 Discriminative thinking, delusory
though it may be, possesses an intrinsic capacity within itself to
overcome and transform its own limitations, for it is “ever already”
within the process of realization itself, not “ever without.” That is why
discriminative thinking neither arrives nor leaves.

To D  gen’s credit, delusion and enlightenment alike are rooted in
discriminative thinking. Like it or not, you are bound to discriminate
and differentiate things, events, and relations, in a myriad of different
ways. The activities of discrimination may be self-centered,
discriminatory, and restrictive. Yet, discriminative activities, once



freed of substantialist, egocentric obsessions, can function
compassionately and creatively. Thus there are two kinds of
discriminative thinking at an existential level, delusive and
enlightened. To D  gen, whether or not we use discrimination in the
Zen salvific project is not the issue; rather, how we use it is. Both the
rational and the irrational originate from discriminative thinking, as do
the rational and nonrational. (More will follow on this matter later.)
Here, D  gen takes exception to the traditionalist Zen view that
uncritically negates thinking on the grounds of discrimination.

We are now in a better position to appreciate D  gen’s statement
such as this:

To arouse the thought of enlightenment, one always employs the
mind of discriminative intellect.… Without this discriminative
intellect, the thought of enlightenment cannot be aroused. We do
not construe the discriminative mind as the thought of
enlightenment itself, but we arouse the thought of enlightenment
through this mind of discriminative intellect. 12

Certainly D  gen would not permit a reductionist path that privileges
the activities of the human intellect as objective and rational, and
thereby relegates all other activities of the mind beyond its pale to
mere subjectivity and irrationality outside knowledge and cognition.
Nor would he allow a teleological path in which the discriminative
mind is instrumental in causing the thought of enlightenment, for, as
D  gen writes elsewhere, the thought of enlightenment arises and
this arising constitutes arousing it. 13 D  gen might appear to us
here as if he were delicately distancing himself from both holistic and
reductionistic pitfalls in our contemporary terms. However, his
intellectual astuteness should be located in a larger soteriological
context.

Thus viewed, the thought of enlightenment, often interpreted in
Buddhism as the incipient aspiration for enlightenment, is neither a
condition antecedent to, nor an awareness inferior to, enlightenment.
Instead, it is full enlightenment pure and simple; as such, it functions
at the beginning, middle, and end of enlightenment. It follows from
this that discriminative thinking invariably works together with the



thought of enlightenment, all through the practitioner’s practice.
Thinking is now free from an overly constrictive view of reason and
thinking, and accordingly, it serves in a way that is responsive to the
conditions and needs of any given religious situation.

It is against this background of D  gen’s expansive view on
thinking’s mythopoeic boldness and versatility that we can properly
understand his seemingly fantastic ideas and utterances about it. We
have already cited above:

Thinking is itself knowing, without any dependence whatsoever on
another’s power. Its knowing has its form; its form is the mountains
and rivers. These mountains and rivers are subtle, and this
subtlety is wondrous.… Without intimacy between our knowing
and the mountains and rivers, not a single knowing or a half
understanding on our part will be possible.

Thinking is not only polymorphous, but also intimate in a very special
sense. Consider also his discussion of one of the four modes of
supranormal power (jinsoku ), the one that is attained through
thinking (shiyui jinsoku ):

The mode of supranormal power attained through thinking is of the
buddha-ancestors, with the karmic consciousness that is vast and
giddy, without any fixed ground. There are the body’s thinking, the
mind’s thinking, consciousness’s thinking, a straw sandal’s
thinking, and thinking of one’s self prior to the kalpa of
nothingness. 14

From the mind’s thinking to the body’s thinking, from a straw sandal’s
thinking to thinking of one’s self prior to the kalpa of nothingness, all
innumerable variations of thinking are (1) executed by the totality of
the body-mind and beyond; (2) embedded in the “karmic
consciousness that is vast and giddy” (gosshiki b  b  ); (3) “without
any fixed ground” (muhon kakyo ); and (4) possible in and through
“intimacy” between thinking/knowing and its form (e.g., the
mountains and rivers). What is significant for us in the present
context is that, regardless of its modes, thinking is firmly inherent in



the karma-ladenness and time-boundness of existence. In addition,
in the final analysis, there is no escape from such existentiality. And
yet, D  gen’s soteriological project contends that the way to redeem
the karma-laden, time-bound nature of thinking lies within that nature
itself—that is the paradox and mystery of the human condition. From
this perspective, thinking is now free to be responsible, disciplined,
fair, and compassionate in one’s personal morality and social ethical
thought and, furthermore, is even free to roam playfully throughout
the universe in its mythopoeic imagination.

This is exactly what D  gen did in his Zen. And this is why I have
previously observed that D  gen was radically existential and
visionary at the same time. To him, thinking is malleable, adaptable,
and resilient in accordance with one’s vision of salvific possibilities.

Along this line of thought, thinking is also said to be exerted by
“the mind of the entire great earth” (jindaichi no kokoro ), by “the
mind of trees and stones” (bokuseki shin ), 15 by “the mind of the
mountains and rivers and the great earth” (senga daichi shin ), by
“the mind of the sun, moon, and stars” (nichigetsu seishin shin ), 16

and by “the one mind of all dharmas” (issaih  isshin ). 17 Elsewhere
D  gen uses the expression “thinking of the ten directions” (jipp 
shiyui ).18 All these locutions are not the whims of fantasy. On the
contrary, D  gen’s mystic vision situates thinking firmly in the context
of the existentiality and temporality of the human condition. Better
yet, the logic of intimacy between the self and the universe in terms
of thinking is indelibly part and parcel of D  gen’s Zen.

4
What is not-thinking?
Not-thinking may be construed as a state or realm in which all

thinking is extinguished and all mental activity is absent. Take, for
example, “the attainment of cessation” (nirodha-sam  patti ) in the
Therav  da tradition. 19 This state of extinction is said to be reached
by the meditator upon the successful completion of the sphere of
neither-perception-nor-nonperception, the last of the eight jh  nic
(transic) paths. In such a state, the meditator’s verbal, mental, and



bodily functions come to a standstill. Though life is not exhausted,
there is an awareness of a fullness of experiential quality, often
identified with nibb  na . The ultimacy of cessation in Buddhist
soteriology has been claimed by many Buddhists in Therav  da
countries throughout Buddhist history. Nevertheless, its precise
salvific status and role are much debated and remain problematic.
This debate includes such issues as (1) whether it is a species of
annihilationism (one of early Buddhism’s two extreme views, the
other being eternalism); 20 and (2) if it is realizable at all, and
whether its form and content are provided by thoughts and feelings
prior to, posterior to, and outside of cessation itself. 21

For D  gen’s part, he was vehemently critical of his
contemporaries and predecessors in Buddhism who misrepresented
meditation as “stopping thoughts, absorbed in quietude” (sokuryo gy 

 jaku ) and who advocated “returning to the source, back to the
origin” (gengen hempon ). 22 Not-thinking is not a blank
consciousness, nor the stoppage of thinking, nor a comatose state.
From the perspective of the phenomenology of religion, this method
of “dark sinking” (konchin ) is fundamentally kindred to an age-old
yogicjh  nic quest that Mircea Eliade calls “enstasis” (in contrast to
ecstasy)—that is, the withdrawal from the external world by
methodically purging the mind and consciousness of all content. 23

In terms of Eliade’s useful concept, D  gen struggled throughout his
monastic career to overcome psychological, subjectivistic, and
absorptionist tendencies and residues in Zen that were connected
with the Buddhist enstasis.

Consider this alternative interpretation of not-thinking: That which
is not/beyond comprehension is metaphycisized (epistemologically
and/or ontologically) in such a way that it is viewed as the cosmic
source, or as the highest or ultimate cognition. 24 In either case,
thinking is dealt with as inferior and unreal, either to be supplanted
by the really real or the absolutely true, or to be tolerated as a
necessary evil for attaining a soteriological end. 25 For D  gen, not-
thinking is not a simple negation of thinking, in the sense of
abandoning it for the sake of overcoming it. D  gen was well aware
of such a dualistic usage when he wrote:



[The meaning of the ninety-day summer retreat is such that]
thinking as discrimination cannot fathom it, nor can not-thinking as
discrimination penetrate it. It is far beyond the reach of both
thinking and not-thinking [as conceived in a dualism].” 26

He clearly underscores the inadequacy of the dualistic conception.
Instead D  gen has this to say emphatically:

You might think that the measure of the body-mind, because it is
the measure of the body-mind, is far from being Dharma-nature,
but such a thought is itself of Dharma-nature. You might also think
that the measure of the body-mind, because it is not the measure
of the body-mind, is not Dharma-nature, but this very thinking is
itself of Dharma-nature as well. Thinking and not-thinking alike are
of Dharma-nature. 27

As I have already alluded to before, D  gen’s view is concerned not
only with surmounting a dualism of thinking and not-thinking, but also
with immersing oneself dialogically in their duality (without
devaluating or minimizing their differences and tensions) as part and
parcel of the soteric exploration. Without the latter, realization is not
sufficient and efficacious enough. Thus D  gen radicalizes his
method.

For the sake of our understanding, let me formulate not-thinking in
a different way: “That thinking which is not/beyond thinking.” Note
the difference from “that which is not/beyond thinking,” which is
prone to various dangers of metaphysicization that alienate thinking
and not-thinking from one another in the salvific process. D  gen’s
emphasis, in my view, lies not only in not -thinking but not-thinking ;
after all, not-thinking is conceivable only in view of thinking.
Discontinuity and continuity between the two are hence better
reflected in “that thinking which is not/beyond thinking.” In D  gen’s
view, therefore, thinking and not-thinking are the foci that accompany
the third focus “nonthinking,” also called “right thinking” (sh  shiyui ;
sh  shiry  ). Not-thinking neither precedes nor succeeds, nor is
outside or behind, thinking. There is no agent or consciousness
behind not-thinking that thinks; in keeping with the notion of



emptiness, not-thinking cannot and should not be reified. “We
actualize thinking and not-thinking alike in and through emptiness,” D

 gen writes. 28 For these reasons, not-thinking is coextensive and
coeternal with thinking. Not-thinking is thinking, and vice versa.

The “not” in not-thinking is not a simple negation as in other ways
in D  gen’s religion. Broadly speaking, the “not” informs thinking of
its own fundamental limitations and possibilities to be fulfilled. 29

Although aware of its deficiencies and imperfections, thinking still
possesses the trangressive impulse to break through the habitual,
the orderly, the self-evident, the established, and the unjust,
exploring and experimenting with its own abysmal depths, in terms of
further possibilities, by penetrating even the marginal, the elusive,
the forgotten, the forbidden, and the unknown. Though sometimes
inordinately exaggerated, such a transgressive impulse has
generated an iconoclastic, subversive streak in Zen.30 For D  gen’s
part, he neither psychologizes nor metaphysicizes not-thinking, but
instead, treats it soteriologically in order for it to serve as a radical
critique of thinking and as a window to new horizons of thinking. In
short, not-thinking is neither the psychological nor the metaphysical
ground of thinking, but is simply a focus—a conceptual construct.
That said, not only are those functions of not-thinking inherent in
thinking itself (according to the pan-Buddhist logic we are now
familiar with), but are intimate with thinking (according to D  gen’s
logic of intimacy). Intimacy does not signify a fusion of not-thinking
and thinking, as in, say, the mystical “coincidence of opposites,” nor
does it mean a conglutination of them. Differences between them are
alive, not obliterated, and still, the two soteric foci are intimate in their
dialogical communion. Intimacy is a special relationship between the
two foci that is practiced despite and/or because of their differences
and tensions.

Along the same line of thought, D  gen also presents his reading
of “the mind as the unattainable” (shin-fukatoku ). This notion in Zen
was usually taken to mean that the mind is altogether beyond human
comprehension and, as such, ultimately unknowable and
unobtainable. The underlying assumption here was that the
discriminative mind is bound to fail to know the unattainable. By
contrast, D  gen gives, not surprisingly, an existential thrust to the



notion by saying that the mind is now construed as the workings of
the very unattainable itself. Freed from metaphysical moorings as
the object of cognition, the unattainable is an operative force in the
practitioner’s transformative process here and now. 31 The
unattainable is “ever intimate” (shinz  ) with, and transparent to,
one’s everyday mind and its activities. “Thoughts and discriminations
of right this moment,” D  gen writes, “are none other than the mind
as the unattainable.” 32

In this connection, it is noteworthy that D  gen’s mysticism of the
unattainable is a far cry from apophatic mysticism, variations of
which abound the world over, as in the ineffable in the negative
theology of the West, the unnameable in Taoism, and neti neti (“not
this, not that”) in Upanishadic philosophy, to name just a few. 33 In
those traditions, God, the Way, Brahman, and the like are said to be
known by negating our language and thought systematically. The
farther you retreat into the ineffable by the method of negation (via
negativa), the nearer you are to the core of ultimate reality/truth.
Ineffability/unnameability has to do with the nonlinguistic and
nonconceptual cognition of ultimate reality/truth, for which human
language and thought are totally unfit. D  gen thinks otherwise:
Ineffability is not due to thought’s failure to describe reality; it is a lure
of quest and adventure. It is in fact intrinsic to the temporality of all
dharmas, so that it can be practiced in the daily life of practitioners,
rather than being endlessly obsessed over and held in fascination by
them. Ineffability is a designation for praxis in temporality.

Thought is thus “ever already” (is  ) as ineffable, unnameable,
and unattainable as reality. Thanks to the notion of emptiness,
thought, as much as reality, is liberated from metaphysically as well
as psychologically imposed referential constraints, so as to be able
to practice ineffability/unnameability as unattainability in the soteric
context. In brief, the bifurcation of reality and thought collapses, and
a new relationship of intimacy is established between them for the
sake of realization.

Related to D  gen’s usage of negatives are interrogatives such as
somo, shimo, nani, ka, tare (“what,” “how,” “who,” “which”) that are
frequently used in his writings as the affirmation of the mystery of
existence. Although I have discussed the matter in some detail



elsewhere, 34 let me cite just one example in the present context—D
 gen’s reading of the sixth ancestor Tachien Hui-neng’s question

“What is this that comes thus?” (shi shimo-butsu immorai ) that was
addressed to Nan-yüeh Ta-hui (677–744):

Regarding this saying, “thus(ness)” cannot be doubted, because it
is beyond human comprehension [and incomprehension]. Because
“this” [a particular thing] is “what,” all things are always truly the
what, and each and every thing is always truly the what. You
should thoroughly investigate this. “What” is not a doubt; it is
“thusness’s coming.” 35

Hui-neng’s “question” challenges Nan-yüeh to penetrate the salvific
reality (“what”) of his appearance before Ta-chien (as “thusness’s
coming”). As the Zen saying goes, the answer is “ever already”
within the question (monjo no d  toku ). 36 Just as the self is always
questionable and problematic, so is the world we live in.
Nevertheless, that very questionableness is a challenge and an
opportunity for practitioners to discern and realize “what” as
“thusness’s coming.” While living amid this mystery of the question
and the answer, they must also continue to ask the rhetorical
question “How is it necessarily so?” (kahitsu ). This question always
implies, and hence is often accompanied by, “Not necessarily”
(fuhitsu ). 37

All in all, D  gen conceives not-thinking to be less “that which is
not/beyond thinking” than “that thinking which is not/beyond
thinking.” He refuses to frame the issue in terms of thought and
reality (or appearance and reality). Thinking and not-thinking as the
two foci of zazen practice are dialectically related to each other. In
this dynamic, thinking is not-thinking, not-thinking is thinking. In
passing, thinking and not-thinking may be regarded as the rational
and the nonrational, respectively; the irrational then results from
misuse and abuse of the rational and the non-rational. Remember,
however, that the rational, the nonrational, and the irrational are all
under the aegis of nonthinking in D  gen’s Zen, to which we will now
turn.



5
In light of the foregoing analysis, we can now better understand

the dialogue between Yüeh-shan and the monastic, in particular, the
Great Teacher’s “[By way of] nonthinking.” D  gen’s comment on this
terse reply is: “The use of nonthinking is unmistakable, and yet, to
think through not-thinking, we always exert nonthinking.” He
expressly asserts that non-thinking is for use and exertion (shiy 
suru ; mochiiru ) in the salvific endeavor. This is why he also calls
nonthinking “the essential method” (y  jutsu ) or “the dharmic
method” (h  jutsu )—therefore by implication, as the practice—of
seated meditation. Nonthinking is the essential method of zazen to
be employed by the meditator. It is praxis , not theoria, gnosis , or
logos , as many philosophically minded commentators of D  gen’s
thought would have us believe.

Nonthinking is also identified by D  gen as “right thinking” (sh 
shiyui ; sh  shiry  ; sh  shi ), one of the categories in the eightfold
right path (hassh  d  ) that leads to the cessation of suffering and
the attainment of nirv   a . 38 This hermeneutic move is
noteworthy from the perspective of the eightfold right path—it implies
that right thought is not only to be practiced simultaneously in
conjunction with the seven other categories of the path (i.e., right
understanding, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort,
right mindfulness, and right concentration), but also is the kernel of
them all, that is, of the Buddhist path to liberation. This is in itself
quite a novel reinterpretation of the eightfold path as the early
Buddhist teaching of praxis. (Needless to say, that thinking in this
context involves not only cognitive qualities, such as
conceptualization, reflection, deliberation, and criticism, but also
affective and conative ones, such as feeling, emotion, volition, and
desire.) Furthermore, in the context of the three divisions of the
eightfold path—morality, meditation, and wisdom (kai-j  -e )—D
gen singles out right thought from the division of wisdom. He takes it
to be the essence of meditation , as if he were overriding the
conventional arrangement of right effort, right mindfulness and right
concentration under the division of meditation. 39 Is he endorsing the
subitist (sudden enlightenment) advocacy of wisdom by rejecting



meditation? Or is he thoroughly radicalizing meditation by framing it
in this fashion? The whole picture is indeed extremely complex, and
yet, my sense is that by lifting right thinking as the kernel of Buddhist
praxis and equating it with nonthinking, D  gen is not only
challenging the conventional divisions of morality, meditation, and
wisdom in Buddhism, but also grappling with the thorny problems of
wisdom and meditation in Zen. (We shall return to this matter
presently.)

What is right thinking in D  gen’s religion? First and foremost, right
thinking is informed, purified, and empowered by the cardinal
principle of emptiness, as signified by non thinking. Emptiness is not
any ultimate reality or its attribute, nor is it concerned with the
existence or nonexistence of ultimate reality; it is simply a salvific
designation connoting the absence of any self-existent essence (jish 

 ). Hence its function is to liberate practitioners so that they may
freely and openly explore and experiment with soteric possibilities
without being trammeled by substantialist, representational
obsessions. Nonthinking, empowered now, may be likened to the
“custodian” of emptiness in the dynamics of Zen realization. Such a
function of nonthinking is what D  gen seems to have had in mind by
“someone” in his enigmatic statement: “There is ‘someone’ in
nonthinking, and this someone sustains the one [who sits in zazen].”
Or to put it differently, in D  gen’s schematic terms, nonthinking may
be regarded as the “mediator” between thinking and not-thinking. By
virtue of such nonthinking’s custodial or mediatory function, the
meditator’s thinking (as well as not-thinking) is guarded against the
pitfalls and dangers of a reifying, referential mindset. It is freed
cognitively, affectively, and conatively to negotiate the Way, by wisely
and compassionately dealing with the mundane matters in everyday
life. As I have quoted before, D  gen states: “We actualize thinking
and not-thinking alike in and through emptiness.” We can now read it
as: “We actualize thinking and not-thinking in and through
nonthinking/right thinking.” The point I wish to highlight is that right
thinking for D  gen has to do with not only the deconstructive role of
emptiness, but the reconstructive one in the worldly arena. It goes
beyond overcoming substantialism and attachment.



The issue of how to think authentically must concern itself with the
nitty-gritty of the human situation—this aspect has been largely
overlooked by commentators on nonthinking. More often than not,
nonthinking is interpreted by some as something that neutralizes
tensions between thinking and not-thinking by transcending their
supposed impediments. But tensions are not just impediments. As
the method of zazen, nonthinking orients thinking and not-thinking; it
facilitates and negotiates ongoing dialogue between them,
generating right thinking that is responsive to, and responsible for,
daily affairs. Yet it is free and unattached to them. It goes without
saying that D  gen’s disdain for hierarchical and teleological ways of
treating nonthinking in relation to thinking and not-thinking is quite
patent.

Thus, in view of what we have discussed in the preceding
chapters, I now ask readers to recall the analogy of the steelyard, in
which the function of emptiness is measuring the weight of an object
in order to produce fairness in a transaction. In our complex human
situation, the measuring activity must be a fine-tuned calibration in
every aspect of our existence, especially in the area of reflective and
critical thinking; the principle of fairness, in contrast, is ever dynamic
and polysemous like “the shattered reflection of the moon.” Be that
as it may, D  gen’s notion of nonthinking points to the enormously
complex and challenging task of practitioners to think through their
personal as well as social needs, concerns, and problems in keeping
with the cardinal principle of fairness.

Nonthinking, qua emptiness, is that “calibrator” which skillfully
negotiates the interface between the act of calibration and the truth
of fairness, both of which are, as foci, always complex in accordance
with a given situation. This of course does not imply an opportunistic
adaptation to existing conditions, but rather is principled and true to
nature. At the same time, the authenticity of thinking defies assent to
doctrines and dogmas, and conformity to rules and norms.
Authenticity is open-ended, dynamic, and multidimensional, with
innumerable forms. The corollary of this view is that there are
countless variations on the theme of “the enlightened one” (kakusha
). The one-dimensional, stereotypical image of the Zen personage
cannot stand up to our critical analysis.



Non/right thinking is thus not only restored from its relegation and
legitimized in the soteriological scheme of things, but has now
become pivotal in D  gen’s vision of meditative practice. It is the new
key to the understanding of praxis in his religion. Consider D  gen’s
statement on the ocean-reflections sam  dhi (kaiin zammai ), the
meditative state of enlightenment   kyamuni the Buddha is said to
have entered before proclaiming the truth of the Flower Ornament S 

 tra (Kegon ky  ):

All the buddha-ancestors are always what they are because of the
ocean-reflections sam  dhi . As they float around in this sam
dhic [ocean], there is a time for discourse, a time for
enlightenment, and a time for discipline. The [sam  dhic] ocean
has power that is conducive to [the buddha-ancestors’] activities
on its surface and along its deepest bottom. Such is [the import of
Yüeh-shan Wei-yen’s saying] “[For the time being,] I move along
the floor of the deepest ocean,” which means he moves
[simultaneously] on the surface of the ocean. 40

Figuratively referred to as the ocean, the sam  dhi reflects all things
of the universe as they are on its calm, placid surface like images in
a mirror. Elsewhere in the same “Kaiin zammai” fascicle (1242), D
gen observes that the sam  dhic ocean is all existence. From this
standpoint D  gen holds that the ocean has the efficacious power to
embrace and nurture movements both on its surface and in its depth.
Sam  dhi is no longer a psychological, absorptionist, enstatic, or
human-centered phenomenon.

It is worth noting in this connection that, at the beginning of the Sh 
 b  genz  , “Uji” (1240), D  gen quotes Yüeh-shan Wei-yen’s

saying which reads in part: “For the time being, I stand on top of the
highest mountain. For the time being, I move along the floor of the
deepest ocean.” We are now familiar with the fact that he transforms
“for the time being” (arutoki ) into “existence-time” (uji ): Each and
every existence is without exception a temporal being that is at once
time bound and time free. Humans are such paradoxical beings. The
top of the highest mountain and the bottom of the deepest ocean in
the “Uji” is now modulated to the ocean surface and the ocean floor



in the “Kaiin zammai.” The point I wish to underscore for readers is
that sam  dhi is radically temporalized in such a way that it
embraces the surface and the bottom alike at this moment (sh  t 
immoji ), regardless of where you are, and thus transforms itself into
an anthropo-cosmic soteriological event.

This expansive (cosmicized beyond the anthropic orientation), yet
existential (temporal) view of sam  dhi with its foci of “the surface of
the ocean” and “the bottom of the ocean” is analogous to nonthinking
with its foci of thinking and not-thinking. Just as thinking and not-
thinking are nondually one in all authentic thinking, so are the
surface and the bottom relative to the ocean-reflections sam  dhi .
In the “Kaiin-zammai” fascicle, written in 1242 about a month after
the “Zazenshin” fascicle, D  gen strongly suggests rapport between
sam  dhi and nonthinking. In fact, in D  gen’s Zen, sam  dhi is
nonthinking, implying not only that it radically differs from a reductive
psychological phenomenon, but also that there is an unabashed
alliance between meditation and wisdom.

The term “nonthinking” appears in D  gen’s meditation manuals,
most notably in his so-called popular text Fukan zazengi (A General
Recommendation for the Principles of Zazen). Because of the
importance of the latter text for the understanding of the evolution of
D  gen’s thought on zazen, let me quickly summarize recent studies
on this subject: (1) Immediately upon his return from China in 1227
(the third year of the Karoku era), D  gen composed a manual of
zazen, the Karoku text, which is now nonextant and is usually
regarded as the urtext of the Fukan zazengi . (2) Later in 1233 (the
first year of the Tempuku era), D  gen made an autograph copy of
the Fukan zazengi , known as the Tempuku text, which is the earliest
extant Fukan zazengi . Although the Tempuku text is presumed by
some as a fair copy of the Karoku text, the exact nature of the
relationship between the Karoku and Tempuku texts cannot be
determined. The former is nonextant, hence its contents are
unknown to us. (3) Around 1243, D  gen revised the Tempuku text,
and therein produced the popular (or K  roku) text to reflect his
mature view of zazen that had developed in the years between these
two recensions. (4) In view of the fact that, by his own account, D
gen intended to compose a zazen manual based on and improving



upon the Tso-ch’an i , an important meditation primer of the Northern
Sung by Ch’ang-lu Tsung-tse (d. circa 1106), the Tempuku Fukan
zazengi and the Tso-ch’an i are compared to one another, with
notable disparities between the two. (5) Significant differences are
also found between the Tempuku and popular versions of the Fukan
zazengi . (6) These comparative studies clearly demonstrate that D
gen endeavored, throughout his monastic career, to root out dhy  nic
(absorptionist), psychological (subjectivistic), and teleological
implications and vestiges, and to finally declare nonthinking as the
pivot of meditation. And (7) “nonthinking” also appears in D  gen’s
other meditation manuals, all written in the same period as the
popular text Fukan zazengi . 41

In view of all this, nonthinking can be regarded as representing D
gen’s most mature view on meditation. A full understanding of the
significance and implications of this methodological and hermeneutic
maneuver during the period of 1242–1245 is yet to be made in D
gen studies. 42

6
As noted before, despite the fact that there is the official alliance of

tranquility and insight in the Therav  da tradition, of calm and
discernment in the T’ien-t’ai/Tendai school, and of meditation and
wisdom in Ch’an/Zen, the precise nature of the relationship between
tranquility/calm/meditation on the one hand, and
insight/discernment/wisdom on the other, has by no means been
clear in those traditions. In particular, Zen history is fraught with
controversies surrounding this issue, as in subitism vs. gradualism,
silent-illumination zen vs. k  an-introspection zen, and the like. What
emerges clearly from the foregoing investigation is the fact that D
gen’s Zen cannot be pigeonholed by any traditional labels. He
altogether defies such categorizations.

Fully cognizant of all the issues and problems involved, D  gen
critically examined zazen’s scope, depth, and precision and
completely reex-pressed it in terms of nonthinking through thinking
and not-thinking, with a thorough praxis orientation. In this reframed



context, nonthinking is not so much that which transcends thinking
and not-thinking epistemologically and/or ontologically. Rather, it is
that which is firmly embedded in them as part and parcel of the
temporal existence. From the perspective of expression (d  toku ),
we now know that nonthinking is none other than that thinking which
explicates the expressible, by way of the creative interaction
between the already expressed and the not yet expressed/the
inexpressible. The expressible in the salvific context is a clearer,
more penetrating discrimination —in other words, a right
discrimination. In this manner, thinking, hitherto ostracized as the
foremost impediment to Zen realization, is now deemed as the
pivotal practice of zazen itself. Gone is the fascination with the
endless absorption in the undifferentiated. Instead, practitioners now
practice right thinking to attain the authenticity of their practice.

D  gen’s insistence on the centrality of thinking in zazen by no
means implies his wholesale dismissal of what we today call
mystical/oceanic/peak experience. Note that his notion of thinking is
grounded in that of the body-mind. By the same token, the thinking in
question is a much more expansive notion that embraces mystical
experience wholeheartedly. But D  gen’s overriding concern is with
the issue of how practitioners can and ought to implement their
religious or mystical experience in terms of the worldly truth of the
revalorized situation. Accordingly, the examination of that experience
by way of reflective, critical thinking is absolutely vital to their
practice. To put it differently, D  gen’s method goes beyond
traditionally exalted Zen virtues, such as those of silence and
nonattachment.

Such a view of nonthinking might appear to us as strikingly similar
to the view of some Buddhists, certainly Critical Buddhists, who grant
wisdom/prajñ  the privilege of having a higher and more ultimate
soteriological status over meditation/dhy  na . 43 By treating
nonthinking as the essence of zazen, is D  gen in reality replacing
meditation with wisdom? What is the precise nature of such a
formulation of meditation? Such questions become not only
plausible, but urgent, in view of the fact that as even Terada T  ru,
hardly a Critical Buddhist himself, observes, the overall impression
we get from the Sh  b  genz  is less D  gen the meditator than D



 gen the thinker. Consequently, the D  gen who single-mindedly
engaged in zazen is virtually invisible. 44 Thus additional questions
emerge: What are we to make of this discrepancy? Is D  gen self-
contradictory in this regard? Is there a rupture between D  gen the
meditator and D  gen the thinker?

I wish to submit just two points regarding this matter: (1) While
endeavoring to purge meditation of enstatic and subjectivistic
residues, D  gen never dismissed it qua meditation. For him,
meditative experience should in itself have a legitimate place in the
realizational process, not a second-rate status as compared with
wisdom. When the meditator has, for example, an ineffable mystical
experience, that episode of his/her life is “illumined,” whereas all
others—notably linguistic ones—are “darkened,” in accordance with
D  gen’s dictum “As one side is illumined, the other is darkened.”
The in effable, however self-evident it may be, does not imply the
absence of linguistic mediations; to the contrary, it is affirmed as
such precisely because of linguistic mediations. Without the latter,
the affirmation of the ineffable is unthinkable and impossible to
experience in the first place. For this reason, what is “illumined” in
one’s life demands respect; what is “darkened” should never be
forgotten. The task for practitioners is one of clarification and seeing
through, not removal. (2) In this hermeneutic context, nonthinking
takes on a radical significance by challenging not only the traditional
view of meditation, but that of wisdom, which has had a proclivity to
overdraw itself in terms of satori, prajñ  -intuition, Zen spirituality,
and universal truth—all characterized as sui generis and causa sui .
But as noted before, D  gen reminds us of wisdom’s intrinsic
ambiguity. Indeed, it was anathema to D  gen’s way of thinking to
privilege wisdom over meditation in a hierarchical, teleological
framework. Thus, just as he raised Zen discourse on zazen and k
an to a new height, so he did with meditation and wisdom through
his notion of nonthinking. As a pair of salvific foci, they inform and
redeem each other.



CHAPTER 6
Radical Reason: D  ri

1
Nonthinking as a crucially important methodological and

hermeneutic move in D  gen’s Zen has a number of further
implications, especially in regard to what I wish to pursue in the
present chapter, namely reason (d  ri ). In a preliminary fashion, let
me illustrate just one example: On the one hand, from the standpoint
of religious experience , this move implies that meditative experience
(j  ; dhy  na ) is emancipated from its transic, anthropocentric, and
teleological preoccupations of the mind. In contemporary terms it
means freedom from “pure consciousness,” “pure experience,”
“altered states of consciousness,” and so forth. The subject matter is
hotly debated today especially around meditation and mysticism in
such fields as the philosophy of religion and transpersonal
psychology. 1 For D  gen’s part, his Zen shifts attention from the
simple interior state of the mind to all the realities of the self and
universe—the anthropo-cosmic total-ity—that are precisely what he
means by the “body-mind” (shinjin ). In other words, meditation is not
so much a retreat from the external world as it is an opening up of
the body-mind to the mystery of the inner and outer world and
beyond. D  gen does not repudiate the experiential dimensions of
meditation outright, but wants to liberate and restore them to the
total, dynamic context of things as they are.

On the other hand, religious thought in Zen, often framed in terms
of transcendent wisdom (e ; prajñ  ), is also freed and empowered
by way of nonthinking. It is now fully rooted in, and cognizant of, the
intellectual and moral nitty-gritty of daily activities rather than
divorced from it. Thoroughly temporalized, it is no longer fixated on
its grandiose claim for universal, self-evident validity. Such a stance
is a radical challenge to the exaltation of, and the overconfidence in,
the mind—in contrast to the disparagement of the body. In the
Western metaphysical tradition, “the secession of the logos,”



according to Martin Heidegger, started with Plato and Aristotle and
culminated in Hegel, with a sharp dichotomy between thought and
reality as well as with the hegemony of thought and reason over
everything else. 2 (We are today still embroiled in the vortex of this
radical critique of metaphysics—and of reason—that has overturned
the very metaphysical foundation itself.) By contrast, D  gen would
have vehemently challenged such an alienated, disembodied,
repressive notion of thought. Thus, in his Zen, both experience and
thought are at once deconstructed and reconstructed through
nonthinking; they are therefore free from bifurcation without
compromising their differences and tensions.

Now, the workings of nonthinking are in essence those of
emptiness within temporality. At this point I call attention again to the
supreme importance of temporality, which profoundly shaped D
gen’s view of emptiness. I mention this at the outset of the present
chapter because his deep concern with reason is ultimately
embedded in what he calls “temporal conditions” (jisetsu innen )—
the personal, historical, and cultural conditions of existence, as well
as “vast and giddy karmic consciousness” (gosshiki b  b  ; b  b 
gosshiki ) and “entwined vines” (katt  ), that is, emotional,
intellectual, and moral entanglements. “Understanding life lucidly and
penetrating death thoroughly” (ry  sh  tasshi ), declares D  gen, is
accomplished by “just discerning the temporal conditions” (t  kan
jisetsu innen ); furthermore, “the temporal conditions can only be
discerned through the temporal conditions themselves.” This point is
vitally important because D  gen’s sense of reason originates from
and is nurtured by such a sensibility and commitment to temporality
and existentiality. There is no tinge whatsoever in him of speculative
or scholastic fascinations.

In this chapter, I shall pursue the problem of reason still further
along this line of thought, specifically with respect to d  ri (or
kotowari ), one of D  gen’s most favorite concepts, that connotes
“truth,” “reason,” “reasonableness,” “justice,” “naturalness,” and so
on. Broadly speaking, our concern has to do with reason and
rationality in D  gen’s soteriology, which has been grossly neglected
in D  gen studies. We may ask, why should we bother with the
subject in the first place when the issue is in such disrepute in this



day and age of postmodernism? Hasn’t the hitherto undisputed
hegemony of the Enlightenment and scientific rationalism been
relentlessly challenged? In such a contemporary cultural milieu,
aren’t we already all too familiar with Zen’s unconventional,
irreverent, iconographic temperament that “goes against the grain” of
practically every possible cultural habit and trait? And, not
surprisingly, has not comparability between Zen and postmodernism
been widely explored by a number of philosophers? 3 All these
questions are well taken. Yet, whatever the merits and demerits of
postmodernism may be, I am deeply convinced more than ever that
no age in human history calls for the genuine understanding and re-
vision of reason more urgently than ours. In any event, as shown in
the previous chapters, and as more will follow presently, D  gen’s
quest for reason evolved concurrently with his quest for authentic
practice.

2
The word d  ri consists of two Chinese characters: D  (tao ) and

ri (li ). The d  means “a road,” “a path,” or “a way,” on which you
tread, walk, and travel; from this it is commonly translated as “the
Way” when employed in Chinese and other East Asian religious and
philosophical traditions. The Way signifies wide-ranging meanings
such as proper human conduct, social organizations, and the
processes of the phenomenal world, as well as the discernible order
and unnameable mystery of the universe—all of this strongly
emphasizes the proper course of action by humans. 4 It is
noteworthy that the notion of d  in the East Asian traditions has a
single common thread, namely, the meaning of walking, journeying,
or movement along a path. The Way is never extricated from the
processes of phenomena themselves. As such, it is neither a
metaphysical principle, nor a moral law external to phenomena, nor
a fate dictated from without, nor a God of absolute transcendence.
As Helmut Wilhelm observes, the meaning of the Way is “not
grasped in stasis but in movement.” Hence: “The meaning consists
of the Way (Tao) of change and it can be understood only by



treading this Way. In this world of change, meaning appears in
grasping and pursuing, in treading the Way, in acting out the
meaning.” 5

In line with such a worldview, the d  in East Asian Buddhism is
closely associated with specifically Buddhist practices as precepts,
rules, and disciplines. D  is adopted to signify m  rga or pratipat , a
path of religious precepts and disciplines which one follows in order
to attain liberation, as in hassh  d  (“the eightfold path”), ch  d 
(“the middle way”), rokud  (“the six destinies”) in which sentient
beings are reborn according to their karmic consequences, and d 
shin (“the thought of enlightenment”). In contrast to the cognate word
h  (dharma ; fa ), meaning “law,” “truth,” and “teaching,” d  strongly
connotes the praxis orientation. In this latter context we should
remember that d  also means “to speak”; in relation to this, D  gen
provided deep insights into language in Zen praxis, as we saw in
chapter 4 .

The ri (li ) is equally complex in its signification as used in East
Asian culture. Roger T. Ames’s analysis of li in the classical
Confucian context is highly instructive for our purpose because he
attempts to reconstruct the scope and depth of li by unraveling some
meanings hitherto obscured by the most frequently adopted
translations of li , such as “reason” and “principle.” 6 In its classical
usage, li signifies “order,” “pattern,” and “markings,” and also the
verbal functions of “to order,” “to pattern,” and “to mark.” Following
the lines of thought advanced by the distinction between the logical
(or rational) order and the aesthetic order, which was offered by
David L. Hall and Ames in their work, 7 Ames highlights some salient
features of li : (1) The Chinese do not dichotomize between nature
and culture in speaking of coherence or intelligibility; both nature and
culture are embedded within the notion of tao , and hence are
integral to li . (2) Li as the fabric of order is immanent in and
emergent from the dynamic process of experience, which is neither
exclusively subjective nor exclusively objective. (3) Li connotes both
the uniqueness of each particular and the continuity that exists
among all particulars; accordingly, it is both a unity and a multiplicity.
(4) Li is understood to be the patterns of correlation, not Platonic
eidos or any such essentialistic, metaphysically privileged variants.



(5) Li is not restricted to human consciousness, does not bifurcate
the animate and inanimate, agency and act, the intelligible and the
sensible, and is contingent upon the ongoing process specific to
natural, personal, social, and cultural conditions. (6) Li implies both
description and norm, “is” and “ought.” The “ought” here, however,
does not suggest some teleological design or ideal order beyond and
independent of historical and cultural existence. And finally, (7) Li
involves both the cognitive and the affective (emotions and
passions), and both epistemology (knowing) and ethics (authentic
personhood).

All things considered, the li constitutes those patterns, rhythms,
and regularities which humans discern as meaningful in carrying out
their day-to-day activities, by participating in the dynamics of the
natural, and according to their personal, historical, and cultural
conditions and forces. Rationality is never regarded as an
immutable, self-contained truth or essence transcendentally existent
in a hierarchical, teleological world order, but is grasped in an ever-
shifting process of human affairs in relation to nature, history, and
culture.

Considered in the Buddhist context, li , like tao , attains enormous
complexity in its signification: The word is employed to denote siddh 

 nta (“fundamental principle/law”) and, hence such Buddhist notions
as thusness, emptiness, and equality, with a tendency to be
associated with abstraction and speculation. It is combined with
other words as in riny  (“entry by the truth”), ri-bussh  (“intrinsic
Buddha-nature”), ri-hosshin (“the dharma-body as ultimate
principle”), and so on. On the other hand, li is also used to signify, for
example, pram  ha (“to arrange,” “to regulate,” “to rectify”). It is
particularly noteworthy that in Hua-yen thought li (“principle”) is
paired with shih (“phenomenon”), and their relationship is conceived
in such a way that “the nonobstruction of li and shih ” (li-shih wu-ai ;
riji muge ) is further refined as “the nonobstruction of shih and shih ”
(shih-shih wu-ai ;jiji muge )—in other words, the interpenetration and
harmony of all phenomena. This shift in thinking is notable in that,
while in India the relationship between the universal and the
particular was the paramount concern, the Chinese tradition
reconceptualized the whole problem in terms of relationship between



one particular event and another and, by extension, among all
events. 8 We glimpse here an aspect of the Sinicization of Buddhism
and, for that matter, the continuity between classical Confucianism
and Hua-yen thought.

The notion of d  ri appeared in China as the Sino-Buddhist
translation of the Sanskrit word yukti (“laws,” “norms”), and yet as the
compound word of d  and ri , it evolved in a close relationship with
the immensely rich religio-philosophical traditions in China and other
East Asian countries. D  gen’s view on d  ri owed to this legacy
enormously. Although I translate it as “reason” and occasionally as
“reasonableness” in the present work for the sake of expediency, it
brims with multiple meanings and sentiments far too fertile to be
reduced to a one-dimensional conception of rationality that is all too
familiar in our predominant Western culture.

Thus, to clear the way for our subsequent investigation, let me
broadly outline a few essential observations: D  ri is broad and
flexible enough in its capacity to embrace logos, mythos, ethos , and
pathos ; cognition, affection, and conation; nature and culture; fact
and value; theoria and praxis ; the self and the universe. Its
boundary is open-ended and provisional, functioning always in and
through human needs and interests, and yet is able to surpass its
own limitations. What is more, d  ri is practically oriented, enabling
humans to participate in its countless configurations, rhythms, and
regularities in life and the world as they discern meaningful. While
fully engaged in discerning and enacting, d  ri regulates, arranges,
and manages, as much as it challenges, surmounts, and subverts.

3
Given the fact that the word d  ri was popularly used in medieval

Japan with a great variety of meanings—not only its usual ones such
as truth, reason, reasonableness, morality, and naturalness, but
others ranging from mores to the sense of impermanence to the
inscrutable will of supernatural forces, 9 it may not be so surprising to
see D  gen’s fondness of the word. He was altogether medieval in
this regard. Some examples that illustrate his usage are “the reason



of the skin, flesh, bones, and marrow entwining with each other like
vines” (hiniku kotsuzui no katt  suru d  ri ), “the reason that one’s
self is temporal” (jiko no toki naru d  ri ), “the reason of total
exertion” (g  jin no d  ri ), “the reason of total surrender” (ninnin no
d  ri ), “the reason of words and letters” (monji no d  ri ), “the
reason of the Buddha-dharma” (bupp  no d  ri ), “the reason of
arising and perishing from moment to moment” (setsuna sh  metsu
no d  ri ), “the reason of karmic retribution” (gopp  no d  ri ), and
“the reason of cause and effect” (inga no d  ri ). D  gen’s usage,
like his contemporaries in medieval Japan, included whatever norms,
values, meanings, and mores were deemed to be reasonable, true,
fair, virtuous, and natural in guiding one’s thoughts and conduct.

Reason for D  gen is located within his vision of an anthropo-
cosmic situation that is thoroughly temporal and best described, as
we now know, in terms of “entwined vines,” “the vast and giddy
karmic consciousness,” and the like. It refuses to transcendentalize
itself above and beyond that situation. Within this context, it does not
posit itself in opposition to passion, unreason, or faith. It is not torn
between the theoretical and practical, the pure and impure, or the
spiritual and material. The task of reason is to understand, negotiate,
configure, and clarify the forces, conditions, and problems of the
ever-shifting situation, thereby orienting and guiding practitioners in
their soteric enterprise. In other words, reason is not something in
the abstract, but concrete and active, as a methodological and
hermeneutic tool. As such, D  gen regards reason as practice.

At the assembly of Abbot Ch’ang-sha Ching-ts’en [854–932],
Minister Chu [n.d.] asked: “An earthworm is cut in two pieces; the
two pieces are both moving. In which piece do you think Buddha-
nature exists?” The teacher said: “Don’t be deluded!” The minister
replied: “But how do you explain their movement?” The teacher
said: “Wind and fire are not dispersed.”

In the minister’s statement “An earthworm is cut in two pieces,”
is he assuming that it was just one piece prior to its being cut in
two? In the buddha-ancestors’ way of thinking, this cannot be the
case. The earthworm is neither one piece from the beginning nor



two as a result of being cut. Such expressions as “one” and “two”
should be thoroughly investigated through practice.

Does the “two pieces” in “the two pieces are both moving” imply
that there was a single piece before the cutting? Does it construe
that single piece as something which transcends the Buddha?
Whether or not the minister understood it does not matter, but the
utterance “two pieces” itself should never be dismissed. Does it
mean that while the divided two pieces were [originally] one entity,
there is another entity besides? Speaking of their movement, [the
minister] says, “both moving,” but he should understand this in the
sense that meditation, which moves [the passions], and wisdom,
which removes [them], are altogether moving.

“In which piece do you think Buddha-nature exists?” This
question should be rephrased as “Buddha-nature is cut in two
pieces. In which piece do you think the earthworm exists?” You
must examine this expression with great care. “The two pieces are
both moving. In which piece does Buddha-nature exist?” Does it
mean that because both are moving, [the movement] is not fit for
Buddha-nature’s abode? Or that even though both are moving,
and hence move alike, Buddha-nature’s abode must be in either
one of them?

The teacher said, “Don’t be deluded!” What is its fundamental
meaning? He speaks of having no delusory thought . Therefore,
you should thoroughly study the following various questions: Does
he mean that there is no delusory thought in the movement of the
two pieces, and that it is, as such, not delusory thought? Is he
simply saying that Buddha-nature is free of delusory thought? Or,
is he trying to say that beyond the arguments in terms of Buddha-
nature and the two pieces, there is no delusion whatsoever?

“But how do you explain their movement?” Does it mean that
since [the two pieces] are moving, another Buddha-nature should
be added [to the original one]? Or does it mean that since they are
moving, they are not Buddha-nature?

“Wind and fire are not dispersed”—this utterance should bring
out Buddha-nature here. Should we construe [the movement of the
earthworm-in-two-pieces] as Buddha-nature? Or, as wind and fire?
We must not say that Buddha-nature and wind and fire appear



simultaneously, or that one appears, while the other does not, or
that wind and fire per se are Buddha-nature. For this reason,
Ch’ang-sha does not say the earthworm has Buddha-nature or
that it has no Buddha-nature; he just says: “Don’t be deluded!” and
“Wind and fire are not dispersed.” The workings of Buddha-nature
should be understood through Ch’ang-sha’s sayings. You should
quietly investigate the words, “Wind and fire are not dispersed.”
What meaning is there in “not dispersed”? Does it signify the
situation in which wind and fire are brought together, but the time
for them to be dispersed has not yet arrived? Such a notion cannot
be the case. “Wind and fire are not dispersed” is the Buddha
expounding the Dharma; “not dispersed are wind and fire” is the
Dharma expounding the Buddha. For example, it is the arrival of
the occasion that expounds the Dharma of a single sound; it is the
occasion of the arrival that is the single sound expounding the
Dharma. The Dharma is the single sound, because it is the single-
sound Dharma. 10

This passage obviously has to do with the existence and
nonexistence of Buddha-nature in relation to the two moving pieces
of an earthworm. However, my purpose here is to focus on D  gen’s
view of reason. For lack of space, I shall state three points
summarily:

1. The foregoing passage demonstrates D  gen’s analytic and
critical thinking in search of clarity and depth of meaning. In fact, I
consider this as a very good example of his practice . He deeply
probes the k  an at hand, asking himself as well as
readers/audience seemingly endless questions that dissect the
problem from every possible angle—of existing and/or not existing,
moving and/or not moving, one and/or two, before and/or after,
delusion and/or no delusion, dispersed and/or not dispersed—all
revolving around the workings of Buddha-nature, by way of
effectively employing the dynamic, dialectical relationship between
duality and nonduality. For our purpose at the moment, the tenacity
of D  gen’s critical analysis is noteworthy. Thus, instead of exhorting
others to adopt a ready-made notion of Buddha-nature, D  gen
challenges them to examine and elucidate it critically and



unremittingly. Without such efforts, no clarity and depth of dharmas—
things, thoughts, imagination—can be attained. Reason is not extra-,
trans-, pre-, or postdharmic. Reason’s entwined vines are comprised
by countless forces and conditions of the self and world—reasons,
causes, motives, excuses, purposes, meanings, values,
explanations, and so forth. They are coextensive and coeternal with
Buddha-nature. 11

2. “Don’t be deluded!” (makum  z  ) in Zen is all too often
employed solely in the sense of discouraging or rejecting dualistic
thought, but D  gen’s questions clearly suggest his appreciation of
thinking that is, as such, neither delusory or not delusory. “Don’t be
deluded!” therefore implies: “Don’t be deluded by the tricks/snares of
language, thinking and reason.” Remember what we discussed in
chapter 1 regarding delusion and enlightenment. D  gen never loses
sight of the dark side of delusory reason. Even so, if Nietzsche
reminds us of reason as “the slave of the passions,” D  gen shows
us that reason is also the bearer of realization despite its all-too-
human limitations.

3. Ch’ang-sha’s terse answer “Wind and fire are not dispersed”
repudiates, once and for all, any facile explanation as the one that
hypothesizes the metaphysical source from which wind and fire—
which together with earth and water make up the four elements—
originate and to which they return. Zen soteriology has nothing to do
with any kind of explanation or speculation. Instead, it boils down to
that “Wind and fire are not dispersed”—a vision of the conditioned
existence. The practitioner’s task then is to elucidate and penetrate it
through reason, rather than to seek the why, the how, or the when.
This is why Ch’ang-sha was noncommittal in answering whether “an
earthworm has Buddha-nature” or “an earth-worm has no Buddha-
nature.” Existence and nonexistence do not apply to Buddha-nature.
This incommensurability, however, should not be overstated. D
gen, in fact, discusses “the Buddha-nature of existence” (u-bussh  )
and “the Buddha-nature of nonexistence” (mu-bussh  ) in the
“Bussh  ” fascicle (1241), but they are employed strictly for his
praxis orientation. This hermeneutic move shows that Buddha-nature
excludes nothing from its purview. Yet, the locus of all this is found in
the conditioned existence , only in which are the workings of



Buddha-nature and of reason meaningful. 12 It is “the single-sound
Dharma.”

4
D  gen refers to reason as “evident and impartial” (rekinen to shite

watakushi nashi ), as in the case of the reason of (moral) causation.
13 He also refers to it as “imperative” (hitsuzen naru ), as in the case
of one’s obligation to repay the buddha-ancestors for their
benevolence.14 This characterization of reason can be properly
appreciated in view of the fact that D  gen rejects a fatalistic reading
of karma and human nature, thereby insisting that humans,
regardless of their past lives and present circumstances, are capable
of and prepared for understanding and acting upon their
predicament, however dark it may be. The senses of
reasonableness, of fairness, of right and wrong, and the like, are
absolutely required for the soteric scheme of things.

To D  gen, the notion of karma was less a way of explaining an
individual’s lot in the present life based on actions in his/her previous
lives than a way of assuring moral freedom and responsibility for the
person to carve out his/her own destiny. The same holds true of D
gen’s way of appropriating the notion of “karmic retribution in the
three stages of time” (sanjig  )—the maturation of karmic
consequences in the present life, in the next life, and in the future
lives after the next. 15 In this manner the twin concepts of karma and
rebirth function as catalysts for the present in D  gen’s praxis-
oriented religion.

The word akiramu has precisely such connotations: It involves
seeing things clearly as they are in a given situation, discerning the
possibilities and limitations of what one can and cannot do in terms
of one’s moral choice and action, and realizing what to relinquish
and accept. In any responsible moral economy, these aspects of
akiramu —discernment, relinquishment, and acceptance—go hand
in hand. Akiramu , however, is also vulgarized in the common
fatalistic parlance as meaning “to give up,” “to resign oneself to,” and
“to accept one’s fate,” with no discernment, or relinquishment, or



acceptance, in the genuine, critical sense. It goes without saying that
such a diction is unacceptable in D  gen’s Zen.

Cause and effect in the moral sphere are now construed as the
“perfected cause, fulfilled effect” (en’in kaman )—the
contemporaneity (or non-duality) of cause and effect in realization. 16

As far as you live in the realm of causation, there is no escape from
its inexorable law; this is called “not obscuring causation” (fumai inga
). Nevertheless, when your thought, speech, and action are
perfected in the present, their effects are “ever already” fulfilled in
that very moment. The qualities of your being and action at this very
moment matter most. Consequently, you are free amid the
inexorable law; this is called “not falling into causation” (furaku inga ).
Thus, the reason of causation embraces both “not obscuring” and
“not falling into” causation. At the interface of these two foci, reason
is able to engage most rigorously with karmic causation.

The same tenor is also presented in his commentary on “Hymn for
the Seven Past Buddhas’ Precepts” (shichibutsu ts  kaige ), which
reads:

Not to commit any evil,
To do everything good,
And to purify one’s mind,
This is the teaching of all the buddhas. 17

And D  gen’s exposition:

When you are taught or teach about enlightenment in terms of
concrete expression, it is heard as this [“not to commit any evil”].
Such is the case because it is the definitive expression of supreme
enlightenment. It is unequivocally enlightenment’s own words;
accordingly, it speaks of enlightenment itself. Supreme
enlightenment becomes words and is heard, whereby one vows
“not to commit any evil” and diligently practices “not to commit any
evil.” 18



As is evident from the above statement, D  gen’s moral reason
refuses the conventional bifurcation of “is” and “ought,” or of morality
and religion. “Not to commit any evil” is “ever intimate” with the
dialectical dynamics of practice and enlightenment. He goes so far
as to say:

As we investigate the matter in this way, it becomes clear to us
that “all evil” has all along had to do with [whether or not we exert
the vow of] “not to commit.” Encouraged by such realization, we
penetratingly see [the meaning of] “not to commit any evil” and,
thereby, sit in meditation through and through.… Consequently,
evil does not arise from causes and conditions [in abstractions],
but depends solely on [whether or not we exert the vow of] “not to
commit”; evil does not perish by causes and conditions [in
abstractions], but depends solely on [whether or not we exert the
vow of] “not to commit.” … Pitiful are those who see that evil is
produced by various causes and conditions, but who fail to see
that these causes and conditions intrinsically possess [the power
of] “not to commit.” 19

Instead of engaging in a metaphysicization of evil or a theodicy of
divine justice, D  gen insists that evil, whether it arises or perishes,
is never extraneous to practitioners’ moral purview—this is the power
of the vow “not to commit any evil.” Furthermore, the causes and
conditions in question are not just causes and conditions in the
theoretical sense, but possess the intrinsic power to overcome evil,
in and through practitioners’ endeavors. Thus, just as “the vast and
giddy karmic consciousness” bears upon not only human beings but
all beings/things in the universe, so does the vow of “not to commit
any evil.” This is D  gen’s moral vision of the universe. I hasten to
add that this is altogether alien to a moralization of the universe as a
worldview.

5
Reason is also related to jinen (“naturalness”), especially h  ni d 

 ri (dharmat  -yukti ), reason as “things as they are” or “the true



nature of things.” This particular mode of reason is crucially
important for understanding D  gen, because naturalness, the true
nature of things, and reason are inseparably intertwined in the
medieval Japanese Buddhist ethos in general and in Tendai hongaku
thought in particular. 20 In line with the latter, the notion of reason as
the true nature of things, by and large, advocated that state of
spiritual freedom which transcended the law of dependent origination
(engi ), and thus rejected cause and effect, arising and perishing,
and other cognate notions.

One of the most celebrated interpretations of the notion of jinen in
the history of Japanese Buddhism is of course Shinran’s jinen h  ni
(“naturalness”). In his Pure Land thought, it signifies the workings of
Amida Buddha’s original vow-power alone that allows no room
whatsoever for the practitioner’s self-centered, calculative
contrivance or for human efforts (hakarai ). Moreover, in the
dynamics of naturalness, “dharma-body as suchness” (shinnyo
hosshin ), namely, the formless true reality, gives rise of itself to
“dharma-body as compassionate means” (h  ben hosshin ), in other
words Amida’s saving activity, free of any design or calculation.
Naturalness thus encompasses the formless as well as its salvific
dynamicity. In this manner, Shinran radically transformed the
abstract universalism of h  ni d  ri into jinen h  ni , an intensely
existential and religious celebration of Amida’s sole grace. 21

As for D  gen, he shared such an “other-power” (tariki ) sensibility
with Shinran. Consider “the reason of total surrender” (ninnin no d 
ri ):

The great Way of understanding life lucidly and penetrating death
thoroughly, as is unequivocally clear, [further] has a time-honored
adage: “The great sage surrenders birth-and-death to the mind,
surrenders birth-and-death to the body, surrenders birth-and-death
to the Way, and surrenders birth-and-death to birth-and-death. 22

The following statement is also strikingly similar to Shinran’s religion:

This birth-and-death itself is the life of the Buddha.… When you
neither loathe nor crave it, only then do you enter the heart of the



Buddha for the first time. But do not calculate it with your mind or
explain it in words. When you cast off and forget your body and
mind and plunge into the abode of the Buddha, so that the Buddha
may act upon you and you may devote yourself completely to him,
you become a buddha, liberated from the suffering of birth-and-
death, without effort and anxiety. 23

Devotional and pious qualities are unmistakably present in these
utterances. Feelings and emotions possess their own reasons. Note
that in D  gen’s Zen, devotion and wisdom, faith and enlightenment,
and self-power and other-power, though often dichotomized by some
Zen Buddhists, sustain and inform one another.

And yet, D  gen rejects the notion of naturalness in the sense of
spontaneous generation of things without the workings of causes
and conditions, which amounts to a flat disavowal of moral
endeavors. On this account he vehemently attacks the “naturalist
heresy” (jinen ged  ; tennen ged  ), and links such a view to
Taoism, particularly Lao-tzu’s and Chuang-tzu’s thought. 24 For
example, he takes on Chuang-tzu’s statement, “The high and low,
pain and pleasure, right and wrong, gain and loss—all these are
natural,” criticizing his failure to see the fact that they all result from
moral causation, far from being naturally (causelessly) given. 25 D
gen seems to draw upon the general Buddhist critique (prevalent in
China since the sixth century) of the Taoist view of
nature/naturalness (tzu-jan ) as counter to the Buddhist doctrine of
dependent origination. The seemingly natural way of things is, in the
final analysis, the product of striving, not only in human terms but
also in cosmic terms, as expressed, for instance, as “that practice-
enlightenment which is exerted before the kalpa of nothingness” (k 
g  izen no shush  ) and “that k  an which is realized before the
origin of the universe” (chinch  izen no k  an ). 26 “To study the
Buddha-dharma,” declares D  gen, “one should, first and foremost,
understand causation clearly.” 27

It is notable that D  gen prefers to use, instead of the adverbial
form jinen ni , the other alternative words onozukara and
onorezukara —adverbs with such meanings as “naturally,”



“effortlessly,” “spontaneously,” and “genuinely.” When he must use
jinen ni at all, he is quick to guard readers against the misleading
connotations of the word:

The high ancestor [Bodhidharma] said: “A flower opens its five
petals and comes to fruition naturally.” You should study the
occasion of this flower’s opening as well as its radiant light, color,
and form. What a flower enfolds are its five petals; what the five
petals unfold is the flower. The truth of “a flower” is declared in
[Bodhidharma’s saying]: “I first came to this land [China],
transmitted the Dharma, and saved deluded beings”; the
investigation of “[a flower’s] light and color” lies in the study of this
saying. “Coming to fruition” means what you make as a result of
leaving it in your own hands: This is [the meaning of] “coming to
fruition naturally .” “Coming to fruition naturally ” means cultivating
cause and engendering effect. There are causes that are
universally evident, there are also effects that are universally
evident. In cultivating that causation which is universally evident,
you engender that causation which is universally evident. 28

The naturalness of the fruit-bearing in question is cultivated not
automatic, and engendered not given, precisely due to the sense of
reason that is heavily couched in the praxis orientation of karmic
causation. There is no effortlessness without effort. Spirituality
devoid of intellectual and ethical endeavors is incomplete and,
hence, unreasonable, as far as D  gen is concerned. Furthermore,
the reason of such karmic causation governs humanity and nature
alike.

As is clear from the foregoing, D  gen’s paramount concern in his
rejection of naturalism is, quite understandably, its devastating
ethical, intellectual, and religious implications. Compared with
Shinran’s advocacy of the spontaneous unfolding of Amida’s original
vow-power, which tends to obscure practitioners’ moral responsibility
(and even capacity to respond morally) by transcendentalizing
reason in the name of naturalness, D  gen expressly declares that
enlightenment entails morality, for the former collapses without the
latter, and only in that light is the latter authenticated.



6
D  gen presents his view of reason by way of treating Dharma-

nature (hossh  ; dharmat  ), which he prefers to h  ni (dharmat 
), closely associated with jinen (“naturalness”) and h  nen
(“naturalness”), and for which he wrote the Sh  b  genz  , “Hossh

 ” fascicle (1243). The term “Dharma-nature” in D  gen is almost
synonymously used with such cognates as Buddha-nature (bussh 
), thusness (shinnyo ), the true nature of all things (shoh  jiss  ),
and so on. Yet the word dharma becomes particularly pertinent in the
present context by virtue of its multifaceted meanings in Buddhism—
cosmic order and law, the Buddha’s teaching, Buddhist truth and its
practice, rules and norms of conduct, justice and righteousness, the
ultimate constituents of reality (in this sense, “dharmas” in the plural
is used), and by extension, all things/phenomena. Ranging in
meaning from the ultimate to the worldly, its semantic proteanism is
quite fitting for D  gen’s conception of reason and reasonableness.
D  ri is not constrained by a particular boundary or horizon, nor by
any particular faculty of the mind. Instead, it is a firefighter, so to
speak, who applies his or her whole being to putting out a blazing
fire. Reason in D  gen’s religion is mobilized in such an exigent
salvific project by negotiating the Way multidimensionally.

Be that as it may, in the history of Buddhist thought, the Dharma is
commonly regarded as antecedent to the historical Buddha who was
just one of its manifestations; the buddhas may come and go but the
Dharma is eternal. From this it is not too difficult to see why Dharma-
nature was metaphysically privileged over dharmas. It may be
construed as the first principle that instantiates all dharmas as its
instances, or as the primordial source from which all dharmas issue
and to which they all return, or as the ground of being by virtue of
which dharmas are what they are. In short, Dharma-nature is not
only metaphysicized but metaphysically privileged all too facilely as
self-sufficient and self-caused (uncaused or spontaneously arising),
therein robbing it of its genuinely dynamic relationship with dharmas.
Dharma-nature and all things are alienated from each other and, as
a result, are incapacitated as salvific symbols. This is what D  gen
calls “the bondage of Dharma-nature” (hossh  no baku ); it is clearly



against his sense of “the reason of Dharma-nautre” (hossh  no d 
ri ).

For his part, D  gen meticulously maneuvers his strategy of
reason as the catalyst of relationality between Dharma-nature and all
dharmas, without reifying either. The ultimate is not relativized; the
relative is not absolutized. They are neither identical nor different in
the dynamics of their dialectical, nondual interpenetration.

I would like to quote a few key passages regarding Dharma-
nature:

[Some of those who pride themselves on having studied Buddhism
for a number of years think] the way Dharma-nature is, is such that
only after the triple world and the ten directions, which we now
observe and experience, have been dissolved, will Dharma-nature
manifest itself for the first time. They mistakenly reason that this
Dharma-nature is not the universe now existing. The truth of
Dharma-nature, however, should not follow such a view. [The
relationship between] the universe and Dharma-nature [is so ever
intimate that it] transcends a theory of identity and difference or an
explanation in terms of oneness and separation. It is not the past,
present and future, not extinction and permanence, not matter,
feeling, perception, volition and consciousness. That is why
Dharma-nature is what it is. 29

Therefore, this here-now is none other than Dharma-nature;
Dharma-nature is none other than this here-now. Wearing clothes
and eating meals is the sam  dhi of Dharma-nature that wears
clothes and eats meals. Realized is Dharma-nature as the clothes;
realized is Dharma-nature as the meals; realized is Dharma-nature
as the act of eating; and realized is Dharma-nature as the act of
wearing. Apart from wearing clothes and eating meals, and apart
from exchanging conversations, employing the six sense organs,
and engaging in all kinds of everyday activities, your life is not of
the sam  dhi of Dharma-nature, nor have you entered Dharma-
nature. 30



From the perspective of D  gen’s mysticism of intimacy in which
reason is located, Dharma-nature and the phenomenal world cannot
be reduced to opposites or polarities—such as identity and
difference, and the one and the many, in the classical metaphysical
sense. Rather, as I have suggested in the present work, they are
best considered as soteriological foci, that is, relational constructs
that guide, facilitate, and catalyze the realizational process.

D  gen touches more specifically on Dharma-nature in connection
with thinking and reason:

Days and months of countless kalpas constitute the temporal
passage of Dharma-nature. The same holds true of the present
and the future. To think that the measure of the body-mind is
nothing but the measure of the body-mind, and that it is therefore
alien from Dharma-nature—such thinking is itself none other than
Dharma-nature. To think that the measure of the body-mind is
simply not the measure of the body-mind, and that it is thus not
Dharma-nature—such thinking is itself none other than Dharma-
nature as well. [Therefore], thinking and not-thinking are both
Dharma-nature. It is un-Buddhist to think that, insofar as
[Dharma-]nature is concerned, water can neither flow nor circulate,
and trees can neither grow nor wither. 31

  kyamuni the Buddha once said: “Thusness’s form, thusness’s
nature.” For this reason, flowers’ blooming and leaves’ falling are
all thusness’s nature. And yet, the foolish think that there should
be no flowers’ blooming, no leaves’ falling in the realm of Dharma-
nature. Just for a moment, instead of addressing your questions to
other people, assume your questions to be your own assertions, or
imagine them to be others’ explanations. Then examine them
penetratingly, time after time, and you will be free from [doubt].
Their hitherto-held thinking is not a wrong one so much as it is just
the thinking they had when they failed to see [the reason of
Dharma-nature] clearly. At the moment of seeing [the reason of
Dharma-nature] clearly, you do not erase your [old] thinking.
Flowers’ blooming and leaves’ falling are of themselves flowers’
blooming and leaves’ falling. The thinking that thinks there should



be no flowers’ blooming and no leaves’ falling in the realm of
Dharma-nature is in itself none other than Dharma-nature. It is that
thinking in which you assumed your questions to be your own
assertions that is now cast off. Accordingly, Dharma-nature as
thusness thinks ; thinking as Dharma-nature thinks totally . Such is
the countenance [of total thinking]. 32

In these passages, D  gen gives hermeneutic weight to the reason
of Dharma-nature in relation to thinking (shiry  ) and seeing clearly
(akiramu ). “Their hitherto held thinking is not a wrong one so much
as it is just the thinking they had when they failed to see [the reason
of Dharma-nature] clearly,” says D  gen. “At the moment of seeing
[the reason of Dharma-nature] clearly, you do not erase your [old]
thinking.” Thinking is not wrong in the sense that it fails to
correspond to the physical reality or the mental content given in a
metaphysical sense or in experiential purity/certitude, since there is
no such foundation behind or outside the thinking itself—this is
indeed radical “perspectivism.” More important for our subject matter
at hand, however, is the notion that the so-called wrong thinking
amounts to a temporary deviation, which is invariably within the
reason of Dharma-nature, never outside.

Perhaps the most controversial presupposition of such religious
hermeneutics as D  gen’s is that a wrong view or an evil act is, in
essence, a misguided striving for reason . That is to say, for all its
misguidedness, it is nevertheless a striving for reason, or is reason’s
striving, if you will. As such, the reason in Dharma-nature embraces,
rather than abandons, this misguided striving; to do otherwise would
amount to compromising its logic as well as its efficaciousness in
Zen soteriology. 33 Thus, D  gen recommends illumining and
penetrating, rather than obliterating, the old, in order to create the
new. Could this inclusivist viewpoint of understanding stand up to
those strictures which most often point to tendencies in Zen to
incapacitate and disregard the proper exercise of criticism?

For D  gen’s part, he has this to say earlier in the same “Hossh  ”
fascicle:



The s  tras are Dharma-nature and hence one’s self; competent
teachers are Dharma-nature and hence one’s self. Because
Dharma-nature is one’s self, it is not a kind of self that is
erroneously conceived by non-Buddhists and fiendish thugs. There
is no room for non-Buddhists and fiendish thugs! There is no room
for non-Buddhists and fiendish thugs in Dharma-nature!

Let me provide readers with a textual background for this quotation:
D  gen maintains that even though humans may have a “natural
capability/preparedness to discern” (sh  chi ) Dharma-nature, they
must cultivate it by studying the s  tras and following competent
teachers. Ultimately all that amounts to “enlightenment-by-oneself
without a teacher” (mushi dokugo ) and, as such, is nothing but
Dharma-nature’s activity itself. D  gen’s above-quoted strong
disapproval is made in view of such an antecedent thesis. Now that
we have here encountered D  gen’s exclusivist view, which seems
to totally reject the faulty thinking of self, our question is: Is D  gen
self-contradictory? Is there any way we can resolve the dilemma of
the inclusivist and exclusivist views that were presented in the same
fascicle?

My reading of the text under consideration is this: D  gen’s
critique, however “exclusivist,” caustic and denunciatory in its tenor
and rhetoric, is always grounded in, and tempered by, his “inclusivist”
hermeneutics of understanding. Even so, the force and sharpness of
his utterances are never marred by the guise of an uncritical, holistic
hermeneutics. In this light, what matters in the reason of Dharma-
nature is the practitioner’s obligation to negotiate the Way at the
interface of understanding and criticism —not inclusivism and
exclusivism as such—and use them as the foci of practice. That is to
say, embracing a misguided striving for reason should in no way
constitute approving it, or acceding to it. Nevertheless, the reason of
Dharma-nature, in the final analysis, remains bottomlessly elusive
(mutan ), as ever. 34

7



I have sometimes referred to D  gen as a thinker and a visionary.
By this I do not imply any bifurcatory framework in which thinking
and vision coexist amicably, and yet, are two different faculties of the
mind. This view dichotomously distinguishes between one as
cognitive/objective and the other as emotive/subjective. As noted so
far, thinking and vision for D  gen permeate each other and
collaborate in and through the body-mind.

Consider D  gen’s statement about a painted picture (gato ; ga ):

My late master [Ju-ching] once said: “A tall bamboo and a [short]
banana plant are together embodied as a painted picture.”

This utterance is such that although it refers to that which
transcends tallness and shortness, it attests to a deep meditation
on both [the bamboo and the banana plant] embodied as a painted
picture .…

All the foregoing features of the tall bamboo and the banana
plant are, in themselves, pictures. Accordingly, for a person who is
greatly enlightened upon hearing the sound of [a pebble hitting]
bamboo [as Hsiang-yen Chihhsien experienced], an authority and
a beginner [in spiritual matters] are equally pictures. You should
not doubt it by erroneously construing ordinary people and the
buddhas [as different from one another]. [As an ancient once said,]
“How tall that bamboo is! How short this bamboo is! How tall this
bamboo is! How short that bamboo is!” Because all are pictures,
the tall ones and the short ones always fit with one another. If
there are pictures of the tall, this does not mean that there are no
pictures of the short. You should penetratingly investigate this
truth. Because the entire universe and all things are, as such,
pictures, both humans and things actualize themselves through
pictures. The Buddha-ancestors perfect themselves through
pictures. 35

The Sh  b  genz  , “Gaby  ” fascicle (1242), from which the
foregoing quotation derives, is traditionally interpreted primarily from
the standpoint of nonduality and equality. It has thus been
understood that all beings and things as painted pictures are equal in
spiritual status. Such egalitarianism aside, there is something more



vitally important for our understanding of reason—the multiplicity of
pictures. The word picture is not merely equalized in its generic
sense, but polysemous in its infinite varieties. Thus, a tall bamboo
and a short banana plant are each embodied as, or present in and
through, a painted picture (gato ni iru ); likewise, only as such, are
they pictures. One picture or many pictures are all engendered by
the activity of painting or picturing, by way of the painter’s (the
practitioner’s) creative imagination.

Elsewhere, D  gen makes his thesis more explicit in his analysis
of Juching’s statement that in part says, “The spring is present in and
through the plum blossoms and is embodied as a painted picture …
”:

The spring we are talking about now is the painted spring because
it is “embodied as a painted picture.” This has nothing to do with
any extraneous powers but only allows the plum blossoms to exert
the spring; this is why [the spring] is painted in the picture and
enters the [plum] tree. They are all skillful means. 36

As shown here, the spring and the plum blossoms—life and art, truth
and the imagination, or the one and the many, if you will—are never
bifurcated as some modern thinkers might uncritically assume, but
constitute a total reality in which the spring is realized as a painted
picture via the plum blossoms and the painter’s striving. The painted
picture “allows the plum blossoms to exert the spring” and thereby
the spring “enters the [plum] tree.” This whole dynamic is neither a
revelation, nor an invention, nor a discovery; rather it is what D  gen
calls the “opening up and illumining” (kaimei ) of a salvific reality as a
painted picture. Thus reality is picture, picture is reality.

In a similar vein, D  gen has this to say further:

An ancient buddha once said: “Enlightenment is attained; white
snow covers the earth far and wide. Painting the blue mountains
[buried under snow] is completed in a scroll.”

This is a talk of great enlightenment and indicates the realized
state of practicing and studying the Way. Thus, right at the moment
when you attain enlightenment, you designate the blue mountains



and white snow as a picture scroll; you have been painting the
picture of them. There is not a single activity, just as it is, that is not
a picture. Our present endeavor is made possible solely by virtue
of a picture. 37

Because you “designate” the blue mountains and white snow—and
by extension, all things of the universe—as “a picture scroll,” and
because “you have been painting the picture of them” throughout
your life, you are the sole agent who paints or pictures (gato su ) the
universe, as well as the self. 38 A notable implication, analogous to
that of the reason of Dharma-nature as seen before, is that from the
shaman’s mystical flight to the philosopher’s abstruse system, from
the devotee’s relic veneration to the dharmologian’s dharmic
discourse, all beliefs and practices, myths and rituals—valid or
invalid—are invariably the products of our hermeneutic efforts to
picture the self and the world. In pictures D  gen sees the common
thread, as well as the differences, of all human beings’ diverse
enterprises. More importantly, however, picturing the world is a
legitimate mode of thinking.

Consider the creative process of painting:

To paint a landscape, you use blue and green paints, rare
boulders, extraordinary rocks, or the seven jewels and the four
treasures; the same is true of the task of painting a cake. To paint
a picture of a person, you choose the four elements and the five
skandhas ; to paint a picture of the Buddha, you choose not only a
clay shrine and an earthen image but the thirty-two marks, a blade
of grass, and countless kalpas of assiduous practice. Because you
have been painting the Buddha in such a manner, all the buddhas
are, without exception, the painted pictures of the buddhas; all the
painted pictures of the buddhas are none other than all the [real]
buddhas. Examine a painted picture of the Buddha and a painted
picture of a cake. Which one is a stone-carved tortoise? Which
one is an iron staff? [Which one is a representation? Which one is
a thing? Both are real.] Which one is material, and which one is
mental? You should carefully consider these questions and
investigate them thoroughly. When you endeavor in this way, [you



will realize that] life and death, their comings and goings, are all
painted pictures/painting pictures; supreme enlightenment is
indeed a painted picture/painting a picture. All the dharma world
and the empty sky—there is nothing whatsoever that is not
painting a picture/a painted picture. 39

I wish to briefly note three points: (1) A picture is not a representation
of reality in the philosophical sense; to understand this, the dualism
of reality and representation must collapse. Even so, the process of
painting a picture is not arbitrary, capricious, or undisciplined but
informed and nurtured by cultural sensibilities and personal/historical
memories, among a number of other conditions. The painting
process is thinking. For D  gen, of course, the conditions and
reasons that are instrumental to bringing a picture into being are
coextensive with one’s self and the entire world. (2) D  gen once
wrote: “The monastics of future generations will be able to
understand one-taste Zen based on words and letters, if they devote
efforts to spiritual practice by seeing the universe through words and
letters, and words and letters through the universe.” 40 Replace
“words and letters” in the above passage with “pictures,” and its gist
is the same—the reason is that for D  gen, picture is language and
language is picture. Both in turn belong to thinking. Thus the visual
and linguistic, the spatial and temporal, imagination and
conceptualization, the material and mental, the sensuous and
rational coalesce in D  gen’s religious method and hermeneutics. (3)
Today, the sharp dichotomy between picture as spontaneous,
immediate, emotive, and private, and language as restrictive,
abstract, cognitive, and public, has largely been challenged as
untenable. 41 For D  gen’s part, visual/spatial thinking and
linguistic/temporal thinking are inseparably intertwined with one
another in their shared endeavors to “understand the Way through
the body-mind” (shinjin gakud  ). Together they constitute the kernel
of Zen realization—neither at the core nor on the surface.

8



In discussing the Buddhist saying, “One who falls because of the
ground rises always because of the very ground,” D  gen approves
of its general purport, but as usual, offers a biting cautionary note:

Because of the [Buddhists’] failure to penetratingly study this
saying through practice, they understand it only in terms of “like
this,” and not in terms of “not like this.” Even though the ancient
buddha’s dictum has come down to us in this way, when you
yourself as an ancient buddha listen to that ancient buddha’s
saying, your query should go beyond it. [Such a query as yours]
may never have been addressed in India or in the world of gods;
for all that, it is reasonable for you to speak it. Then, if one who
falls because of the ground wants to be raised up by the very
ground, one can never stand up even after countless kalpas.
Rising can only happen through a singular liberating momentum.
That is to say, “one who falls because of the ground rises always
because of the sky, and one who falls because of the sky rises
always because of the ground.” If this were not the case, one’s
rising would never be possible. All the buddhas, all the ancestors
have lived in this manner, without exception.42

I think this passage is quite fitting in closing this chapter. However
self-evident the ancient saying in question may be, there is no
excuse for practitioners not to challenge it, examine it, or negate it,
because not to do so is insufficient. Negation in Mah  y  na
Buddhism, as noted before, signifies neither the absence nor the
removal of what is negated. “Like this” (immo ) and “not like this” (fu-
immo ) are the foci, so to speak, that are engaged in the dynamic,
dialectical relationship of informing, challenging, and renewing each
other in their nonduality.

By the same token, “the ground” needs “not the ground” in order to
become genuinely, soterically efficacious. From this perspective, D
gen speaks of “a singular liberating momentum” (hitotsu no katsuro )
by way of referring to the sky, as “not the ground.” The ground and
the sky, though separated as far away as “108,000 ri ” as D  gen
puts it, are indispensable to one another in their shared soteriological
enterprise and by virtue of the potency of emptiness. Their intimacy



is such that “If you fall because of the ground, you rise always
because of the sky, and it is altogether impossible to rise apart from
the sky; if you fall because of the sky, you rise always because of the
ground, and it is altogether impossible to rise apart from the ground.”
43

In the context of the present chapter, this recast dictum is
enormously important. The singular liberating momentum as the
transformative power of emptiness goes beyond the ground and the
sky only in and through the immersion of itself in their concurrence
and reciprocation. Conversely, it penetrates that relationship only by
going beyond them. In such an interplay, the sky and the ground are
farther than the farthest and nearer than the nearest. This is the
elusive subtlety of their intimacy. Analogously, in the world where
nothing is intrinsically rational or irrational, the same holds true of the
deconstructive and reconstructive functions of emptiness with
respect to reason. The full authentication and empowerment of
reason require both functions in praxis. This is what I would call
“radical reason” in D  gen’s Zen.



Postscript
In these six short chapters, I have presented some salient facets

of D  gen’s thought on authentic practice, which was his paramount
concern in his praxis-oriented Zen. In this regard, his emphasis was
on the reconstructive use of such notions as duality in relation to
nonduality and dependent origination in relation to emptiness. His
thrust was as much on engagement in duality as it was on
nonattachment to duality. Thus D  gen located his religious method
and hermeneutics in the clear understanding and responsible use of
language, thinking, and reason. The present work’s primary purpose
has been to explicate such a methodological/hermeneutic orientation
and its significance. This orientation, as I see it, was the common
thread running through D  gen’s Sh  b  genz  (as well as his
other writings), although it evolved throughout his monastic career
before reaching its final form later in life—most notably in relation to
his notion of nonthinking.

Authentic practice in its simplest terms consists of dialectically
negotiating the Way—between nonduality and duality, between the
unitive vision of all things and the revalorized world of daily life,
between enlightenment and practice, and between ultimate truth and
worldly truth. All of these pairs are the foci in the process of one’s
realization. The authenticity in question does not lie in assent to any
beliefs or conformity to any rules and principles, but rather in living
dynamically and dialogically through the interplay of those salvific
foci in any given situation.

Through such a highly unorthodox formulation of Zen method and
hermeneutics, D  gen (1) offers a new direction in Zen praxis with a
number of important implications, and (2) opens up new possibilities
for creative dialogue between Zen and contemporary thought. By
way of concluding this present work, I would like to make a few final
observations on these two points.

1. D  gen’s instructions on seated meditation were brief and mini-
malist. He did not elaborate on meditation techniques or meditative
experiences in any detail, nor did he attempt to guide his disciples
through graduated stages of meditative and spiritual progression, as
we often see in some religious traditions within and without



Buddhism. I do not attribute his peculiar instructional style to any
insensitivity toward his disciples’ soteric welfare. Rather, his
approach emerged from his foremost desire to provide them with
fundamental principles—spelled out in terms of language, thinking,
and reason—with which each could grapple with his/her individual
soteric project, thereby realizing his/her own Zen. D  gen
demonstrated this himself by writing the fascicles of the Sh  b 
genz  .

To illustrate, consider “enlightenment-by-oneself without a teacher”
(mushi dokugo ), the ultimate Zen principle that every practitioner
had to actualize, even while studying under competent teachers and
reading the s  tras for a number of years. 1 D  gen provided this
well-known dictum with a specific methodological/hermeneutic key
that allowed one to unlock the mystery of existence—that is, to open
the self and the universe. That key amounted, in essence, to critical,
reflective thinking as an integral part of meditation. Without this key,
it was impossible to attain one’s own salvific independence.

Thus, however much a meditative experience might strike one as
indubitably immediate and certain, that experience alone does not
warrant a person the authenticity of practice. Through his notion of
nonthinking, D  gen was equally critical of the same self-
aggrandizing potentiality of wisdom. Meditation and wisdom alike
had to be subjected to critical scrutiny and reassessed in the
changing situation. Accordingly, he underscored that Zen which is
reexpressed and reconceived by each individual practitioner and by
each generation, according to different conditions and needs. Zen’s
so-called fierce individualism is, in this way, firmly grounded in one’s
existential situation: Each practitioner must add his/her own details.
Nevertheless, within the purview of his egalitarianism, D  gen’s
demand was uncompromisingly elitist.

This methodological characteristic was also a direct challenge to
Zen’s famously transgressive, antiauthoritarian, and iconoclastic
temperament. This is not to say that it was no longer usable or
relevant, but rather that it had to be informed and tempered by
concerns with the temporality of existence-time (uji ). For D  gen,
the matter had less to do with liberation from intellectual constraints,
and more to do with the engagement in the existential predicament.



His stance, therefore, was far from a disclaimer of reveling in
playfulness of image making or in religious, mythopoeic imagination.
Quite the contrary. For instance, when D  gen discussed Dharma-
nature’s reason (hossh  no d  ri ), he juxtaposed it with Dharma-
nature’s sam  dhi (hossh  zammai ). Reason and sam  dhi went
together in Dharma-nature. 2 Traditional Zen’s iconoclasm was thus
empowered, rather than disowned, by D  gen’s insistence on the
bold, yet humble, use of images (icons) as a necessary tool of
authentic thinking. Herein we find D  gen’s egalitarianism unscathed
despite his elitist demand, as noted above.

2. For all the enormous contrasts between D  gen’s world and our
world (filled with incredible scientific achievements, virtual reality,
insatiable consumerism, and so forth), many of us are still struck by
his remarkably modern sensibility to language and critical thinking.
Yet we must nevertheless realize that his entire religio-philosophical
thought operates by way of his thoroughly praxis-oriented Zen
soteriology and eclectic Mah  y  na worldview, as well as through
the ethos of medieval Japan in the thirteenth century. For this
reason, promises and perils always lurk in any genuine attempt to
engage in dialogue with D  gen.

He, more often than not, challenges us on many fronts to think
through a great number of assumptions, for example, with respect to
language and reality, matter and spirit, and self and world. To cite
just one example, he issued a strong warning against the
anthropocentric conception of human language. For D  gen, human
language was neither more nor less than one of the infinite varieties
of language (monji ) and expression (d  toku ) in the universe.
Despite his insistence on the imperativeness of human language in
his soteric project, D  gen never lost sight of the larger picture in
which human and nonhuman beings engaged in an ongoing
communion through their respective languages/expressions.
Farfetched as it may seem, this was his vision of the universe in
which all beings—living and nonliving—engage in a shared salvific
project, through their “vast, giddy karmic consciousnesses.” In this
view, D  gen’s linguistic stance cannot and should not be facilely
equated to, or explained away by, certain modern philosophical
views and notions.



Incidentally, although the notion of “the grand narrative,” or “the
grand picture” if you will, as in the foregoing vision, is in disrepute in
our postmodern age, it was quite legitimate, and even necessary, in
D  gen’s linguistic universe. For this reason, the whole picture of
Buddha-nature, for instance, remained pivotal in his soteriology
despite all the problems alleged by its critics. Remember that in his
Zen, Buddha-nature, for all its seeming grandeur, is thoroughly
impermanent. Yet precisely for this reason, it is able to orient and
catalyze authentic practice in a manner most appropriate to its
soteric workings.

Now, let me briefly touch upon the ethical aspect of D  gen’s
religion. Contrary to the view of some critics who hold that D  gen
had little or no social ethic, I would argue, as I did in my writings, that
his monastic way of life was as socially engaged as, say, Nichiren’s
or Shinran’s religions in Kamakura Japan. It is high time for us to
appreciate the social significance of D  gen’s monasticism. At the
very least, even silence and quietude in the monastic life can be
regarded as the forms of social activism.

Having said that, I would further contend that we do not find social
ethics of a modern variety in D  gen—that is, the systemic and
ideological critique of institutions and policies with respect to the
state and society at large, and even the global community, in terms
of such socioeconomic and political problems as poverty, race, class,
family, violence, and human rights. This is the typical modern
sensibility—broadly called social justice—that arose largely along
with the Industrial Revolution, although closely allied ideologically
with the Enlightenment which itself has now been severely
challenged by postmodern critique. Our modern sensibility, still in
constant evolution, was simply nonexistent in D  gen’s age and
culture. Such a “disadvantage” was the case not only with Japan but
with all premodern traditions, including religions. For better or worse,
such an awareness has had a tremendous impact on all the
traditional religions throughout the world. Thus in this particular
respect, D  gen was a product of medieval Japan. To a great extent,
his limitation was Japanese culture’s limitation at the time.

However, this observation should by no means minimize the
enormous potential of D  gen’s seminal methodological/hermeneutic



ideas for personal and social ethics today. In fact, I would suggest,
by following Friedrich Schleiermacher’s wise counsel, that it is our
obligation—whether we are Zen practitioners or not—to understand
D  gen’s insights better than he did himself. From this perspective,
his religio-philosophical groundwork not only offers a new direction in
Zen praxis but also opens up new possibilities for creative dialogue
between Zen and contemporary thought, especially regarding social
ethics, to which modern Zen by and large has been sadly
impervious.

We live in a profoundly crisis-ridden age in human history. In an
apocalyptic world, we all seem helplessly caught between despair
and hope. What is hope? What can we hope for? Is there any hope
for hope at all? These are the questions we struggle with today. For
D  gen’s part, he quietly calls for authentic practice.



Glossary of Sino-Japanese Words, Names,
and Titles

Abe Masao 

aigo 

akiramu 

Akiyama Hanji 

aku shiyui 

Amida 

ango / “Ango” 

arakan / “Arakan” 

baika / “Baika” 

bend  

Bend  h  

“Bend  wa” 

b  ko 

bokuseki shin 

bukka 

bukky  / “Bukky  ” (34) 

bukky  / “Bukky  ” (47) 



bupp  no d  ri 

bussh  / “Bussh  ” 

busso k  my  

busso no riero 

butsu 

Butsud  akiramezareba busshi ni arazu. Busshi to iuwa busshi to iu
kotonari 

butsuin 

butsury  

by  d  

by  d  soku shabetsu 

Ch’an 

Ch’ang-lu Tsung-tse 

Ch’ang-sha Ching-ts’en 

Chao-chio Ch’ang-tsung 

Chi ni yorite taoruru mono wa kanarazu chi ni yorite oku 

Chiang-si Ma-tsu 



chie no Bukky  

chikaku 

chinch  izen no k  an 

Ching-chao 

ch  ny  

ch  shutsu 

Chu 

Ch’uan-fa yüan 

Chuang-tzu 

ch  d  

dadei taisui 

daigo / “Daigo” 

daimei 

Dainichib  N  nin 

daishugy  / “Daishugy  ” 

darani / “Darani” 

datsuraku 

d  (tao) 



D  gen 

D  gen Zen 

d  ri 

d  shin 

d  toku / “D  toku” 

e 

Echizen 

ei 

eigen 

engi 

en’in kaman 

fud  toku 

fuhitsu 

fuichi fui 

fu-immo 

Fukan zazengi 

Fukui 

fumai inga 



fumbetsu 

fumbetsu-chi 

funi 

funi fuichi 

fu-shiry  

fuzenna 

fuzenna no shush  

ga 

gaby  / “Gaby  ” 

gato 

Ge wa ge o sae ge o miru. Ge wa ge o gesuru nari, kore toki nari 

gen 

gen’ei 

gengen hempon 

genj  

genj  k  an / “Genj  k  an” 

go 

g  



gongo d  dan 

gopp  no d  ri 

gory  

gosshiki b  b  / b  b  gosshiki 

g  jin 

g  jin no d  ri 

gy  / katachi 

gy  butsu iigi / “Gy  butsu iigi” 

gy  ji / “Gy  ji” 

gy  nyo 

Hakamaya Noriaki 

hakarai 

hakaru 

haky  

hassh  d  

hei 

henkai fuz  z  

Hiei 



higan t  

hihan Bukky  

hiniku kotsuzui 

hiniku kotsuzui no katt  suru d  ri 

Hisamatsu Shin’ichi 

hi-shiry  

hitotsu no katsuro 

hitsuzen naru 

h  (fa) 

h  bemmon 

h  ben 

h  ben hossin 

h  ben sessh  

h  i 

h  jutsu 

hokkai 

hokkairy  

Hokke 



h  nen 

hongaku 

hongaku shis  

h  ni d  ri 

honsh  my  shu 

h  ry  

hossh  / “H  ssh  ” 

hossh  no baku 

h  t  

Hsiang-yen Chih-hsien 

Hsiu-ching 

Huang-po 

Hua-yen 

Hui-k’o 

Hung-chih Cheng-chüeh 

ichimizen 

ichimoku rai no gotoshi 

ichinyo 



ichizu 

immo / “Immo” 

inga no d  ri 

ipp  g  jin 

Ipp  o sh  suru toki wa ipp  wa kurashi 

is  

is  fumbetsu 

issai shuj  shitsuu bussh  / issai no shuj  wa kotogotoku bussh  ari 

issaih  isshin 

issendai 

Izutsu Toshihiko 

ja shiry  

ja shiyui 

jiji muge (shih-shih wu-ai) 

jijuy  zammai 

jiko k  my  

jiko no toki naru d  ri 



jin jipp  kai 

jindaichi no kokoro 

jinen 

jinen ged  

jinen h  ni 

jinen ni 

jinshin inga / “Jinshin inga” 

jinsoku 

jinz  / “Jinz  ” 

jipp  shiyui 

jiri 

jisetsu innen 

jish  

j  

j  gu bodai geke shuj  

j  roku konjin 

j  ry  

Ju-ching 



juki / “Juki” 

ka / nani 

ka kok  / kok  ni kakaru 

kahitsu 

kaiin zammai / “Kaiin zammai” 

kai-j  -e 

kaimei 

kait  tenn  

kaku 

kakusha 

Kamakura 

kanna zen 

Karoku 

katsuro 

katt  / “Katt  ” 

Kedashi mus  -zammai no katachi mangetsu no gotoku naru o motte
nari 

Kegon (Hua-yen) 

Kegon ky  



keige 

keisei sanshoku / “Keisei sanshoku” 

kembutsu / “Kembutsu” 

kesetsu 

kishi 

k  d  zen 

k  j  

kok  / “Kok  ” 

kok  no keij  

kok  no naige 

kok  no sakkatsu 

koky  / “Koky  ” 

Komazawa 

k  my  / “K  my  ” 

konchin 

konjin 

kono h  no okoru toki / shih  kiji 

konshin 



konshinjin 

K  roku / Eihei k  roku 

kosoku k  an 

kotowari 

k  

k  ni kakareri 

k  ze k  

k  ge / “K  ge” 

k  g  izen no shush  

kyakumei 

ky  kan 

ky  ryaku 

ky  s  hanjaku / ky  han 

Lao-tzu 

Lin-chi 

Lu-shan 

maka hannya haramitsu / “Maka hannya haramitsu” 

makum  z  



mapp  

Matsumoto Shir  

meigo 

meigo ichinyo 

mitsu 

mitsugo / “Mitsugo” 

mochiiru 

m  -fumbetsu 

mokush  zen 

monji 

monji no d  ri 

monjo no d  toku 

Moshi shos  wa his  nari to mireba sunawachi nyorai o miru nari /
moshi shos  to his  too mireba … 

mu / yume 

mu-bussh  

much  setsumu / “Much  setsumu” 

mu-fumbetsu-chi 

mugen h  y  



muhon kakyo 

muj  sepp  / “Muj  sepp  ” 

muj  -bussh  

munen (wu-nien) 

musa much  

mushi dokugo 

mushin (wu-hsin) 

mutan 

my  in 

my  ka 

Nakamura Hajime 

Nan-ch’üan 

Nan-yang Hui-chung 

Nan-yüeh Huai-jang 

nenkaku 

nenryo 

nichigetsu seishin shin 

Nichiren 



Nihon Daruma sh  

nihonjinron 

nihonshugi 

nikon 

nikon t  sho / ima itaru tokoro ni 

ninnin no d  ri 

ninry  

Nishida Kitar  

Nishitani Keiji 

nyakushi 

nyo / gotoku 

nyoraiz  

nyoze 

onorezukara 

onozukara 

 saku sendaba / “  saku sendaba” 

P’an-shan Pao-chi 

Pao-chih 



Pi-yen lu 

rakka 

Rekinen to shite watakushi nashi 

ri 

ri (li) 

ri-bissh  

ri-hosshin 

riji muge (li-shih wu-ai) 

riny  

rita 

rod  d  

rokud  

ry  

ryochi 

ryochi nenkaku 

ry  sh  tasshi 

ry  su 

ry  gin / “Ry  gin” 



sabutsu 

san ze san 

sanjig  / “Sanjig  ” 

sanj  shichihon bodaibump  / “Sanj  shichihon bodaibump  ” 

sansuiky  / “Sansuiky  ” 

satori 

senga daichi shin 

senni ged  

setsuna sh  metsu no d  ri 

shabetsu 

shi shimo-butsu immorai 

shichibutsu ts  kaige 

shigetsu 

Shih-t’ou Hsi-ch’ien 

shikan taza 

shikiry  su 

shimmitsu 

shimo 



shin 

shinfukatoku 

shingy  shometsu 

shinjin 

shinjin datsuraku 

shinjin datsuraku 

shinjin gakud  / “Shinjin gakud  ” 

shinj  s  metsu 

shinnyo 

shinnyo hosshin 

Shinran 

shinz  

shiry  

shisho / “Shisho” 

shitsuu 

shiy  suru 

shiyui 

shiyui jinsoku 



shizen biku / “Shizen biku” 

sh  

shoaku makusa / “Shoaku makusa” 

Sh  b  genz  

Shobutsu kore sh  naru yueni shobutsu kore sh  nari 

sh  chi 

sh  -fumbetsu 

shoh  jiss  / “Shoh  jiss  ” 

sh  ji / “Sh  ji” 

sh  shi 

sh  -shiry  

sh  -shiyui 

sh  t  immoji 

sh  -z  -matsu no sanji 

shunj  / “Shunj  ” 

shush  

shush  itt  / shush  ichinyo 

shutsuro 



soku 

sokuhi no ronri 

sokuryo gy  jaku 

sokushin j  butsu 

sokushin zebutsu / “Sokushin zebutsu” 

somo 

s  mu fumbetsu 

S  t  Zen 

Su Tung-p’o 

sui ze sui 

Sung 

Suzuki Daisetz T. 

Ta-chien Hui-neng 

Ta-erh 

taiki sepp  

Takasaki Jikid  

T’ang 

Tao-fu 



Tao-yü 

tare 

tariki 

tashints  / “Tashints  ” 

Tempuku 

Tendai (T’ien-t’ai) 

tennen ged  

Tenzo ky  kun 

Terada T  ru 

t  datsu 

t  -higan 

t  kan jisetsu innen 

t  tai datsuraku 

T  toku anokutara sammyaku sambodai / masani anokutara
sammyaku sambodai o ubeshi 

Ts’an-t’ung-ch’i 

Tso-ch’an chen 

Tso-ch’an i 

tsuki / “Tsuki” 



Tsung-chih 

Tung-shan 

tzu-jan 

u-bussh  

udonge / “Udonge” 

uji / “Uji” / arutoki 

Yo no naka wa nani ni tatoen mizutori no hashifuru tsuyu ni yadoru
tsukikage 

y  jutsu 

Yü 

Yüan-wu K’o-ch’in 

Yüeh-shan Wei-yen 

yuishiki shis  

yuke 

Yün-men Wen-yen 

zazen 

zazen no Bukky  

zazenshin / “Zazenshin” 



ze 

zen / Zen (Ch’an) 

zengy  h  ben 

zenki / “Zenki” 

zeshin sabutsu 

z  ji tempai 

zu 

zu-sabutsu 
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varies from D  gen’s that was egalitarian at the core, for all his
seeming or presumed elitism and purism.

35 . S , “Gaby  .”

36 . S , “Baika.”

37 . S , “Gaby  .”

38 . This verbal use of the word gato occurs elsewhere in S ,
“Shinjin gakud  ,” “Baika,” and “Zammai  zammai.” D  gen also
uses verbs such as ga su (from ga , “picture”) and zu su (from zu ,
“picture,” “drawing”).

39 . S , “Gaby  .”

40 . D  gen, Tenzo ky  kun .

41 . See John C. Gilmour, Picturing the World that gives instructive
analyses of various issues involved—especially, pp. 52–130
regarding picture and language.

42. S , “Immo.”

43 . S , “Immo.”

Postscript
1 . S , “Hossh  .”

2 . S , “Hossh  .”
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Abe Masao

quoted
Akiyama Hanji
Ames, Roger T.
Amida Buddha
Aristotle
Asa  gan

Bodhidharma
bodhisattva-way

and skillful means
the ten perfections ofn

body-mind (shinjin )
cast off
See also total exertion; realization

Buddha
beholding
Buddhas, see under specific names
Gautama
historical
mind itself as
original
  kyamuni

thirty-two marks of
buddha-body, threefold (sanshin )
Buddha-nature

and anthropocentrism and biocentrism
of existence (u-bussh  ) and of nonexistence (mu-bussh  )
of impermanence
workings of

Buddhism
Ch’an
Chinese
earlyn
East Asian



folk
Japanese
Kamakuran
M  dhyamika
Mah  y  na
Pure Land
sects/schools, see under specific names
Sinicization of
Therav  dan
Tibetann

Bu-stonn

Candrak  rti
causation/cause and effect (inga ):

“not obscuring” and “not falling into” in
as “not to commit any evil
reason of
as “vast and giddy karmic consciousness
See also karma; naturalist heresy

Ch’ang-lu Tsung-tse
Ch’ang-sha Chao-hsien. See also Ch’angsha Ching-ts’en
Ch’ang-sha Ching-ts’en
Chao-chio Ch’ang-tsung
Chiang-si Ma-tsu. See also Matsu [Tao-i]
Ching-chao
Chu, Minister
Chuang-tzu
classification of Buddhist teachings (ky  s  hanjaku; ky  han )
Confucianism
Confucius, quoted
consciousness-only thought (yuishiki shis  )

See also Vijñapti-m  trat  ;
Yog  c  ra

Critical Buddhism (hihan Bukky  )
and D  gen compared
and hongaku thought
method/hermeneutics of



and the seventy-five-fascicle and twelve-fascicle texts of Sh  b 
genz 
and S  t  orthodozy
and tath  gata-garbha thought

Dainichib  N  nin. See also Nihon
Daruma Sect

degenerate dharma (mapp  )
and medieval/Kamakura Japan

delusion:
and “amid delusion” and “beyond delusion”
in discriminative thinking
and enlightenment (meigo )
great
“nevertheless/ever deluded” (kyakumei )
See also dim-sightedness; enlightenment; practice

Diamond S  tra
D  gen:

as alchemist of symbols
on arutotki
“As one side is illumined, the other …” in
on Buddha-nature
on Buddha’s successor/Buddha’s child
on causation
on confirmation of present enlightenment
and creative misreading of texts
and “dark sinking” in meditation
and the degenerate dharma
on delusion and enlightenment
on Dharma-nature
on dim-sightedness
on discriminative intellect
and “D  gen Zen”
on dreams
and eclecticism
on entwined vines (katt  )
on flowers of emptiness (k  ge )



on “form is emptiness”
and Fukan zazengi
“great doubt” of, at Hiein
and hongaku thought
on “if the time arrives”
on illumination
on impermanence
and ineffability
and knowing others’ minds
on k  an utterances
on “like” as “thusness”
and medieval/Kamakura Japan
as meditator and thinker
on “Mind itself is Buddha”
on “Mountains are mountains …”
“mysticism of intimacy” in
and naturalness
and neologisms
on nonduality of time and event
on nonthinking
on “not to commit any evil”
on “now everywhere”
on the ocean-reflections sam  dhi
“One who falls because of the ground…” in
on painted pictures
perspectivism of
on practice and enlightenment as one
praxis-oriented method of
and quantity and number
on the radiant light
on “reaching the other shore”
and reason, see reason
and “Seeking enlightenment above, saving sentient beings below”
on self-obstruction of a dharma
on a shattered mirror, a fallen flower
and skillful means
on “the skin, flesh, bones, and marrow”



social ethics in
on space and time
on the steelyard analogy
on striving as entwinings
on s  tras
on temporal passage
on thinking
on thought of enlightenment
on tile polishing
and traditional Zen
as traditionalist and visionary
on Vimalak  rti’s silence
on “What is this that comes thus?”
and “words and letters” (monji ), see language/words and letters
on zazen

D  gen Kigen: Mystical Realist/Eihei D  gen:
Mystical Realist (Kim)

D  gen, works of:
Bend  h  nn
Fukan zazengi
K  roku (Eihei k  roku/D  gen osh  k  roku )
Sh  b  genz  , fascicles of
“Ango”
“Baika”
“Bend  wa”
“Bodaisatta shish  h  ”
“Bukky  ” (34)n
“Bukky  ” (47)n
“Bussh  ”
“Daigo”
“Daishugy  ”
“D  toku”
“Gaby  ”
“Genj  k  an”
“Gy  butsu iigi”
“Gy  ji” IIn
“Hakujushi”



“Hokke ten Hokke”
“Hossh  ”
“Hotsu bodaishin”
“Hotsu muj  shin”
“Immo”
“Ippyakuhachi h  my  mon”
“Jinshin inga”
“Juki”
“Kaiin zammai”
“Katt  ”
“Keisei sanshoku”
“Kembutsu”
“Kok  ”
“Koky  ”
“K  my  ”
“K  ge”
“Maka hannya haramitsu”
“Mitsugo”
“Much  setsumu”
“Muj  sepp  ”
“Sanjig  ”
“Sanj  shichihon bodaibump  ”
“Sansuiky  ”
“Sesshin sessh  ”
“Shinfukatoku”
“Shinjin gakud  ”
“Shisho”
“Shizen biku”
“Shoaku makusa”
“Shoh  jiss  ”
“Sh  ji”
“Sokushin zebutsu”
“Tashints  ”
“Tsuki”
“Uji”
“Zammai  zammai”
“Zazengi”



“Zazenshin”
“Zenki”
Tenzo ky  kun nn

dream:
D  gen’s view of
as “expounding a dream within a dream”
and the rational, nonrational, and irrational
See also emptiness

duality
and authentic practice
and nonduality
as one of the root foci
in Tendai hongaku thought
See also focus/foci; nonduality

Echizen
eightfold right path (hassh  d  )
Elgin, Trent, quoted
Eliade, Mircea

quotedn
emptiness:

deconstructive and reconstructive functions of
and dim-sightedness
as “the emptiness of emptiness”
flowers of
and the identity-and-difference logic
and incommensurability
and the ineffable
nihilistic interpretation of
and nonthinking
and space
in the steelyard analogy
and temporality
and thinking and not-thinking
two truths of

enlightenment:
-by-oneself without teacher (mushi dokugo )



and collapse of traditional models
delusion and
and dim-sightedness
as discriminative thinking
great
meanings of
original, see hongaku (original enlightenment) thought
practice and
and recent Zen scholarship
and skillful means
thought of
See also delusion; practice

Enlightenment
entwined vines (katt  )
equality and differentiation

See also duality; nonduality
evil. See causation/cause and effect
existence-time (uji )

as existentiality
as “right this moment” (sh  t  immoji )
as temporal conditions (jisetsu innen )
as temporal passage/dynamicity
as temporality
See also causation/cause and effect; karma

expression (d  toku )
dynamics of
the expressible and nonthinking
and the inexpressible
See also language/words and letters;
s  tras

Faure, Bernard
Fingarette, Herbert
Five Buddhas
Flower Ornament S  tra (Kegon ky  )
focus/foci

See also D  gen: praxis-oriented method of; duality; nonduality



Freud, Sigmund

Gimmelo, Robert M., quoted

Hakamaya Noriaki
Hall, David L.
Hegel, G. W. Friedrich
Heidegger, Martin
Hiei, Mt.
Hisamatsu Shin’ichi
Hokke (sect/school). See also Tendai
hongaku (original enlightenment) thought

as doctrine and ethos
See also Critical Buddhism; tath  gatagarbha

Hoss  (sect/school)
Hsiang-yen Chih-hsien
Huang-po [Hsi-yün]
Hua-yen (sect/school)

as Sinicization of Buddhism
See also Kegon

Hua-yen Hsiu-ching
Hui-k’o
Hui-nengn. See also Ta-chien

Hui-neng
Hung-chih Cheng-chüeh

quoted
Huntington, C. W., Jr.

quoted
Hymn for the Seven Past Buddhas’ Precepts (shichibutsu ts  kaige
)

icchantika (issendai)
identity-and-difference, logic of
impermanence (muj  )

Buddha-nature of
and medieval Japanese aestheticism
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intimacy (mitsu; shimmitsu )
as “ever already” (is  )
as “ever intimate” (shinz  )
mysticism of
See also D  gen: praxis-oriented method of; mysticism

Izutsu Toshihiko

James, William
Japanese uniqueness polemics (nihonjinron )
Japanism (nihonshugi )
Ju-ching

quoted

Kagamishima Genry  n
Kannon-d  ri K  sh  -h  rinji temple
karma

and naturalism
as “the reason of cause and effect” (inga no d  ri )
and rebirth
as “vast and giddy karmic consciousness” (gosshiki b  b  )
See also causation/cause and effect; naturalist heresy

Kegon (sect/school). See also
Hua-yen

King, Winston, quotedn
Komazawa University
Kuo Hsiangn
LaFleur, William R., quoted
language/words and letters (monji ):

of alchemy
de-anthropocentricization of
in explication of semantic attributes
as expression
in figures of speech
and insentient beings’ discourse on Dharma
and irrationality of k  an utterances
M  dhyamika view of
realizational view and/or instrumental view of



in reflexive, self-causative utterances
in reinterpretation based on the principle of nonduality
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and seven methods of linguistic transformation
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and the universe
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Lao-tzu
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M  dhyamika thoughtn
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Pr  sa  gika-
of Tibetan Buddhism
and two truths
and Vijñapti-m  trat  /tath  gata-garbha thought
See also emptiness

Mah  y  na-sa  graha (She ta-ch’eng lun )n
Ma  ju  ri
Marx, Karl
Ma-tsu [Tao-i]. See also Chiangsi Ma-tsu
Matsumoto Shir
meditation:

as “the attainment of cessation”
as enstasisn
and entwined vines
in Fukan zazengi
nonthinking as essence of
as ocean-reflections sam  dhi
old-paradigm k  an (kosoku k  an ) and
k  an realized in life (genj  k  an ) in



and pure experience and altered states of consciousness
as sam  dhi of Dharma-nature
silent-illumination zen vs. k  an-introspection zen in
and striving
and subitism (sudden enlightenment)
thinking as central in
and tile polishing
and wisdom
as zazen-only (shikan taza )
See also nonthinking

mysticism:
coincidence of opposites in
as essence of Zen
as ineffable/inexpressible
of intimacy
kataphatic and/or apophatic in
and meditative experience
and thinking

N  g  rjuna
Nakamura Hajime
Nan-chüan [P’u-yüan]
Nan-yang Hui-chung
Nan-yüeh. See also Nanyüeh

Huai-jang; Nan-yüeh Ta-hui
Nan-yüeh Huai-jang. See also Nanyüeh Ta-hui
Nan-yüeh Ta-hui. See also Nan-yüeh

Huai-jang
naturalist heresy (jinen ged  /tennen ged  ).

See also causation/cause and effect
Nichiren
Nietzsche, Friedrich
Nihon Daruma Sect. See also Dainichib  N  nin
Nirvãna Sütra
Nishida Kitar
Nishida School. See also Kyoto School
Nishitani Keiji



nonduality
applications of, in D  gen’s locution
of dharmas and Dharma-nature
duality and
misunderstandings of
as one of the root foci
in Tendai hongaku thought
Vimalak  rti’s view of
See also duality; focus/foci

nonthinking (hi-shiry  )
Abe’s view of
as authentic practice
as critique of meditation and wisdom alike
as “custodian” of emptiness
as emptiness
as essence of meditation
and evolution of D  gen’s view of meditation
and the expressible
Izutsu’s view of
as “mediator” between thinking and not-thinking
as method of zazen
and ocean-reflections sam  dhi
as right/authentic thinking
See also meditation; not-thinking;
thinking

not-thinking (fu-shiry  )
and “the attainment of cessation”
and “dark sinking,” “enstasis,” etc.
and ineffablility
and interrogatives
as mind as the unattainable (shinfukatoku )
the “not” of
as “that thinking which is not/beyond thinking”
as “that which is not/beyond thinking”
traditional readings of
See also meditation; nonthinking; thinking

Nyanaponika Thera, quotedn



ocean-reflections sam  dhi (kaiin zammai ):
and nonthinking and existence-time
See also meditation

Orientalism:
reverse
Zen

P’an-shan Pao-chi
Pao-chih. See also Hua-yen Hsiu-ching
Pascal, Blaise

quoted
perennial philosophy/philosophia perennis
phenomenalism:

absolute
radical/critical

picture, painted (gato ; ga )
as language/thinking
See also nonthinking; reason

Pi-yen lu (The Blue Cliff Record)
Plato
postmodernism
practice:

authentic
“before the origin of the universe”
and collapse of traditional models
and enlightenment
of “natural capability/preparedness to discern” (sh  chi )
as negotiating the Way (bend  )
and skillful means
See also D  gen: praxis-oriented method of; enlightenment

Pr  sa  gika. See M  dhyamika thought

radiant light (k  my  )
as illumination
individuated forms of
as nonduality of light and darkness
and “Nothing in the whole world is ever



concealed” (henkai fuz  z  )
Rahula, Walpola, quotedn
realization (genj  )
See also enlightenment; practice
reason (d  ri )

as Buddha-nature’s workings
in deconstructive and reconstructive
functions of emptiness
delusory
of Dharma-nature
and discriminative thinking
D  gen’s usage of
and the Enlightenment
and esotericism
as fairness
in karmic causation
meanings of
of moral causation
of painted picture
as practice
and secession of logos in the Western thought
and Shinran’s notion of naturalness
and Taoist view of nature/naturalness
as understanding and criticism
See also language/words and letters;
nonthinking

reflexivity
representational view

Schleiermacher, Friedrich
Senika heresy (senni ged  )
Seven Past Buddhas
Sharf, Robert H.
Shih-t’ou Hsi-ch’ien, quoted
Shingon (sect/school)
Shinran

and naturalness (jinen h  ni )



skillful means (zengy  h  ben; h  ben )
as buddha-fruition
and Lotus S  tra
as negotiating between weighing and
fairness
teleological view of
See also bodhisattva-way

Su Tung-p’o
quoted

s  tras (ky  kan ), see under specific names
as the universe
See also language/words and letters

Suzuki, D. T.
quotedn

Ta-chi. See also Chiang-si Ma-tsu;
Ma-tsu [Tao-i]

Ta-chien. See also Ta-chien Hui-neng
Ta-chien Hui-neng
Ta-erh
Takasaki Jikid
Tao-fu
Taoismn

D  gen’s critique of
Tao-yü
tath  gata-garbha (nyoraiz  )

Critical Buddhists’ view of
See also hongaku (original enlightenment) thought

Tendai (sect/school). See also
T’ien-t’ai

Terada T  run
thinking

of Dharma-nature
as discrimination
and the logic of intimacy
and meditation as an issue in Buddhism and Zen
and meditation as mutually indispensable



as “the mind as the unattainable”
and nondiscriminative knowledge
as picturing/painting
and seeing things clearly (akiramu )
and supernormal powers
and thought of enlightenment
traditional view of
See also meditation; nonthinking; not-thinking

Thurman, Robert A. F., quotedn
T’ien-t’ai (sect/school). See also

Tendai
time. See existence-time
total exertion (gujin )

of a single thing (ipp  )
See also body-mind; realization

Toulmin, Stephennn
transpersonal psychology
Ts’an-t’ung-ch’i (Merging Difference and Identity)
Tso-ch’an chen (Hung-chih Cheng-chüeh)
Tso-ch’an i (Ch’ang-lu Tsung-tse)
Tsung-chih
Tung-shan [Liang-chieh]

Upanishadic philosophy
Vairocana Buddha
Vajrasattva
Vijñapti-m  trat  . See also consciousness-only thought; Yog  c  ra
Vimalak  rti
Vimalak  rti-nirde  a s  tra

Wach, Joachim
Wilhelm, Helmut, quoted
wisdom. See meditation; nonthinking

Yog  c  ra. See also consciousness-only
thought; Vijñapti-m  trat

Yüan-wu K’o-ch’in



Yüeh-shan. See also Yüeh-shan Hung-tao;
Yüeh-shan Wei-yen

Yüeh-shan, Hung-tao. See also Yüehshan
Wei-yen

Yüeh-shan Wei-yen. See also Yüeh-shan
Hung-tao

Yün-men. See also Yün-men
Wen-yen

Yün-men Wen-yen

zazen. See meditation
Zen:

anti-intellectualism in
D  gen’s place in
and ethics
and “finger pointing to the moon” (shigetsu )
Imperial Way
individualism, iconoclasm, etc. in
and k  an utterances
meditation and thinking in
one-taste
and perennial philosophy/philosophia perennis
and postmodernism
S  t
subitism (sudden enlightenment) in
Suzuki’s
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